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SUMMARY

This dissertamm investigates /heoretical aspects of the rrwbilisational strallgits of the
African National Congress IJIId its surrogate organisations wilhin the comeu of the
lUvelopmi!nl of their strategic doctrw IJIId utilises the townships of Port Alfred and
Cradock as examples. The study focu.tes on the mi!chanisms utilised by /he African
National Congress to mobilise support for irs programme druing the period 19&)-1988.

This lhesis arglU!s thal the activities and actions of /he ANC which look place in cerltlin
selea areas in the Easllrn Cape Region of the Republic of South Africa can be correctly
described as a People 's War insurgency. It uamlMS the concept of People 's War
within the coraexi of revolutionary warfare or insurgency and identifies the tssenJial
characteristics of this ckJctrine.ltthen examines the devtlopmi!nl ofthe mililary ckJclrine
of /he African National Congress IJIId traces the various strategic inf1iU!ru:ts which have
shoped ANC military thinking. 11 coUllterpoises the dtlielopmenl of ANC People 's War
doctrines against/he nrt:Jde1 of People 's War as fo rmukued by Mao and /he Vietnamese
theorists. The ANC 's People 's War MCtriM is uamlned within tM context of the
various mobilisational, military and organisational mi!chonisms employed in the
townships. These are in tlUn examwd within the framewo rk of tM specific township
a amples selected in the Easlern Cape region. The military dimension of W C People 's
War strategy is txplaintd and the reasons fo r itsfaillUe examined. The counser-strategy
of the RSA Govemmenr is also briefly examined. COllClusions aboUlthe changing face
of WC stnJlegy are drawn in the final chapter and the various hypothesis propounded
in this dissertation are concluded.
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CHAPTER ONE.
TM pMnomlMn of HPeople' s War His a witkly discussed but seemingly little understood
strategic concept , which has assumed particular imponance within tM So uth African

conseu since 1M end of 1M 197Q' s. TM adiJption ofthis tMory of revolutionary warfare
by the Africa NaIional Congress (ANC) led to a langible change of srraregic directio n
by tM organisation and had profound impficarions for the overall poli~al climate in tM
Republic dwing 1M early 1980' s.

THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY:
The objective of this examination or the People' s War concept and its application in a
particular region or South A£rica utilising two townships as examples, is to establish
whether the events in the Eastern Cape Region during the period 1980 • 1988 can
IlCcunnely be described as People 's War. The concept, us origins and wider implications
will be examined with the intention or establishing a clear understanding or what
constitutes a People's War. ArleT establishing a functicnal definition or whal People's
War is, the events in the Eastern Cape and more specifically Port Alrred and Cradock
will be examined and counter-posed against the theoretical concept or model or Peoples
w~.

THE HYPOTH ESIS:
The hypothesis will be advanced that the unrest and revolutionary mobilisation which
took place in the Eastern Cape during this period can accurately be described as
"People's War" in the classical sense and thal the events in the region provide a unique
instgh r into the strengths and weaknesses of the ANC as a whole. The study was
moti vated by a desire tc evaluate the true extenl or ANC influence during this period as
it became cvident that the events in thc Eastern Cape provided the most advanced
example or ANC mobilisarienal success during its period in exile. The study examines
the practical implementation of ANC ideology which took place in certain selected areas
which the ANC described as "fiberared zoncs" and it is contended that an in-depth
analysis of these areas enables the researcher to evaluate and project what a possible
ANC government would do if it assumed power under similar conditions. An evaluation
10

of the events in the towns hips of die Eastern Cape during the 1980 - 1988 period
therefore provides an insight into man y central aspects of African National Congress
Str11tegy and tactics . This research was also conducted to discover whether the rhetoric
wieldy employed by the African National Congress during this period was based on
tangible evide nce of successful application of the concept and whether the Eastern Cape
manifestation of this strategy, fell with in die theoretical frame work of People's War as
applied by amon gst others the Vietnamese insurgents. The thesis also examines the
arguments put forward by commentators who argued that the unrest in the townships
during this period was primarily a grievance n:lated phenomen on and not an engineered
one. In this thesis the parameters of the "ungovernability" factor will be evaluated and
a conclusion reached as to the extem of its impact

RESEARCH METHODS AND SOURCES:
The research for this thesis was undertaken after consultation of the Human Science
Research Council register of post-graduate research. It became evident that funhcr
research into this area would conDibute to understanding the events which took place in
this region . The research was undenaken in the Eastern Cape region and a historicalJ
des criptive analysis was made of the material. The research material utilised was largely

drawn from primary sources such as speeches, notes. transcripts of statements made to
die South African Police, pamphlets. booklets and publications of the organisations

concerned and news reports of statements and interviews. This was supplemented by the
use of secondary sources such as journal articles by academics involved

in the

events.

analysis of events and extracts from books dealing with the international application of
People's War.

STRUcrURE OF THE THESIS:
The research work is accordingly di vided into the following parts. The first section
contains the table of contents and the introduction. The second deals with the theoretical
aspects of People's War and examines selected descriptions of the phenomenon. II
attempts to establish a "control" against which the activities of the ANC can be
measured. It also traces the de velopment of ANC military strategy and the origins of its
revolutionary doctrines as well as the causes of the reorientation which took place in the
11

late 1970 's. The third component examines the broader theoretical elements of the ANC
strate gy and argues that this resulted primarily from a Vietnamese input imo the
organisation. The section provides an analy sis of the Strategic component wh ich make
up the ANC's People's War strategy and di scusses them in broad terms.

'The fourth section deal s with the practical results of the adoption of these ide as and ee

StruelUl'eS created to implement the theoretical imperatives. This componem makes up the
bulk of the srudy and examines the structures created and their relative success. The
srudy examines the practical implementation of ANC ideology which took place in
certain selected areas which the ANC described as "libera ted zones " and it is contended
thai an in-depth anal ysis of these areas enables the researc her to evaluate and project

what a possible ANC government would do if it assumed power. The next component
examines the military aspects of tbe ANC's strategy of Peopte's War and !be practical
nature of Umkh onto we Sixwe' s actions. A further section briefly examines specific
aspects of the State' s counter strategies with specific regard to the South African Police.

This section only deals with this topic in a less penetrative fashion as it is only intended
10 explain certain selected topics re levant to the general theme of the thesis and to
demonstrate contributing factors to the collapse of People's Power in these areas. The
final component is an examination of the most recent developments in the ANC's

People's War strategy and e xamines the future of the phenomenon. The thesis also
contains various appendixes of ce ntral relevance to the investigation of People's W ar in
these regions of the Eastern Ca pe.
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CHAPTER TWO.

INTRODUCTION: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Eastem Cape re gion can justifiably be described as the 'crucible of conflict' between

the black and white sectors of the South African population and has been the scene of
an ongoing historical clash between two assertive ethnic and economic groupings which
have come into conflict frequently over the past 200 years'. The conflict Iuu continued
with various interludes since the first clashelt between the w hite senlers seeking land on

the frin ges of the Cape Colony and the migrant Xhosa people moving down the coasdine
in search of grazing. The region has become the home of the Xhosa people whose
national ist aspirations have often been manifested in political activity and occasionally,
military action. It was also Ihc home of Ihc first black political organisations such as
Im bumba Yama Afrika established in 1882 by teac hers and clergymen' as well as South
Africa's finl black newspaper, the Imvo Zabantsundu which was launched in 1884 l

•

11Ic area is regarded as the cradle of black resistance 10 white rule~. The emergence of
militant black political consciousness has often foun d its strongest expression in a region
which has produced two generations of African National Congress (A NC) leaders',
Black Co nsciousness leaders such as Steve Dileo and saw the binh of many of South
Afric a ' s strongest trade union movements, The strong nationalism and economic
discrepancies so prevalent in the re gion, have combined wit h a radical political awareness
to form an explosive combination of c lements. It is against th is historical background of
conflict and confrontation tha t tile events which took place between 1979 and 1988
assume a greater importance' ;

The Eastern Cape region erupted in insurrection and mob violence in the early' 1980' s
and became a focal poi nt of mob ilisational effott by the ANC who recognised the
advantages of attempting 10 mobil ise a region in which the inhabitants had strong
historical links and sympathies with the organisation7 • This was compounded by the
socio-economic grievances which existed in a region hard hit by various negative
economic factors. The overwhelming dominance which the Xhosa members of the ANC
such as Mandel l, Mbelci and Tambo, managed to consolidate followin g the death of

13

Alben Luthuli, has meanl thai despite its public S1atements, the hierarchy of the ANC has
become increasingly Xhosa in its composition". The region has provided the ANC with
a support base since the 1920's and became the ANC's stronghold during the 1950' s. It
is beyond the scope of this dissertatiOllIO funy examine these historical factors, however
it is important

to

view the events of the 1980' s against this turbulent back-drop.

'The Afric:an National Congress has played a formative pan in organising and mob ilising
insurrection in the Eastern Cape and it is uscfullO examine in some detail the historic:al
development of the ANC's Strategy and its role in the events of this decade . Few people
would have predicted that the 19 12 Bloemfontein conference at which Dr. Pixely Seme

and leading members of the black community fonned the South African Native National
Conference t , would coree 10 have such a major impact on the future of South Africa.
Initially a middle class organisation, the ANC was 10 undergo a name change in 1923

10

and numerous doctrinal and other changes during the course of tts troubled and turbule nt
history. II has subsequently abandoned its mon: conservative policies and oommitment
10 non- violence and embraced a socialist socio-economic policy" and a theory of
violent

mass

based insurrection

O£

what il tenns the 'armed struggle ' . Yet the

organisations IOOIS are 10 be found in the national ism and resistance to white authority
which has played such an important part in the conmcr in the Eastern Cape. The ANC
found ready support amongst the regions urban black population who form one of
Africa's few true indusll'ial working classes or 'proletariat'soU, as !he area moved
through periods of rapid indusll'ial growth followed by unemployment and depression".

•
The African National Congress has the dubious distinction of being the world's oldest
liberation movement, and although this has imparted a degree of legitimacy amongst its
sympaihizers, it renects the process O€,4 marginalisation which has took place following

the organisation's formal alliance with the South African Communist Party", itself one
of the world 's oldest Communist Parties and the formation of its military wing,
Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) in 1961. 'The organisation faced increasing isolation from its
grass roou support during its period in exi le and saw the events in the Eastern Cape as
a means of re-establishing tbe foothold it lost following its banning and the arresl and
imprisonment of many ofils most able leaders. This dissertation attempts 10e xamine the
14

events in the region and to place them within the conlext of events on a national scale.
ANC statements on the phenomenon of People's War and panicularly the Eastern Cape,
with a particular focus on selected townships m: examined in some detail and some
analysis of their content made.

rs

CHAPTER THREE.
AN

HISTORICAL

OVERVIEW

OF

SELECTED

CONCEPT S

IN

REVOL UTIONARY WAR AND INSURGENCY IN SOUTH AFRICA•
• In mos, cascs, tbo revoIutiOlllries will have scan from lIOIlling. SWtin8 willi IIlIIhing initially rtqIlireo
or• .,i...im.. Secml.y. lbI revoIutionIriea """~ 10 ors-li.... flnt celli IIId lhea. ""l<mi~ Delworb of

COIlSpiJacy. Around

ee cells lbIy ....... bIlild poliDcal. ~ ~ 10 wiD "'PJ'Of\ md.1£lImJ

oflel'rOlisll where propaganda (alit. 'They will orpnise ~ partics. and
popular IlIPPJ"- AJeIllS will be infillfaUJd iJw:I lhe

prcuIlfl!

JI'OUPlIO mob~

adminislration. lbI armed forces, police. Iabou1

IlDions and power cenlrCl . 1nLelli~ 1lOOI'Ilfks will be established. The revolulioo.iel will foment

demooIsP'8liolv. saikes. sabotage and riolS. 'They will
~

inl;:rease

\be pilCh md. voh'me of their

auaeb againR all the governing aulllorities. AU aaci:s iJl the 50CiaI and alminislnli~

lll'UClWU will be mqnifltd IIId «pIoillld. Faced wilb ~ by the police. the revolutionary
....anisItiona will beeome hanlened. solidified and e~perienced.·"

INS URGENT THEORY IN ITS BROADER CONTEXT:
Revolutionary wars and insurgencies in various fonns have played an important role in
the arena of international conflict since the end of bostilides in the Second World War
and South Africa has not escaped the impact of this phe ncmenoe, During this period

insurgent forces have utilised a variety of strategic models or doctrines as a basis for
their revolutionary campaigns", The strategies employed by the insurgent groups differ
significantly due to context. objective and subjective conditions. population
dynamics,
,
international support and geographical factors" . The wars of national libcration or anticolonialism were largely fought within the framewort of imponed ideological and
strategic principles. The revolutionary challenge to the South Mrican State which. underpinned the events in the Eastern Cape mirrors many of these Strategic variables and
during the fll"Sl half of the 1980' s took on an advanced and complex nature.

The adoption of the doctrine of People' s War by the African National Congress and its
revolutionary ally.jhe South African Communist Party visibly cbanged the face of Soutb
African politics during the 1980's and had an impact on the nature of the opposition 10
the state in this often volatile region of South Africa. II is important 10 take these
16

changing dynamics

euc account when attempting tc understand both the actions of the

ANC and the responses of the South African state during this period" . The era of
"People's War" forms a dearly de lineated phase in the development of the ANC
insurgency and although it will be argued that its thrust in this partic ular form inevitably
failed, it provides a valuable insight into the nature of the ANC's capabilities.

It is essential 10 identify the central elements of the People's Wu Strategy of Mao and

place them in their theoretical context, before establishing the characteristics of the
ANC's insurgent theories. The ANC's Strategy and Tactics states that, "guerrilla warfare,

the special and in our case only form in whic h the armed liberation struggle can be
launched, in neither static nor does il take place in a vacuum. The tempo, the overall
strategy 10 be employed, tbe opening ofnew fronts, the progression from lower 10 higher
forms and thence 10 mobile warfare.":lO Mao's philosophy of guerrilla warfare is a multidimensionalropic which goes far beyond the scope of this dissenation and only elements
of key rele vance will be dealt with. It is no coincidence mat adaptations of the strategic
doctrine of Mao Tse Tung have found the most successful universal application 10
date 21 in revolutionary warfare and insurgency and that the ANC and its internal
SIIUl:IUmI

auemptcd 10 adapt the general principles 10 the South African, and particularly

the Eastern Cape situation.

Mao's doctrine's directly or indirectly shaped the batde philosophy of many of the
prolonged guerrilla wars in the twentieth century and his writings on the subject remain
extremely relevant today. II is significant therefore, that me ANC chose 10 re-orientate
it's revolutionary strategy around the Maoist principles of liberated zones, alternative
structures, popular fronl organisations and mass based insurrection given the historical
deve lopment of an embryonic Xhosa nationalism and what appears 10 have been a long
term

rejection of white values and domination in this n:gion 21• This significance is

largely due 10me intricate ideological relationship between the South African Conununist
Party and the ANC's military wing Umkhonto we stewe and mat party's close reliance
on the revolutionary doctrines of Marxist Leninism as opposed 10 Maoism It is also
significant due to the fact that tbe ANC, which has largely resciced its insurgent
activities to the urban regions adopted military doctrines more readily associated wim
17

rural insurgency and adapted them CO the urban context. TIle ANe's e xperiment in
People ' s War demonstnUed both die 5COpe and depth of insurgent capabilities and also
its inherent weaknesses,

KEY THEORETICAL ELEMENTS OF PEOPLE' S WAR THEORY AND THEIR
RELEVANCE TO THE RSA:
TIle origins of the historical success of these strategies lie in the fact that Mao in his

writings on revolutionary warfare, moved beyOOd the realm of tactics and ideology and
entered die realm of Strategic doctrineZl, This effectively transcends the narrow
distinctions be tween urban and rural insurgencies and is concerned with the underlying
factorS in any insurgency of this nature. Insurgent movements utilising People's WIU
doctrines aim at the total mobilisation of aU sectors of the target pop ulation in support
of their actions and ideology. The total mobilisation process assumes the proportions of
a 'total

WIU'

effort, in which all aspects of public and private life are regulated in support

of the revol utionary cause", The centrality of Marxist ideology CO this process has
meant that fundamental structural changes in the targeted society take place during the
insurgent phase, a development reflected in the creauon of parallel hierarchies or
alternative structures which take the form of envisaged pcst-revoludonary institlltion~.
TIle parallel hierarchies or alternative structures created by insurgen t organisations often

dearly reflect a desire to reorder society and ensure absolute control over the po pulation
during the insurgent and revolutionary phases. Pike identified this aspect of coercive
mobilisation during People's WIU in his analysis of the Vietcong, "Revolutionary
guerrilla warfare as practised in Viemam was a way of life. Its aim was to establish a
totally new social order, thus differing from insurgencies whose objective is eithe r
statehood or change of govemment"'.~

II is often possible to evaluate the projected nature of a potential post-revolutionary
society under the insurgents concor by analyzing the so called 'Organs of Peop les Power'
or parallel hierarchies which they develop". In a discussion article entitled Embryos of
the Furon: State, Joe Slovo highlights the fact that the ANC sees the alternative structures
as fulfilling a similar role in the future, "The establishment of 'people' s education,

18

people's courts. people's militia, people's army and other organs of people's power in
the various districts of our country is a product of political struggle and a decisive pre-

condition of the development of the presently scattered, decentra1ised and autonomous
communes to a fully fledged people's government, These organs of people's power
should be regarded as lIistorically inevitable, as lItey are clearly destined to be the
embryo's

or our future democratic State.":11 The significance of litis statement lies in lite

fact thal the structures and fornu of alternative structures which were created in South
Africa's townships are a preview of what a future ANC ruled State could look: like. II is
therefore imperative thai the structures be analyzed in order to attempt a projection

or

future developments. Thus in the Soutll African context, the prioriry target of tile ANe
lias ceased to be defined in terms of narrow parameters such as attacks on physical
installations, and became a sophisticated and multi dimensional assault on all tile sectors
or Soutll African societf' in tile period preceding its unbanning and the partial
cessation of hostilities. The events in the Eastern Cape indicated lite broad mobilisational
mecllanisms which the ANC and its sympathizers were able to utilise to mobilise broad
SCClOfS of the urban black: population in support of their insurreceon and the level of
their commitment to n:--ordering society.

Mao identifies the primary objective of insurgent warfare as being "to strive to the
Ut!IlOSl to preserve one's own strength and to destroy that of the enemy"JO; derived from
tIIis guiding principle are three basic requirements for a successful People's War scenario
which Mao identifies in his writings on the SUbject, firstly the establisltment or a
"People's Anny", secondly ensuring that this army coordinates its activities with the
traditions and expectations of the general population and thirdly, the establishment

or

sympathetic organisations and alternative structures and the arming of tile people (those
who support the insurgents) to undertake actions against tile government rorces''. Mao
said thai "In the course of the struggle we must form mass organisations, we must
organise the workers, peasants, youth, women, children, merchants and professional
people according to the degree of their political consciousness and fighting enthusiasm
• into the various mass organisations necessary for the struggle....and we must gradually
expand them. Without organisation, tile people cannot give effect to the anti-Japanese
struggle. In the course of this struggle we must weed out the open and the hidden
19

traitors , a task which can be accomplished only by relying on the strength of the people.
In this struggle it is particularly important to arouse the people to establish, or to
consolidate their organs of anti-Japanese political power. Where the original Chinese
organs of political power have nOl: been destroyed by the enemy, we must reorganise and
strengthen them with the support of the broad masses. They are organs of political power
for carrying out the policy of tile Anti-Japanese National Unired Front and should unite
all the forces of the people to lighl against our sole enemy.RlZ Mao Stresses the fael that
revolutionary warfare is by its very nature protracted, and that while the Slrategy is
simple, the practical a-aoslation of slrategy into a concrete military capability is far more
complex».

The concept of People's War revolutionised modem military lhinking in the field of

gueni11a warfare in that it moved away from the tangible and the finite and advanced a

doctrine of war-lighting which dealt with the intangible aspects of conflict"'. II stressed
the development of a IOta1 slrategy which addressed every aspect ofhuman existence and

the IOta1 mobilisation of the entire human resources of the target population in much the
same way that economic resources arc mobilised in a conventional war effort"'. The
successful adaption of Mao's teachings by the Viet Cong during the Indo-Chinese and

vtemecese conflicts appean to have served as a basic model for ANC and other
Chanerisl activities during the 1980's and although the organisation appears to be moving
away from its initial formulation of the strategy, it would seem that it will continue to
play some role in their activities. The relationship between the Maoist model and the
later Vietcong application of the principles is explained by Pike,

•

~Mao

did nor conceive

of guerrilla operations as an independent form of warfare bUI simply as one aspect of the
revolutionary struggle. There were, he said, three types of political activities : those
towards tile enemy, those towards the people (agit-prop work) and those towards the
guerrilla forces and supporters (organisational and indoctrinational). Wilhin this frame
work came his three stages of revolutionary warfare."36
Pike then goes on to counterpoise this against vsemeroese theory, "It can be argued that
Giap outlined four rather than three, or that he used the three stages but proceeded them
with two preliminary ones. In the first. which might be called the psychological warfare
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stage, a base is established among the people, using propaganda and political warfare,
discontent among the people is converted into channelled activity. cells are formed. most
activity is on the individual level and of course is clandestine. In the second preparatory
phase. w hich might be called the small unit phase, comes the basic O£ganisational work:
the formation of vertical and horizontal associations and the creation of anned
propaganda guerrilla companies, agit-prop teams with guns who fighl only 10 defend
themselves and whose chief tasks are organisation and agit-prop work, map said those
companies prepared the ground and only when their work was well done could the three
stages actually begin. Basically developmental. the three stages are categories expressed
mainly in offense-defense, static dynamic, military-political tenns with respect 10 both
the revolutionary and his enemy."

1T

PARALLEL HIERARCHI ES AND THE ORGANISATIONAL FACfOR:

The most significant single clemenl in any People's WrJr scenario and the one which has

direct applicability to South Africa is undoubtedly that of organisation or what is referred
10 as organisational warfare. Pike refers 10 it as the 'god of re volution' and it is this
aspect of revolutionary warfare which forms the focus of this dissenatioo". O'Neill
describes this concept in the following manner in his discussion on the major facets of
an insurgency.

~

H an insurgent organisation perceives a need 10 augment its

membership, it will normally increase its level of differentiation or complexity, and
through the effortS crus political cadres, penetrate hamlets, villages, and cities, especially
in contested areas (te., areas in which neither the government nor the insurgents have

firm control). Insurgents often create what Bernard Fall called parallel hierarchies 10
compete with government institutions. The parallcl hierarchy can take two forms:
penetration of existing official administrative SUUClUrCS by subversive agents, or creation
of autonomous insurgent SUUClUms designed 10 take over full administrative responsibility
when military-political conditions are deemed appropriate". ~

It is possible 10 isolate some of the elemerus contained in this definition within the South
African ccetexe when: the ANC have identified the need to 'augmenl its membership'
and has therefore attempted to increase the complexity of its S1l'UClUrCS by playing an
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active role in the creation of internal support structures co facilitate its revolutionary
progranunc. These SIl'UCtUIeS will be dealt with in greater detail in the relevant chapter.

O'Neill identifies the other vital element in a People's War scenario, namely the creation
of a vast networlt of auxiliary organisations which supplement the activities of the
insurgent organisation. " In order

to

order to broaden its support base, the insurgent

organisation may go beyond the government StnlCtul'eS it seeks to imitate by creating
functional auxiliaries, such as youth groups, peasant organisations, workcn groups, and
women's organisations, and by arranging tactical alliances with other independent groups
that oppose the government, When this is done the new e ntity is frequently referred to
lIS a front. 'The effectiveness of winning adherents by increasing the differentiation of the
organisation is exemplified by the Huk movement in tile Philippines, where many joined
fronl organisations, often without even knowing party aims.....

The ANC activities which fall within the ambit of organisational warfare include the
creation or involvemenl in a Chanerist movement which included a broad worI<:ers front,
a people's front and a youth fronl. This process brought together hundreds of Chanerist
organisations whose general political motivation could be reconciled with that of the
ANC and which is referred to as the Mass Democratic Movereeer". This was
particularly effective in overcoming the reslrictions and bannings which hampered ANC
mobilisation during its period of banning and neutralised many of tile state ' s efforts 10
restrict its influence within the RSAoil.

TH E MILITARY THEORY OF PEOPLE'S WAR
People's War makes use of military actio n by the insurgent military structures, their
military auxiliaries and subversion using political warfare teams supplemented by
auxiliary political organisations, to create a State of instability and lawlessness within a
particular region which is in rum consolidated into a base area or liberated zone. This
area theoretically provides the insurgent organisation with the freedom of movement
within both tbe military and political context which it requires to implement its
objectives. This region can be seen 10 move through an insurgent and revolutionary phase
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and Mao stressed thai a key factor determining the nature of a base area was the ability
of the insurgent organisation 10 defend iI against attempts by the authorities to reestablish control. Mao traced the development of insurgency through three distinct
phases. The first, or Strategic defensive phase is characterised by organisational warfare
in which the insurgent forces seek 10 consolidate their structures in areas which are
generally inaccessible 10 the forces of the regime. The recruitment and training of the
insurgent forces underlies this phase which requires inter-action at a meaningful level
with the population. Pandya. in his examination of rural People's WIU in the Rhodesian
conflict describes this phase as "conspiratorial, secretive, methodical and progressive.:"

Mao viewed the base area as a revolutionary sanctuary and attributed the failure of many
insurgent actions to the inability to develop meaningful control over safe areas. The
envisaged zone would ideally provide the insurgents with all their material and physical
needs and remove the necessity for intricate supply lines. Mao went as far as 10 specify
that an insurgent movement was doomed 10 failure if it did nor establish and consolidate
base areas. The relative inaccessibility of the selected areas were regarded as of central
importance with Mao stressing that the geographical factor WQIIId determine the relative
security of an area. In the South African context this principle had a different application
due 10the Apartheid system and the isolation of the townships from the areas over which
the State exercised its moSI extensive control.

Mao identified three types of zone during the insurgent phase, the first is the liberated
zone in which the insurgent movemem is free to move without inrerterence from the
stale. This area is by definition a secure area in which mobilisation can take place freely.
The second is the "guerrilla area" or contested zone in which the insurgent movement is
able to mobilise but is faced with opposition from the state. This places restrictions on
lite movement and alters considerably the nature of the insurgent actions and the zone
can be said to be undergoing a development process whic h win determine whether it
becomes a fully fledged liberated zone or a government zone. Two central characteristics
of this phase are the desire by the insurgent forces 10 eliminate as many enemy personnel
as possible and to coercively mobilise the bulk of the population behind their programme.
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The third type of zone is the stale sene where the authorities are effectively able to
control the population and the resources. The degree of control which tile govcmment
exercises in real tenns over this region detennines the nature of the methods used by the
insurgent, The insurgent is not restric ted by the considenltions of mobilisation and will
often make use of ruthless telTOt ucucs in these areas where it docs not rely on support
but rather fear to ach ieve its objectives. These zones must also come under attack from

the stronger forces of the guerrilla army who can challenge the anned forces of tile
regime in a direct manner.

Thi s phase is chancterised by an intricate relations hip between the three factors which
influence the insurgency namely the f=ation of an effective insurgent force , the de feat
of the state and the mobilisation of the people using organisational warfare techniques.
Cle arly the factors are inter-dependant and canllOC take place in isolation, a factor which
appean to ha ve been over-looked by the ANC. It is not possible to achieve one or more
of the factors in isolation from the others and it is the unique blend of military and
political action which gives People's War its character. Within the South African context
insufficient attention seemed to have been paid to the requirements for consolidation
before further expansion, to the detriment of the insurgent forces . Mao specifies that "the
eorteet principle is expansion threugh consolidation , a good method to anain a position

where we can be on the offensive or the defensive as we c hoose"." The ANC's failure
to transform its mass combat units into structures capable of defending the g:tins they bad

made proved a costly mistake and would inevitably force the organisation to explore nonviolent mass mobilisation, This is reflected in its pcst-unbanning seaegy,

The second phase is that of the strategic offensive and sees the systematic expansion of
influe nce and authority of the insurgent movement under conditions which are
increas ingly dictated by the insurgen t movement. During this phase emphasis is placed
on the desttuction of the enemies human resources using sabotage and assassination.
These attacks are directed at both the personnel of the government as well as high profile
figu res who are in some way publicly associated with the status quo, This phase is
primarily concerned with demonstrating insurgent potency and creating me impression
that me govcmment forces are weak"', Mao stated that the "principle objecl of me
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action of the guerrilla unit lies in dealing the enemy the strongest possible blow to his
morale and in creating disorder and agitation in his: rear, in stopping or slowing down his
operations, and ultimately in dissipating his fighting sttength so that the enemy's units
are crushed one by one and he is

~pilaled

into a situation where even by rapid and

deceptive ections be can neither advance or ~treat*." Mao's understanding of the key
linkage between terror and insurgency are evident in this extract, In No Place to Hide the
following observation is made about this terror factor, "the killing or torture of the very
people who supposedly are being liberated is an imponanl feature of all Marxist Leninist
revolutions. It is through this tactic thai terrorists are able to frighten segments of the
population intO supporting them. With a sufficiently bloody campaign, a small band of
terrorists can establish the equivalent of a second government over the people. They
actually ccnecr taxes, They issue laws and administer punishment to anyone who
disobeys !bose laws. But mosl of all they demand loyalty......

Mao recognised that the use of force in a random and undirected fashion was counterproductive and called for selective violence which would make maximum use of fear to
achieve its objectives. Mao also stressed the importance of striking economic IaJ'gCIS as
a means of destabilising the n:gimc and raised the vital issue of "self-defence" units.
These units are essentially recruited from the people and are responsible for defending
me liberated zones and contested areas. The ANC's failure to pay sufficient attention to
mis aspect was to COSt them dearly. Mao stated that "the correct principle is expansion
willt consolidation which is a good method which allows us to take the offensive or
defensive as we choose. Given a protracted war the problems of consolidating and
expanding base areas constantly arises for every guerrilla unit". Mao also instructed the
insurgents to pay special attention to the assassination of government officials to break
up the regimes support base and its infonncr network.

The final phase outlined by Mao was that of mobile warfare in which the insurgent
forces force a decisive engagement with the regime which is complemented by
negotiation. Ideally negotiation follows inexorable pressure on the regime from insurgent
uni ts and increasingly powerful semi-conventional forces conducting "mobile warfare".
Mao specifies that the transition to this phase of People's War can only take place when
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the insurgent forces have sufficient numben of trained insurgents to pose a real threat

to the regime. The development of the insurgent forces to this final Stage has seldom

take n place although the embryonic stages of mobile wlllfare generally make the position

of the regime so tenuous that psychological and political forces lead to negotiations. In
this respect the ANC was successful in bringing an unwilling opponent to a negotiating
position.

This exposldon of Mao' s military doctrine of People's War provides a brief look at the
key elements of the strategy. These basic COlICCpts of insurgency were adopted by the
Viemamese who de veloped them funher and transformed them into an effective
revolutionary docuine with a wider relevance. The Maoist model with its dualistic
military doctrine has had a considerable impact on various African insurgent movements

who in tum have adapted il to indigenous conditions. The actions of the ANC, Umkhonto
we Sizwe and its then "internal front organisations" will be counter-posed against this
model of People's War. II is, however, imponant to first examine the origins of ANC
insurgent theory and locate the reasons for the reassessment which took place aI the end
of the 1970's.

ANC REVOLUfIONARY DOCTRINE: AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE,
THE FORMATiON OF UMKHONTO WE SI ZWE (MK)

The military wing of the ANC, Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) was established in 196 1 by

amongst others ANC dep uty president Nelson Mande la and SACP Secretary General Joe
Stove, Mandela left South Africa to recei ve training and pledges of support from the

Soviel Union, various Eastern Bloc countries and Algeria" . Early ANC military sttlltegy
was premised on a belief that the Soulh African government would collapse in the face

of a concened attack on its most visible institutions and priority was given

to symbolic

attacks on government installations and terror attac ks against civil ians in the then largely
white urban areas"'.

The rel iance on the military instrumen t of guerrilla warfare, was largely due to the
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success achieved by the South African state in restricting the activities of the ANC and
its revolutionary ally, the South African Communist Pany internally during the 1950'5
when a serie s of state c lamp downs destroyed much of the ANC' s internal political

infrastructure". The ANC developed revolutionary structures in an attempt

to

escape

the full effect of the state clamp downs. One of these structures was the M Plan, an
organisational strategy which bear more than a superficial resemblance of the People's
War strategies introduced in the 1980's.

THE M PLAN.

ANC strategy d uring the 1950 's placed emphasis on mass mobilisation and popular
resistance and a strategy was formulated to marshall support for the ANC in areas where
the organisation felt it had sufficient influence. Nelson Mandela and Govan Mbeki
formulated this insurgent strategy in consultation with the National Action Committee
of the ANC during the 1950's. Mandela claimed that it had been drawn up with the
assistance of South African Indian Congress, (a fellow member of the Congress Alliance
which included the ANC and the Natal Indian Congress), the plan became known as the
Mandela or 'M Plan ' and the ANC e xperimented with it in the Eastern Cape Region of
Sou th Africa as well as on a less successful scale in other regions, Mandela cited the
regional conferences of the ANC held in Sophiatown, Genniston , Kliprown and Benoni
during 1953 as examples of the successful application of the M Plan". The M Plan
involved the creation of a network of structures in the townshi ps which would enable the
ANC to survive a major clamp do wn by the security forces and was to serve as a
consultative mechanism in the mobilisation of popular support for the ANC. Davis notes
that Mande la ' s "M Plan represented the first practical effort from within the Congress
10 prepare for the days of underground activity ahead. The M Plan ' s intention was 10
wean the ANC away from dependence on c haracteristics of organ isation most vulnerable
to governme nt pressure. Mandela envis ioned the construc tion of a discreet but Ilrrn
cell ular network at grassroots level in constant communication throu gh a hierarchy of
middle- le vel leaders with the national executive. But it achieved only sporadic success
in implementing the M Plan, the ANC rem ained large ly an undisci plined movement"."
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Mandela unveiled the plan in a policy statement to the Transvaal Congress of the AN C

In the address he identified the following objectives directed at overcoming the problelIl!J
faced by the ANC, namely "to consolidate the Congress machinery; to enable the
trans mission of important decisions taken on a national level to every membe1' of the
organisation without calling public meetings, issuing pre ss statements and printing
circulars; to build up in the local branches themselves local Congresses which will
effectively represent the strength and will of the people; to extend and SlrCTlgthen the ties
between Congress and the people and to consolidate Congress leadership"'".

THE STRUCTURE OF THE M PLAN:
The M Plan was planned to centre around a hccse-e- eouse recruitment drive which
Benson describes in the following manner, " The people were to hold meetings in
factories,

Of\

trains and busses, in their 1Iomes"". and the entire structure of the M Plan

was based on a geographically based cellunit and drew from the residents on a particular
stree t. This cell was represented by a cell steward on a Zone Committee which comprised
of seven cells. A Chief Steward was elected to represent the zone o n a Ward committee
made up of five zones and he would represent the ANC members in his area", This

organisational strategy was never effectively implemented but appears to have had some
success in the Eastern Cape during the 19j O' s in areas such as Pan Elizabeth were ANC
structures were advanced.

The M Plan served primarily as a structural basis' for ANC campaigns and was nO!:
suictly speaking an example of parallel hierarchies. 11 attempted to replace some of the
traditional tribal structures which initially formed the basis of the social order amongst
urbanised blacks and observers have noted the M Plan' s similarity 10 the uibal structures
of pre colonial society, particularly to traditional Xhosa structures". It becomes clear
that the similarities between the M Plan and later ANC strategies employed in the
Eastern Cape are limited due to the fact that the M Plan was never intended to replace
governmenl structures in the townships and lacked the ideological basis of 'People' s
Power' SUUClUreS. The M Plan is relevant to the topic of this examination of ANC
strategy only in so much that the idea of organising the township population in support
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of the ANC is noc a new phenomenon and thai the success enjoyed by the ANC in the
Eastern Cape is

the~fore

nOi surpri$ing. The M Plan appears to have inspired the so-

called "G Plan"SI, even though il differs from ANC actions in the 19 80' s being
primarily a political strategy with no military dimensions. The G Plan is a descriptive
name used in this dissertation to distinguish SUUClw'eS creeed in the 1980 ' s from those
of the 1950 ' 5.

A link between the two mobilisationallorganisational strategies has emerged in a
statement made by Edgar Ngoyi to the South African Police in 1987 in which he stated
thai "during 1956 I was elected secretary of the ANC Youth League, it was during this
stage when the public meetings convened by the ANC were banned thai the M-Plan in

its embryo stage were introduced and impleme nted. The M-Plan depicts the following
to ensure thai this plan polldcises, rnobilises and organises the masses at grassroots level,

that they play !be leading role in the liberation of our society and its transformation into
an economic, social and political system that wiD serve the needs of those who are
oppressed and exploited, to achieve the liberation struggle, to remove the white regime
with violence, and to develop a "people's power" as depicted in the Freedom Chaner.""
Ngoyi stated thai "we decided to intensify PEBCO by introducing a structure based on
the aims and objectives of the M-P1an with the diversity of difference in naming the
structure, area committees and streel committees although the aims and objects are the
same as the M Plan.- Ngoyi's statement demonstrates the formative role which veteran
ANC or MK leaders were to play following their release from Robben Island and the
continuity they gave the internal insurgent rorces despite the ANC' s exile. Analysis of
the debate about strategy and tactics within the ranks of the ANC indicates that the

organisation has a strong awareness of its own history and draws heavily on the
experiences of the past This helps to shape strategy and IaCtics along familiar lines and
assists the analysl in establishing certain patterns of behaviour.

ANC MD.JTARY DOCTRINE IN TIlE 1960{70' s.

THE IMPA CT OF THE MOROGORO DOCUMENT : MK MILITARY DOCTRINE:
The adoption of a military programme and the Umkhonto we Sizwe Manifesto by the
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ANC led to the formulation of whal can be best tennc:d a 'conventional''' guerrilla
warfare strategy which the ANC believed would enable it to make the transition from the
political to the military phase of revolutionary warfan:62 • TIle ANC regarded the 1960s
as a preparatory phase in which the infrastructural requirements of the insurgency would
be consolidated and the necessary internal under-ground seucture would come into being
to support a full blown insurgencyO.

AI its 1968 Morogoro Conference" IIle ANC formulated a document entitled SlJl.tegy,

Tactig and Programme of the ANt. This document described an initial stage of urban
insurgency which was 10 serve as a basis for an expanded rural insurgency. It stated thai
its insurgency was 10 be waged to" develop conditions for the fUlutc all out war which

will eventually lead to the conquest of power>4:l. In Strategy and Tactics the slJl.tegislS

of tile ANC argued thai tile vast areas of unprotected land in Soutll Africa and the
extended nature of the infrascructure, made Ibe South African Government particularly
vulnerable to a rural based insurgency. The general optimism of Ibe document extended
to plans to transform the insurgency to Ibe mobile phase which would be achieved by

implementing a three: phase progranune: the initial guerrilla phase would compromise of
aces of 'anned propaganda ' ie, sabocage, landmines and car bombs, the second phase
would be IIle 'equilibrium' phase in which stronger MK units would engage the South
African Securily Forces in 'mobile warfare ' and the third phase would culminate in a
'general offensive' which would coincide with IIle collapse of tbe SA economy, the
demoralisation of the Security Porces and the isolation of Ibe govemmenf".

This approach to revolution dominated ANC thinking throughout the 1960's and much

of the 70's, and resulted in a situation in which the ANC was constantly anempting 10
move from the first to the second phase of its revolutionary programme. The formation
and development of MK led 10 an increase in the authorily of the military leadership

within the management structures of the ANC and SACP which in tum led 10 what
appears to have been an over-reliance on MK 10 provide the impetus for a revolution.
This is reflected in the steadily increasing percentage of the ANC budget spent on MK
in the 1970's. By the 1980's about 50% of the overall budget of the ANC was spent on
MK'"'. The intillJl.tion of entire ANC Special Operations groups failed to achieve the
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desired effect during the late 70's and early 80's and there fore compounded the

fail~

of the ANC in transformi ng the political tension which gripped the townships during the
Sowetc uprising of 1976 into coordinated miliwy activityM.

ANC RE. EVALUAT ION OF ITS REVOLUTIONARY STRATEGY.

INDICATIONS OF STRATEGIC CHANGES:

The adopti on of People', War doc trine by the Umidlonto we Sizwe (MK) High
Command in the late seventies appears 10 have resulted from various conditions over

which the AN C had little or no control. 1be impetus for a strategic re-evaluation of ANC
strategy resulted first ly from a realisation within the ANC that in the post-Sc weio era the
ANC faced the prospect of marginalisation by militants inside the Republic who had
gro wn weary of waiting for ANC liberation and were now making their own revol ution.
This revolutionary consciousness took the fonn of a radic al Black Consciousness
ideology with strong support in the Eastern Cape region and resulted in the formation of
internal organisations which demonstrated the vulr.erability of the South African
government to challenges of this

son"'.

The awareness of ANC shoncomings was arguably compounded by the arrival of the so
called sowetc GenerationlO of activists , whose practical experiences in the townships

made them impatient for tangible successes and placed pressure on the old-guard to alter
the emphasis of ANC activity. The ANC's Strategic re evaluation followed indications

that the Soviet Union was reviewing its support" for the ANC in the lighl of that
organisations failure to exploit the oppornmlry which the Soweto Riots presented.

Secondly, in the late 1970's the African National Congress was faced with a massive
attrition rate resulting from increasingly effecti ve security force counter- insurgency
operations and this appears to have led to the increasing real isation thai the traditional
emphasis on Umkhc ntc we Sizwe was to costly'n. Commentator Michael Morris
identified a further problem which faced the ANC High Command. "By the early 19 80s
only a trickle of recruiu . on average about twenty monthly, not all of whom were
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trainable for anned operation, anyway, were joining ANC externally, the total number

of militarily trained men, hoverin g at about the 1600 mark. Many of these were being
sent back inw South Africa on sorties in a somewhat unskilled condition. One noticed
a sharp rise in the number of premature explosions and self inflicted casualties and
extraordinary attrition suffered by ANC's elite attacker tearn, the Special Operations
Group. ~71 Morris also examines ANC casualties and observed that the SOO is made up
of 48 men divided nominally into sixteen, three man units

and that a significant

percentage of the available cadres had either been killed or captured. Between October
1976 and December 1984 , 18.5 SOO penonncl were captured and 64 killed, this
effectively meant that the ANC had lost 249 cadres on 262 missions, a massive attrition
rate for an organisation able to draw on such a small core of trained personnel. It would
appear that this extremely high casualty rate led to a strict COSI benefit evaluation of the
MK strategies and the realisation that alternatives mUSI be sought,

Thirdly the ANC began 10feel the pressure of a systematic and successful South African
diplomatic effon 10 deny it safe areas in neighbouring states. fllSt Swaziland, then
Lesotho and finally Mozambique reached agreements with the South African
govemmen"· which led to a growing crisis for the ANC". The origins of the ANC' s
attempts to create liberated zones can be traced to these developments and the ANC's
claim following the Nkomati Accord that "We are going to reveal a secret that is no
secret at all, we are going 10 reveal where our military bases really are. Our bases are
in a country not far from here

Our bases are in Sooth Africa itself, our bases are

amongst the people them selves

was an unconvincing explanation as to the state of the

MK base structure. This no doubt contributed to the overall pressure bought on the ANC
to reconsider its revolutionary options. The explanation given by Tarnbo appears 10 be
a post-event rationalisation on the part of the ANC for a situation which limited the
opportunities for traditional infiltration and subversion tactics.

II would appear that these three factors contributed to the re-orientation which look place
within MK and accelerated the adoption of People's War. The emphasis was 10 move
rapidly away from traditional statements as the ANC gained an unprecedented momentum
in its revolutionary effon and made a conscious effon 10 re establish its presence inside
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the Republic with a particular emphasis on those areas where it had traditionally enjoyed
support suc h as the Eastern Cape.

The ANC admitted by the 1980's that its preoccupation with the military instrument in
its narrower sense was incorrect, " These successes, however, began to carry with them
certain strategic mistakes, which we realised later than we should have. Anned
propaganda was supposed to be a phase, but not the permanent cbaracrerisno of our

armed activity. And these special operations wert: meant to be onl y an aspect of, but not
a substitute for, the main grou Rd work of military organisation and buildin g of combat
forces from among the people. And theRlflmi wben the overall pattern of our armed
activity became these hit and run tactics , the main task began to suffer somewhat, and
this began to show . How? Like in any war, mistakes often show themselves by the rate
of casualties. "'6

The problem is discussed further, " The problem was not in the adopted Strategy, and
neither was it in the interpretation nor in the understanding of thai strategy, It was in the
tactical level of practice. Trained guerrillas went inside the country successfully, fully
equipped to survive, and then relied on the assumption that all our people were clear
about the need to fight the regime, particularly after the experience of the Soweto
uprising. Howe ver on numerous occasions, we discovered that some people did not
undentand who the guerrillas were, we discovered that the political consciousness and
people's readiness to support gucrrilla fighters was not to be assessed from headlines of
a newspaper report about mass attendances at political funerals. When our guerrilla units
fou nd difflCuily in hiding among the very people they had come to light for, they
resoned to living in the terrain - in dug outs far from the eyes of the people. The terrain
is not however where the guerrilla should ultimately be based, because this negates the
whole essence of the theory of guerrilla warfare. To engage in revolutionary guerrilla
warfare means by definition , engaging in war conducted by the people themselves, not
on their behalf. Revolutionary anned struggle develops from the grass-roots of the
masses, it develops when the overwhelming majority of the people are presented with no
alternative bUI

to

fight "" Tbe ANC correctly identified that they were taking the

revolution down a dead end path and this contributed 10 the Slnltegic reorientation which
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lOOk place.

In the South African and more specifically the Eastern Cape context, the adoption of

People's War resulted in the mobilisation o( a wide range o( support organisations by the
ANC, which are grouped together in what it terms the National Democratic Movement
or Mass Democratic Movement (MO M)"'. People's War placed a unique emphasis on
the duality o( revolutionary war in that it married the COlICCpt cr political warfare to that

or military warfare to produce a new combination o( clements"'. These revol utionary
ccncepts eook lI"aditional Western military concepts in a full circle by relating military
strategy back to its political basis and by placing political objectives above military ones

in a war situation lO• This effectively means that the ANC has blurred all the traditional
division s which e:tist in both the legal and monl.scnse between political activity and
revolutionary warfare. In doing so it posed unique political and constitutional problems
(or the South African government which was attempting to undcnakc reform within a
conconed environment were basic law and order arc upheld and these problems have

produced new and interesting sotcdocs".

The ANC has formulated an official definition o( People' s War within the South African
context which pinpoint s the basic Imentions o( the organisation. "By People's War we
mean a war in which a liberation anny becomes rooted amongst the people who
progressively participate actively in the armed struggle both politically and militarily,
including the possibility o( engaging in partial or general insurrections. The present
disparity in the enemy 's forces and our own determines the procracted nature o( the
struggle in which we need to reduce the enemy' s resources, reserves and endurance
whilst gathering our own strength to the poinl were we arc capable o( seizing power."'"
II is clear that the ANC had reached a watershed position in its revol utionary
deve lopment and that a change o( emphasis was essential (or the continued survival cr
the organisation. This change was to come as a result or increased contact with the
People' s Army o( Vietnam and the Vietnamese government through the Af'ro-Asia
Solidarity Organisation.

The development o( revolutionary strategy within Umkhonto we Sizwe was directly
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influenced by external recsors and the revolutionary doctrines utilised in other
insurgencies. To fully understand the development of ANC Strategy it is therefore
necessary to examine the impact of these factors: on the development of Umkhonto we
Sizwe.
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CH APTE R FOUR
PEOPLE"S WAR AND THE ANC•

• The mai~ng of the Viel Cons effort 10 obIain poycl>ologicaJ COOlI'Ol of the population of Soulh

VielnAm has consisted of a van machine engaged in spinni:Jg a counuy-widc web of committees,

allX:Civablc description. Its aim is 10 enmesh all calCgorics of the
popu.Iation in lIl:Iive SUpp:l<l of the revollllionary ClIIlSe in areas under the coruml of the Communist
ffl)llts and cells of almosl

""01'}'

forces: mel in 3IUS oulSidc thcir conlrol or sti ll dispuw:\. 10 destroy support for the (lovemmeru's
forces amongn \be civUian population. and lO bring aboul

• collapse of militarY

morale....

PEOPLE'S WAR FOR SOUTH AFRICA: THE VIETNAMESE INPUT.
The adoption of

B

new theory of insurrection has profound implications for any

revolutionary organisation and more so for an organisation which is bound in a
"revolutionary alliance" with a communist party such as the SACP. In a movement
heavily dominated by Marxist theoreticians of the calibre of Slovo, Kasrils, "Denga ",
"Mzala " and others, the adoption of a new theoretical basis for revolutionary actions has
complex ideological implications" and in the case of the ANC has led to a wide
ranging discussion within the organisation which is in tum reflected in their publications
and statements". Hugh Trevor described the role of the people in People' s War in one
of these discu ssion articles in the SACP journal; The African Commun ist as follows, "
It is in relation to the emergence of such organs of peoples power that we can understand
that conquest of state power is not carried out by a po litically conscious rnmcdty • nor
by an army , but by the people themselves."-

To achieve this the ANC realised that it must secure areas in which it could coercively
mobilise the population utilising parallel hierarchies or ' no go areas ', to fill the vacuum
created by the destruction of the established infrastructure. This perception came to form
the basis for a new look township strategy for the ANC and became particularly evident
in the Eastern Cape where sections of the black townships temporarily fell under the
authority of the Comrades and other pro-ANC groupings. The African National Congre ss
and the South Afric an Conunun ist Party have engaged in an ongoing process of
revol utionary destabilisation over a period of about three decades" , but this has
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escalated since the adoption of the People' s War strategy. The ANC transformed what
WlU ostensibly a low key insurgency in the 1960' s and 70 ' s, into a People' s War
situation in which internal mobilisation of the township population became the
organisations priority during the early 1980's.

In 1979 , Oliver Tam bo, leader of the African National Congress, led a delegation or
"study group" to the People's Republic of Vietnam to conduct a study into the possible
applications of People's War Strategy 10 the South African situation". The subsequent
Vietnamese input led to a radical re-oric:ntation of tile suategy of tile ANC and the
adoption of People's War doctrine as a basis for the ANC's insurgent actions" . This
importan t departure from the traditional obsessio n with tile mere military facets of
Umkhonto We Sizwe and the supposed detonator effect which it would provide came

after a resolution adopted by the National Executive Committee of the ANC in August
1979"'.

The influence of the Viemamese docaines of military strategist Giap, on thinking in MK
are explained in the African Communist91 in which an im portant MK statement from
Dawnl'l.. the publication of MK is discussed. The adoption of the Vietnamese model of
People' s War is attributed to the role of the 'practical organisers and theoreticians' of
the anned StTuggle of the 'heroic Viemamese people who resisted the narrow and
defensive Maoist conception of protracted People's War based in the country side ' and
accepted a structured and coordinated mass uprising combined with insurgent action".
The

vemaroese,

in line with the basic tenants of Marx ism Leninism, attempted to

ele vate the theof}' to the level of "scientific socialism" and establish a universal
applicability for the strategy. Pike identified this charac teristic in his in depth look at the
VielCORg StTuctures

~

The communists attempted to raise the techniques in the Chinese re volution and in the
Viel Minh war against the French to

D

science. so as to be able to prescribe a formula

thai, if applied accordingly to directions would yield inevitable victory. It is precisely its
foolproof, do-it yourself label that makes the package so attractive 10 dissidents everywhere and at the wne time makes destrOying the fiction of the fonnula 's infallibility a
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prime task fOl" those nations interested in peace and in helping nations develop along
orderly constructive lines""'. The Vietcong developmenl of People 's War wall based on
two closely related clements which served as a dogma for all insurgent, In essence this
doctrine involves two clements. referred w by thc Vict Cong as political dau noh and
military dau tranh,

These elements cfiesurgent theory were: utilised by the Victeong in the foUowing manner
~

The two elements of the strategy are the jaws Of the pincer used

w attack

the enemy,

PAVN recruits are told at their initial indoctrination sessions. The two kinds of dau tranh
are pictured as hammer and anvil. Always, il is stressed, the IWO operate tOg<:ther, must
operate together. The dualism of dau tranh is bedrock dogma. Neither can be successful
alone, only when combined · the marriage of violence to politics . can victory be
achieved. Armed dau tranh is the revolutionary violence program, thai is military actions
and other fornu ofbloodletting. Political dau tranh's programs or activities are threefold,

what are called the van (action) programs , and are not, it is stressed, mere politics as that
term is used elsewhere, not even politics with guns. Rather, political dau tranh means
systema tic coercive activity that involves motivation, social organisation, communication
of ideas. and the mobilisation of manpower and support. The pincen of the dau tranh
close on the enemy. They represent thc complete strategy, All actio ns taken in war •
military attack or guerrilla ambush. propaganda broadcast or official statement at the
conference table, every mission abroad, cvery decision taken from the Party cell in the
village to the Politburo in Hanci . all come from within the scope of the two dau tranh's.
There: is nothing else."" The Vietnamese succeeded in creating a Insurgent movement
which addressed all the aspects o f rural Vietnamese village life as well as mobilisation
of the urban areas.

The Vietcong where: masters of organisational warfare creating a vast and intricate
network of front organisations which were resurrected according to need by the central
and regional command structures. The Vietcong succeeded in marshalling large sections
of the population utilising these simple but effective mechanisms. What distinguished
them from o ther insurgent movemcnlS was their ability to marshall social and other
forces against their enemy. The ANC demonstrated a similar understanding of the
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relationship between political and military factors when it said " the history of allhitheno
guerilla s[tUggles indicates that their successes or failures depended very much on the
relationship thai is created between the political and military. It would nO( be correct to

mechanically say that only those who have maintained the primacy of the political 10 the
military have necessarily succeeded, in as much as on the other hand, history yet knows
not of successes of guerilla war in diose situations where the political was ignored.

Striking the necessary balance, depending on the concrete situation of a given country,
constituteS the an of guerilla warfare, and an cannot be reduced 10 a scientific formula.
Success has been guaranteed by the artful combination of the two, with the proportions
dictated by the co ncrete historical reality of the country concerned and at times by the
level of the development of the struggle towards armed insuncction. What however, has
been irrefutably proved, is thai in those conditions where the primacy of politics was
maintained both in principal and ectualiry, victory was guaranteed. The contrary has

never bore fruit.- The ANC had a clear grasp of the inter-relationship between these
vital factors.

The Vieteoog achieved an unprecedented degree of success in this field. Pike describes

the Vietnamese definition of dau tranh as "the people as the instrument of war- and
identifies three clements in this process, organisation, motivation and mobilisation of all
the people. the sequence of this process is described as follows, control the people, forge
them tnrc a weapon, throw the weapon at the enemy. "The Strategy of dau tranh is
political in a way that revolution is political. Violence is necessary 10 it bUI is not its
essence. The goal is 10 seize power by disabling the society, using special means, chiefly
organisational. In fact. organisation is the great god of dau IJ1Inh strategy and counts
more than ideology a n d military tactics. The basic instrument is a united fr ont, an
organisation of organisations, a vast web over the people, enmeshing them, These
organisations become channels of communicatioo, which is there primary use. and they
make rational appeals 10 self interest which are shored up by other organisational
Instruments of coercion. Through organisation, mobilisation becomes possible. The trinity
is forged. The people, now organised mobilised and motivated are ser against their own
society 10 drain it of its coherent strength. -
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Pike identifies the key elements of People's Wu in this extract which refers to the vital

role of organisational warfare and the importance of creating an inlricate web of
organisations which serve as a mechanism for mass mobilisation. This approach is based
on a perception thai insurgent actions of a military n = are only relevant within their
broader political context. Giap stressed this when he said, " The most appropriate guiding
principle for our early activities was armed propaganda. Political activities were more
important than military activities. Fighting was less important than agit-prop work.
Anned activities were used to safeguard. consolidate and develop the political bases:

Pike clearly establishes the degree to which the Viet Cong moved away from tnlditional
fomrulations of warfare when they formulated this strategic doctrine, " ... the military
activity conduced in the name of the NLF was not military in the usual or von
Clausewitz, sense of the word but was a series of psychologically inspired acts of
viole nce that in addition to military assaults by gueniUa forces, included assassinations,
harassing

~

without the infliction of casualties, terror incidents such as bombings and

grenade throwing and public executions. The decision to employ a n act of violence in
a specific case was a political decision based essentially on non_military factors.· "

This multi-dimensional approach to insurgency was aspired to by the planners and
strategists of the ANC who never approached this level of operational strategic
integration or sophistication. The general sentiments are however borne out in ANC
statements although the actions of the organisation were seldom in line with this purist
approach. The ANC stated that "the primacy of politics is fundamental because all he
revolutionary tactics. and this includes military tactics as well, are aimed basically at
"conquering" the hearts and minds of the people and at the same time denroying the
spiritual fibre of the ruling class. This is the political power that causes the trigger-finger
of the enemy troops to hesitate to shoot, this is the force: that produced, for example in
Mozambique. "a general crisis and a situation of neuropsy<:hological exhaustion" and the
possibility of the transfer of political power to the people while the enemy soldiers still
retain their weapons and ammunition in abundance."''''
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THE DOCTRINE O F AN C PEOPLE 'S WAR :

The People's War slnuegy outlined in the ANC document Planning for People's Wu

ress on various dimensions of revcludceary warfare. These dimensions of insurgent
activity are linked 10 the ANCs targeting process and its selection of mobilisational
mechanisms. 'The ANC appeared to identify certain sectors of South African society as
i15 priority target, 'The revcluaonary strategy of the ANC

W IU

directed at the dcsllllCtion

of important government instirutions (the so-called "power bases") and the other elements
of state power Ol • In order to ac hieve this revolutionary aim the ANCJSACP Alliance
has set about gaining the support of the masses and systematically deslrOying the
cohesion of the ruli ng bloc. II planned 10 achieve this by alienating the public from the
security forces and fragmenting any unity in the middle ground of South African
politics'02.

The Stra tegy and Tactics documenr of the ANC stresses that, "guerrilla warfare almost
by definition presents a situation in which

the~

is a vast imbalance of material and

military resources between the opposing sides. II is designed to cope with the situation
in which the enemy is inflnitely superior in relation

to

every conventional factor of

warfare. It is par excellence the weapon of the materia lly weak against the materially
slrOng. Owing this stage the guerilla force s, small in number and armed with relatively
inferior weapons have to contend with an enemy who has at his disposal a relatively
stable economy and enormous manpower resources to draw on. It is this disparity in
strength which makes guerilla warfare an imperative for the materially weak.""" This
position echoes the writings of Mao woo stressed the fact that the protracted nature of
an insurgency favours the insurgent whose objective it is to reverse the power
relationship by systematic attrition of the enemy's physical and psychological resources.
Taber highlights Kattenbach ' s observations about Mao ' s teach ings when he says. "Mao' s
approach to the theory of was as applied to his own particular situation.....was simply to
reverse the emphasis customarily given to the fundamental components of previous
military doctrine . Where the industrial nalions stressed such tangible military factors as
arms. logistics and manpower. Mao looked to the intangibles; time space and will.
Lacldng arms with which to conjronr well equipped armies in the field, Mao avo ided
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battle by surrendering tem tory. In so doing he traded space (or time, and used the time
10 produce will, tile psychological capacity of the Chinese people

ttl

resisl defeat,"",.

The people 's war docttine proposes the substitution of hUIllllD mass mobilisation for
industrial and economic mobilisation in a wartime situation and argues that Third World
countries

can match industrialised nations on

tile battlefield by observing these ground

rules.

The ANC has believed since the 1960' s thai il COIIld achieve this objective an urged MK
10 remember thai" this mode of opemion compensates the guerilla's initial weaknesses
in strength since the enemy has to attenuate his resources and lines of conununications
over vast areas. By exposing the vulnerability of the enemy they demonstrate !he ability
of the revolutionary forces

ttl

successfully engage and defeat tile ellClllY in combat and

in this way reinforce their belief in the certainty of victory."'o:1 This doctrine has
proved successful in ways in which MK could not have predicted. The resolve of tile
white government to resist has been eroded over decades of psychological attrition and
the enormous reSOUfCeS available neutralised by inaction and lack. of resolve. The ANC
have long realised that "militarily speaking guerilla warfare cannot tt1pple a government

The enemy can sustain such small scale hit-and ron operations for a very long if nOl
indefinite period. ",,"

They have therefore developed an integrated strategy of

su bversion and insurgency which ecdress many vital sectors of South African society.
The ANC observed IIlat "practical experience has demonsuated that given certain
political factors, guerilla warfare can of itself, without developing intc higher stages of
military deployment, bring down an oppressive state. II is this political dimension, that
is popular will as the key to military strategy, which renders it possible to overthrow
even the moSI economically and militarily powerful government by means of guerilla

tactics alone.• '07

The following Interrelated and complimentary dimensions may be identified in this
revolutionary strategy. They provide a useful overview of ANC'SACP strategy and a
basis for analyzing the internal dynamics of the South African siruanc n. They are a
political; miUtary; socio-economic; cultural-ideological; psychological-ideological and an
international dimension l"' . In the document Planning for Peoples War the ANC
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committed itself to a three year programme centred around the following areas which
were designated priority: the stimulation of Chancri Sl'" political activity in the
townships, and the initiation of mass revolutionary violence against the South African
state with the ultimate objective being the seizure of power through insurrection. These
dimensions were 10 serve as the theoretical basis for this effon.

THE POLITICAL DIMENSION OF ANC PEOPLE'S WAR:
The political dimension of ANC slnltegy is characterised by a drive to make what the

ANC refers to as the ' masses' aware of the necessity for revoludocary change in the
country" ". The creation of awareness is cultivated by strong criticism of the
government through all available channels of communication and through confronlation
with the institutions of Slate on a wide fronl lll. This process is consolidalC:d
immediately by the active disruption of governmenl services and structures and the
subsequent building of alternative structures or parallel hierarchies 10 replace those
destroyed by the Mass Democralic Movement" 2. This societal restructuring process
was supplemented by the creation of a broad range of 'democratic' or 'progressive'
forces whose task it wu 10 mobilise support for the movement and maintain and expand

the parallel hicran:hies brought into existence!".
Tbe primary task of these organisations is according to the ANC to lend legitimacy 10
the outlawed revolutionary organisations and to promote their ideologies and their
political programme inside South Africa. These organisations fall intc two broad
ceregones. one issue campaigns which deal with issues such as the Tri-eameral
Parliarnenl"\ Local Authorities Elections, the deployment of the Defence Force in the
Townships and other controversial events as well as the broader political movements
formed 10 marshall specifically targeted groups in the population. These organisations
form an integral pan of the revolutionary movements efforts 10 challenge and undermine
security related legislation and other counter insurgency measures by exploiting the legal

protection afforded 10 legitimate political activity. The process has taken place in
numerous other insurgencies including Vietnam, Algeria, Malaya and in other African
examples.
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THE MILITARY DIME NSION OF ANC PEOPLE' S WAR:

The vital military dimension of Maoisl People 's War revolutionary theory is based on
the belief thaI violence and the armed struggle fonn an integral and essential facet of

revol utionary warfare' ''. Insurrection is 10 be accomplished by the creation and
deploymenl of a guerilla force which can be inflllrUled and utilised during the insurgency
as a propaganda weapon to assist in the political mobilisation of the masses and the
acquisition of conuol over the township population. A military victory in South Africa
is not considered to be a viable condition or prerequisite for a political victory but is seen
as the basis for people 's war leading to negonadoes'",

TIle military dimension includes the perpetration of acts of sabotage and terrorism in the
fonn of ~armed propaganda"1I1.

Where acts of sabotage and terrorist auacks were

pre viously directed at the so-called "power bases" of the State, such attacks where
increasingly directed on a wider front. i.e. including so-called soft targets ll ' . Callinicos
ide ntifies the fact tha t the bulk of the insurgent activity is directed at the urban
environment and attributes this to the degree of urbanisation which has taken place in
South Africa. He also argues that although urban insurgencies have tnIditionally proved
unsuccessful, South Africa enjoys favourable conditions for this form of guerrilla warfare.
Cal linicos describes the People's War effort of MK as consisting of three dimensions,
the first being the call to "make S.A. uegovemabte" the second being the efforts to create
liberated zones and thirdly the attempts to transfonn MK into a People's Army1l9.

THE SOCIO ECONOMIC DIMENSION OF ANC PEOPLE' S WAR:

TIle soctc economic dimension of the revolutionary onslaught involves the systematic
exaggeration of any inherent weaknesses of the Government administranon, social and
community problems and economic shortcomings. These are used 10 the advantage of
the revolutionary cause which exploits the propaganda value of the factors in full"".

The insurge nts see k to public ise problem areas in order to aggravate and increase what
is often legitimate resentment and resistance to government policy '21. These include the
mobilisation of the people around labour issues , educational, conununity, religious,
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cultural, ethnic , linguistic and other political issues1n , This strategy was employed with
considerable effect due to the economic crisis in the Eastern Cape resulting from a
downturn in the economy, the increasing impact of sanctions on the many heavy

industrial corporations in the region and the associated high unemployment"!. These
provided the local organisations with an excellent opportunity to mobilise popular support

in a region which already had a tradition of coerucr".

THE CULTURAL-IDEOLOGICAL DIMENSION:
The cultural-ideological dimension of People's War doctrine s is aimed

al

destroying

existing values, tradition, culture and the established nonns of tile ccmmuniry and the
replacement of these values with revolutionary values and ideals 1:t:1. The Freedom
Charier forms the basis of the ANC's ideological dimension and underpins People's War
and the plans to create a ' People's Power' situation ' :l6. The Freedom OIarter has a
substantial influence due to its importance too the ANC and the broad National
Democratic Movement1zr who promote it as a blueprint for a post revolutionary South
African" The importance attached to the subversion of culture is evident on various
levels, firstly the resources which the ANC's cultural section have made available for this
process, secondly the important part which "guerrilla theatre" and other forms of protest
culture came to play at rallies and mass meetings of the ANC's internal front
organisations,

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL-IDEOLOGICAL DIMENSION:

The psychological-ideological dimension is aimed at breaking down resistance to the
ideas and activities of the National Democratic Movement and attempting to portray a
"losing syndrome" on the part of the Government in general and the Defence Force and
the South African Police, in particular. Extensive propaganda mileage is gained from
this11P• The ANC has attempted to convince the township inhabitants through an intense
propaganda drive them that Government instinnicns have given up the contest for control
and that victory for the revolution is inevitable' lO • Through this type of propaganda the
supporters and uncommitted elements of the population are inspired to believe in the

"

inevitable viclOr}' of the revolutionaries.

The ANC has attempted 10 convince the black urban population that the revolutionary
cause is the solution 10 all the problems within the country, and the exploitation of "bread
and butter" issues such as the availability of housing, payment of rentals, unemployment
insurance benefits and taxation on income are IlSCd in an atte:mpllO convert the 'masses'
10 the revolutionary cause of the ANCll!. 1be ANC made use of a wide: range of
alternative media in the Eastern Cape dra wing heavily from a network of sympathetic
journaliSts·:l2. This proved highly effective in the mobiUsation process and secured III
least some tacit support amongsl the white population.

PROPAG ANDA AND THE INFORMATION DIMENSION;
The ANC has also altempted to disrupt the execution of government policy initiatives and
counter insurgency campaigns through intense counter propaganda aimed at creating an
unfavo urable image of the South African Government bod! within the country and
abroad. Key campaigns which have taken place include the world wide: media exposure
such as the

"me the

child:en from detention" campaign, the 'save the parrtou'

campaigns, the cultivation of revolutionary role models or 'Heroes of the People' and
commemoration of revolutionary anniversaries.

1be ANC has also made active use of funerals and ceer religious gatherings 10 achieve
the necessary politicisation of the people within the country in order \0 circumvent the
legal resmcnons placed on mass meetings by the South African Govemment lll . This
process was particularly evident in the Eastern Cape where the use of religious
gatherings, particularly funerals, 10 promote a revolutionary consciousness reached an
advanced stage. The result was often a highly politicised township inhabitant who was
often indirectly affected by the events due spiral effect such confrontations had on the
level of violence in a particular township. A COSAS activist described the role which
funerals played in the mobilisation process, • funerals were used for political purposes
and 10 create an impression of the popularity of those killed and support for the struggle.
We conunandecr buses and trucks. If for example, a taxi owner does not want 10 give
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us his vehicle, we threaten CO bum him. AI the funera.ls we only allow one member of
the deceased 's family to make a speech. All the other speeches must be made by CQSAS
people.';"

AnotheT vital elemenl of this broad revolutionary strategy is the establishment of a media
and information nclWOlk whereby propaganda and the revolutionary ideology can be
disseminated. This includes the dissemination of misinformation and publication of
media hostile CO the Slate which is broadly referred 10 as 'alternative media' or 'grass
roots media', with the view 10 gain popular support. This involved pub licity campaigns
run by organisations sympathetic to the ANC. The emergence of a vast number of these
organisations in the Eastern Cape meant thaI the ANC was often able 10 direct even ts
inside the country on an unprecedented scale despite its banning. These organisations
consisted primarily ofpeople who supported the broad objectives of the ANC and whose
leadership cadre were often members or conunitted supporters, These organisations made
various unsubstantiated attac ks o n the state and the business commun ity in the Eastern
Cape which culminated in the consumer boycotts which were so successfully used in the
Eastern Cape and these closely mirror the media and publicity campaigns of the external
mission of the ANC and often supplemented them "',

The ANC effectively exploited the counter measures imposed by the State which were
aimed at restricting access to the mass media and this has followed the lines set 0111 by
Carlos Marighella in his Mini Manual of the Urba n Guerrilla. "The war of nerves or
psychological war is an aggressive technique , based on the direct or indirec l use of mass
means of communication and news transmitted orally in order to demoralize the
governmenL In psychological warfare, the governmenl is always at a disadvantage since
it imposes censorship on the mass media and winds up in a defensive position by 110I
allowing anything against il to filter through . At a point it becomes desperate, is involved
in greater contradictions and loss of prestige and loses time and energy in an exhausting
effort at control which is subject to being broken &1any momenL The object of the war
of words is to misinform , spreading lies among the authorities, thus creating an air of
nervousness, discredit, insecurity, uncertainty and conce rn on the pan of the
governmenL HI " The ANC has used this strategy both internally and abroad, targeting
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tile media lUI an access point through which il can communicate its message. 'The Eastern

Cape region has provided the ANC with a useful stage for its propaganda effons and it
hes made full

II5e

of the suppon which il enjoys in the region.

VIOLENCE AND ANC PEOPLE' S WAR:

The revolutionary strategy of the ANC involved the use and justifu;ation of selective
violence and III times mlll'det" . This has laken the form of bomhings, mob violence,

the assassination of opposition figures and the so called necklacc murdcn. The ANC has
developed an elaborate historical justification for its adoption of violence in the 1960's
and actively promotes this revolutionary 'people's hutof)" in its media and that of its
various suppon mechanisms'''. While tile moral validity of tile rationale offered win
not be debated within this context it is important to note thlll tile rationale is widely
accepted amongst ANC followers.

1be ANC/SACP alliance has also made very effective usc of the international political
arena to advance its revolutionary Strategy against the South African government. The
ANC has effective ly exploited the perceived reluctance of the South African government
to undertake political reforms in the past to undenninc support in the Wesl for the state
and its policies. The ANC has camouflaged the extensive inter-relationship between itself
and the SACP and gained a disproportionate degree of legitimacy lUI a result..•. The

ANC undertook a massive diplomatic effort which has involved the skilful use of
sympathetic foroms such as the United Nations, the Organisation of African Unily and
the Commonwealth 10 promote its interests. This aspect of ANC strategy has arguably
been the most successful and has resulted in the imposition of an extensive

lIm15

embargo and comprehensive punitive sanctions against South Africa''', Tbe particularly
effective exposure of the conflict in the Eastern Cape resulted in a considerable amount
of financial and other aid being poured into the region from foreign scurces'". This

has meant that much of the organisational development amongst the pro-ANC
organisations has taken place due to international fundi ng and assistance. (see cha pter on
Pan Alfred Civic Organisation and International funding )
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PEOPLE'S WAR THEMES IN ANC STRATEGY:

The three-year progranunc launched by the ANC in 1979 aimed

aI

mobilising and

politicising the Black population along classic People's War lines. The developmental
stage of ANC Slrategy was a progranune of insurgency building up to a mass insurrection
against the stale in the form of "People's War""~. This began to take shape in the
Eastern Cape during 1979 with the launch of the prowtype Civic organisations such as
Port Elizabeth Black Civic Organisation (pEBCO)''''. The ANC utilised various
channels to achieve this initial smge, these included sympathetic organisations which
organised around issues such as the governments constiwtional proposals and the
ideological tenants of the Freedom Charter, the distribution of pamphlets, sponsored
publications (especially through the "alternative media") and radio announcements, and
the establishmenl of revolutionary themes for the ensuing years. The themes included :

1919: Tiu Year o/flu Spear
1980: Tiu Year o/tlu Frudom CluJrur
1981: The Year o/llu Youth
1982: The Year 0/ Unity ill Actioll
1983: The Year of United Actioll
1984: The Year o/llu WOtnell
1985: The Year oftlu Cadre
1986: The Year 0/ Umkho/lt() we Sizwe - The Peoples' Anny
1987: The Year of AdYallCe to Peoples' Power
1988: The Year 0/ United Act/Oil/or Peopter Power,...

Themes adopted by the ANC have been strongly represented in all their public
statements and reflect similar sloganeering in the Vietnamese and Rhodesian
insurgencies'''', The slogans provide a central theme which was drawn out during the
various activities of the ANC during the year and are a useful propaganda aid in the
mobilisation process attempted by organisations following the People's War strategy.
Themes adopted by the ANC where commonly repeated in the publications of the UDF
and its affiliates imparting some degree of continuity in the rnetoric of the insurgent
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forces'''.

The strategic change in direction was reflected in the emergence of a coherent and
comprehensive doctrinal departure from traditional swements and !be adoption of an
entirely new vocabulary of revolutionary terminology. An offICial ANC statement
described this strategic doctrine in the following manner, "The liberation movement has
adop ted the strategy of a People's War. It is a war in which our entire nation ill engaged
• Umkhonto we Sizwe, the people's army, workerS, the rural masses, women, students,
intellectuals, the religious community and so on- collectively in groups and as organised
individuals. They use aU forms of revolutionary warfare, armed and non-combat, legal
and illegal, to auack and destroy all symbols, structures and organs of apartheid power,
including all those who man them. The underlying principle here is that all these fOf1l1S
of revolutionary warfan: , even those aimed at achieving shan term goals, should have as
their long term and fundamental objective the total desuuction of the South African
state-.'''' This exeacr demonstrates the scope of activity planned by the ANC in its
attempts to re-orientate its Strategy. The dual emphasis on political and military work as
well as legal and illegal actions closely minor the writings of Mao and Giap and

reflected changing perceptions within the ANC leaden hip. The rhetoric employed was
soon standardised throughout Chanerist publications and reflected a similar uniformity
of intentions.

The ANC and the SACP appear to have reached the conclusion that future operations
musl be orientated towards the securing of base areas or liberated eones in the black
townships to ensure their survival. In a reply given by the ANC at a press conference
held on the 9 th January 1986 it was stated that: "The sUllggle is taking place in some
areas in South Africa · we

can them townships . It has been confined in these townships,

bur these townships are no! all of South Africa. The people who died in those townships
are dying for a happy, peaceful South Africa. Their blood is being shed for this. It is
happening in the circumstances of conflict and we are saying thai if South Africans

mUS I

bleed and die for the salvation of their coun try, let all of them do it. Let the whole
country experience this conflict. Let'S take it beyond the townships. Anywhere beyond
the townships, because there arc areas which an: defined as townships. There are others

wbicb are not. and that is all thai we mean. It must spread across the country, and we
think it makes sense because South Africans must participate, must all be involved in our
attempts to solve the problems of our country." The ANC also recognised that it must
create certain conditions and build organisations and structures to make this possible.
Priority areas for ANC attention include labour, education, local government, media,
cburch affairs, financial institutions, economy, health, law and defence.

UNGOVERNABILITY AND PEOPLE'S WAR..
Tambo gave the first practical example of the actions envisaged by the ANC in his 1983
Address in which he called on the 'masses' to unite against the Koombof Bills and to
form mass organisations to participate in mass action againSI the regime. The ANC
followed this up with calls through underground publications and througb the Ethiopian

based Radio Freedom for the people to seize control over the following aspects of
community life:labour, education, local government. media, church affairs, fmancial
institutions, the economy, healtb , law and defence

,<I. These c alls were linked to calls

by the ANC to launch a national campaign to 'make South Africa Ungovernable' and to
destroy all existing 'organs of apartheid' in the townships. Tambo declared 1983 'The
Year of United Action' and called for united mass action against the South African

Govemmeet'".

Observers such as Mark Swilling have questioned what they refer to as the
"ungovernability thesis", stating lIlat "the ungovernability thesis bas been repeated
frequently by the state 10 justify the permanent State of Emergency. This thesis argues
that, because the state is 10 strong 10 be overthrown by violence, the revolutionaries have
developed sophisticated legal means of acbieving their objecnves. By mounting multiple
subversive offensives at every level, the revolutionaries have attempted to undermine the
co nstitutional, political, economic, social, educational and psychological foundations of
society. Township protest, the argument continues. was organised by exploiting local
grievances to mobilise the masses against the state . The aim was to create a condition
of ungovernability by destroying the local authorities and then filling lIlis vacuum with
alternative structures. The 'revolution' would then come about as more and more

S1

communities came: under the control of these SIJUCtllre5."I'" In his President' s message
for 1984 Oliver Tarnbo however Stated that "we must begin to use our accumulated
strength to destroy the organs of government of tile apartheid regime. We have to
undermine and weaken its control over us, exactly by frustnlling its attempts to control
us. We should direct our collective might to rendering the enemy's insaumems of
authority unworkable. To march forward mUSI mean that we advance againSI the regime's
org ans of State-power, creating conditions in which the country become increasingly
ungovernable. "," Cle arly the ANC's stated intentions and statements coincide with tile
position which Swilling ataibutes to the state.

The ANC and SACP as well as various internal grou pings have gone to great lengths to
describe the process by which township mobilisation and the creation of a situation of
ungovernability are dircctly linked to the activities of MK and the ANC in general. It is
thercforc questionable whether tile sauCOJI'CS and organisations which came imo existence
in the townships were spontaneous expressions of anger and trusranons, Swilling argues
that "township protest was a general response to sU'UCtUrll.! oppression, and thai specific
local urban grievances triggered the development of social movements. "These social
movements emerged, initially to mobilise community power against local grievances.
Whe n this was mel with a coercive response from the security forces, local movements
united into organised national fronts that defined popular interests as lying in the total
dismantling of apanhcid " " 2 The assertion that popular response to "scucneal
oppression" can be truly spontaneous is one dimensional and ignores the role which the

ANC played in the process.

Clearly it was the ANC and not the government which initially claimed that it was
anernpting a process of destruction of the existing structures and the building of
"people' s power". The ANC explained this in the following manner, " 1bc peoplc's
combat activities must have the aim to take from the enemy, little by linlc, the enemies
ruling power, in tIl is way it becomes possible to talk of certain areas as liberated areas,
that is, at first from the political point of view. A situation is created where the enemy 's
administrative organs are com pletely destroyed, his adminisuative stooges sent scurrying
away like scared reptiles, leaving tile township, location or village a people's territory.
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When the enemy's edministradon and othe r repression offICeS have been destroyed. and
II'OOps who come to patrol are constantly gunned down by armed units at eight; when the
people stop paying ren t and other taxes in the township (partly because the rent offICeS

are no longe r there). we can get the people 10 elect, democratically, leaden who represent
their aspirations."m

The UDF has also stated that the creation of a "power vacuum" in which the organs of
"people 's power" can be built is the objective of the National Democratic Struggle. · this
has created a power vacuum in many cases. In many corumunities the old oppressive
administrative structures have been destroyed, Owing 10 mass resistance, many townships
have become no-go areas for the police and the army. The police fear 10 move around
freely. When they do move into the townships they often cannot enforce law and

order."'S< These claims will be evaluated in some depth in the relevant chapters but it is
important 10 note the clear conflict between the ANClUDF statements and those of
Swilling. The Institute for Black Research noted that "at a popular level, resistance has
acted as the main agent in conscientising the masses and mobilising them against the
social, economic and political disadvantages. This has resulted in the fonnation of
grassroots organisations that do not only challenge the existing social order, but also
endeavour 10 reconstruct a future society."1ll

The creation of a climate of "ungovernability" was a vital prerequisite for the creation
of secure base areas in which the ANC could operate. TIle immediate target for these
insurgent actions was the newly formed black local government structures which formed
pan of the governments reform package and arrempts 10 extend the franc hise at a grass
roots leve l. The ANC rightly identified these newly created appendages 10 the state as

threatening 10 their control and credibility and decided 10 destroy them while they were
still weak'S<. American commentator Holger Jensen identified the similarities between
this approach and that of the Vietcong in the Washington TImes, • The techniques should
be familiar to veterans of the Vietnam war, were the systematic assassination of village
leaders was used by the Vietcong to collapse the administration or the Saigon
government Terror succeeds where minor officials go unprotected"'''' The ANC stated
in Sechaba; "Life in the townships is no longer like it was before. It is interesting 10

"

imagine bow it feels to live and move around there, in liberated townships in which
maintaining order means turning them into undeclared operational areas. Here
ccllabcratcrs and informen live in fear of petrol, either as petrol bombs being hurled at

tbcir homes and miucing them to rack and ruin. or as petrol dou sing their treacherous
bodies which are set alight and burned 10 a charred and despicable mess.M1S1

11Ic: SlllltCgic initiative shown by the ANC and SACP in this regard proved successful

and I'ClIulted in disproportionately high renuns for the organisations. By July 1985 it was
n::poned that only five of the thirty eight black government structures survived indicating
the degree of success enjoyed by the

ANC". By destroying

these structures the ANC

was creating the necessary prerequisites for liberated zones. A report at the time
described the situation as follows. ~ With the vasl majority of community councillors
having either resigned, been killed or gone into hiding. and most n:: sidents refusing to pay
rent or service levies. the councils were now unable to provide even essential services
like refuse and night-soil removal, Thus. from the vacuum created by the collapse of
Slate control, a new phenomenon has emerged known in the town ships as people' s
power-~ l(l(l The ANC and its internal front organisations. embarked on a campaign of
murder and intimidation which left a vacuum in the town ships. this took the form of the
systematic murder of the opinion leaders in the black town ships who diffe~ with the
ANC 161• This campaign was particularly intense in the Eastern Cape and the destruction
of the black local government structures took place by 1985. The high incide nce of
nccklacing in the region and the brutality of the UDF's suppression of their major rivals
in the area. the Azanian People' s Organisation, (AZAPO) led to the in"....asingly effective
coercive mobilisation of the town ship inhabitants around 'bread and bullCr ' issues l63•

The People's War strategy of the ANC was dependant on lite creation of structures
enabling it 10 achieve a new level of acti vity inside the Republic. The ANC stated that:

" we must unite in scruggle and together advance rewards victory. We also formed mass
combat and self-defence units which have played an outstanding role in destroying lite
enemy's organs of govemmcnt and acting in defence of the people. But as serious
revolutionaries, we must carefully analyze our strength and weaknesses, discover our

mistakes and conect them. We must move forward towards victory . Therefore we have
to take the war to the enemy. We muSI attack the forces of apartheid in areas where

their power is concentnUed, sttilcing powerful blows al the enemy', military, economic
and administrative structures and resources. All the revolutionary work we do should be

direcaed

to

ensure that we utilise the strength we have accumulated to carry out this

strategic offensive in a determined manner, on a nationwide basis. We must create the
situation when the e nemy will no longer have the possibility to withstand our assault
The nature of the tasks we have to cerry out imposes special obligations on the
underground struetures of the ANC and on Umkhonto we Sizwe. In the new situation,
with the new taSks ahead of us, we an: certain that our movement, the ANC, will live
up to its responsibility. And so will our army, Umkhonto we Sizwe, whose 25th
anniversary we have juS! observed. The objective to transform our anned offensive into
a Peoples' War remains one th at we mUSI pursue with the greateS! vigour. This is
especially imponant in the light of the strategic tasks that we have just been discussing.
Our mass military offensive must aim to increase the number of casualties among the
enemy's anned forces. to disperse and reduce these forces, make if increasingly
impossible for them to defend themselves and undermine the material, economic base
which enables the apartheid regime to maintain itself in power."'"

The ANC saw the

ca~s

of Urnkhonto as a means 10 achieve

twO

complimentary

objectives. firstly military actions aimed at destroying the cohesion of the security forces
and secondly the undetmining of the "material, economic base". This marxist term refers
to the entire underlying capitalist structure of a society and has far reaching implications

demonstrating the ANC' s desire to fundamentally restructure South African society. 'The

ether element is the supportive role of the "masses" or the people in this process. 'The
creation of a situation of ungovernability came about as a result of the constant ambush
of police patrols by MCU's and snipers. the murder of black policemen, attacks on police

posts and the burning of policemen's homes. This led to periodic collapses in the
policing of several townships and necessitated the use of the South African Defence
Porce'", The short term result of this collapse was the creation of a vacuum which
allowed the ANC considerable freedom of movement in the affected areas.

ss

This di sregard for the nonnal military di stinction between civilian and military targets

is an lmportanr facet of People's War. Pike describes this within the Vietnamese conflict
in the following manner: "The Vietnamese communists erased entirely the line between
military and civilian by ru ling OIIt the notion of the noncombatanL The ir stl'alCgy
precluded by very defmition the disinterested onlooker. Not even children were excluded
• particularly nor childre n one might say. All people became weapons of war - that ill the
meaning o f the strategy -and all are expendable as any wcapon is expendable in
war.~l4S This attitude

ill discernable in both ANC actions and public statements and is

reflected in the neck.lacing of opposition and the use of children as cannon fodder for the
re volution.

The African National Congress and its re volutionary allies developed a complex and
multi faceted insurgent strategy based on People 's War principles which have been
adapted and restructured in response to the vario us counter measures adopted by the
state. The ir adoption reflected a new consolidation of the ANC's position and reflected
the growing sophistication of the organisation. The various elements of ANC strategy
began to take shape early in the 1980's d wing a vul nerable phase in the South African
Government's reform programme'" The reforms and associated structures changed the
internal conditions in both the socio-economic and political spheres and made the socalled "base" of SllIte power vulnerable to insurrection. This was reflected in the
economic crisis which struck the region in the early 1980 's''', The ANC capitalised
on this situation and e mbarked on its efforts to make "South Africa ungovernable and
apartheid unworkable ". To achieve this, Oliver Tambo outlined a strategy involving ' four
pillars of the re volution' which were to fonn the basis of ANC actions during the first
half of th is decade.

THE FOUR PILLARS OF THE REVOLlITION : THE ADOPTION OF THE
FOUR PILLARS CONCEPT:
Following the adoption of a major plan fannulated by the Political and Mili wy
Committee in 1983, (Planning for People's War)"", the ANC accelerated its activation
of ' the masses' and proceeded from peaceful, non-violent political demonstrations to

"

demonstrations with an emphasis on violence and insurrection in the Eastern Cape. The
concept of a 'revolutionary', 'popular' or 'peoples' war was inll'Oduced in all Statemenlll

and broadcasts and in 1984 !he ANC announced dial die 'revolutionary war would in
future ~Sl on four pillars which would be " interlinked and mutually ~inforcing
elemenlS"'"' : These pillars would be: the armed struggle; mobilisation of die masses;
ungovernability and alternative StrUClUJ'CS; and the isolation of the Saudi African
governmene''". These · pillars" of the revolutionary effort will be briefly evaluated and
their relationship to People's War in its broader concept examined

The four pillars were first refem:d to by the ANC in a Presidential message in which il
oudined die nature of People's War and die fundamental role which the ' four pillars'
would play. The "pil1an" wbere explained in the following terms; die ANC would

undertake to make Saudi Africa ungovernable; 11 would build its forces into a formidable
and united mass army; its aims were the desttuetion of the apartheid

~gime

and die

transfer of "power to die people"; and it would continue with ilS political march on all
fronts and would extend die "military offensive" It also stated that ie would encourage
die political mobilisation and organisation of the working classes and would spread illl
offensive 10 every comer of Saudi Africa including all cities, towns and the rural
areas '". The metaphor of die pillars appeared widely throughout ANC and SACP
literature and remains a cornerstone of ANC strategy. The ANC has varied lts emphasis
on various elements depending on the particular environment it finds itself in.

ANC DEn NlTlONS OF THE FOUR PILLARS:

The ANC made the following statement aboue People's War and die central role of the

'anned struggle', " The principal conclusion we should draw from this situation is that
through our sacrifices. we have prepared the conditions for us funher to transform die
sinaalion to that position when it win be possible for us to seize power from the enemy.
Thus Ihe central task facing the entire democratic movement is that we retain die
initiative until we have emancipated our country. We mu se achieve this by going on the
offensive on all fronlS, continuously and boldly. We have to fight with a clear purpose

in mind, with a definite perspective of our strategic and tactical goals so chat we can
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deploy and utilise our forces to the best advantage. Victory demands that we also
continue to work for the maximum unity
democratic movement as

~II

of

all our li ghting contingents and the

as a coordinated approach towards the four pillars of our

squggle.· 171 This extract highlights the integrated nature of the four pillars of the
revolution which supplement one another and contribute towards forming a unified base
for an effective insurgency. The ANC realised the importance of maintaining an intense
level of pressure on the governmenL

ARMED STRUGGLE: THE SPEAR OF THE NATION : PLANNING FOR
PEOPLE'S WAR:
The objectives of the ' four pillars of the revolution' strategy are clearly to create a

climate of ungovernability leading to the establishment of 'people's power'. The role of
the anned struggle (the first pillar) cen~s around the two concepts of 'the people armed'
and 'armed propaganda' . In 1983 a detailed ANC analysis of People ' s War and more

specifically anned struggle was prepared entitled Plan ning fOf PooDls 'S War . This
document addressed the question of armin g the masses and debate centred around the
exact nature this process should take with concern being expressed about the logistical
problems involved The documenl SUited • "The policy of 'arming the people' has
completely different meanings in different phases of the revolution. In other words, nthe
co ncept of ' arming the people is to become anything more than a cliche, it mUSI become

pan of a policy to involve more and more anned people as organised co ntingents in
support of our struggle and acting under our Ie adership.om

Clearly the ANC encouraged the development of large scale unrest and violence in the
wwnships and actively engaged in a programme to cultivate and harness this phenomena.
This formed the basis for the anned struggle in its new expanded form which transcended
the limitations of mere 'armed propaganda' . The role of Umkhonto we Sizwe in the
ANC' s People's War efforts was a central one '". The ANC has attached a great deal
of importance to MK and has attempted to ex pand the structures of MK through 'cascade
recru itment inside the Republic and by diversifying its recruiunent base amongst whites
and people of the so called coloured group'". The mass comba t units referred to in

ss

lhis extraCt from Tambo' s policy satemenl wen= lhe rioting crowds who have confronted
ee securiry forces in ee lOWJIships and whom lhe ANC hoped 10 mobilise inlO
coordinated units using a nucleus of lnined.

MK cadres"". The UDF and the ANC

played a role in the formation and managemenl of the -amabulho-

(X'

COUi n , who

provided !be cuaing edge 10 ee iJuurcem fCll"Ces in the rownships. In an in taVicw wilh
the

UDf putoticarion, an EasK:m Cape .,.u...u.: explained ...110 and what !he amabutho

~ - they call themselves the

police (X' army of the people.. For inRance, amabulbo ate

the ones 10 avail themselves 10 pm-ol wbea 10 dlcck that tbe shebeenen ate dosed u

9 o'dod.- and ' the amabulho ate people wbo voI ll1lltel', as soldiers of the people, and

you find dlat they have pride in that. _m The amabutbo earned a reputation 01 Slvagery
cimin I their re ign of tenor in !he IQWnships .... hich led Swilling 10 talk ollhe - militarism

01 the Yioknl yoolh squads· '71 and commentaton 10 warn of the developmenl of a Pol
Pol phenomenon.

The ANC sa.... iu combatants in the follo.... ing idealised terms • a guerrilla ts an ifregular
soldier who is supponed by the masse s. Guerrilla .... arf~ is a special type of ....ar .... aged
by a materially weak guerrilla army againsl a materiall y strong regular army supported

by a powerful state. · '71 This d e ar reference 10 tbe Maoi51 tollI.:eP[ of disproportionate
power scales gives a sttong indication of !he underlying People ' s War docaine adopted

by the ANC. The ANC sateS that -because 01 lhis imbalance in tenn1 of material
supplie' and personnel (al !he initial SUFI of

JUerilla

warfare). guerillas avoid direcl

confrontation wilh lhe enemy fCll"Ces and USIe hil and run aail;s..",.

The ANC clwactc::riscd ilS app uach 10 insurgency along the foI.lowinC lines, "guerilla
warfate i.J clw'acIerised by hi gh mobility on the pan ol!he army, demen[ of surprise in
all attacks and short dumion of c:ombal aaion.. In litis way the enemy' s Slre nglh is
gradually sapped wbile the gveri1la army consundy develops in

Sln:IlJUL. ,a

The

ANC ' , Mallisr. concept 01 wanate is I'unheI" developed in lhis definition w hich poinu

10 distinctions herNeen

ins~ nl actions and

lhosc of conventional lIdvenaries. • !he

absence of. distinction between the ope rational zone and the rear supply ceeee. G uerilla

....anate w:cs place Ihroughoul the counlry lIId no particular areas can be pinpointed as
opcrationalarca, the guerillas replen ish lhcmselves by supplies received from the masses

"

and swell their armories by securing anns from the enemy and othef sources. ~112 The
ANC document states further that "the mcsr important task of a guerrilla force is 10 win
over the masses 10 their side. Withoul fulfilment of this task victory is only an illusion.
Since guerillas have no rich powerful state 10 turn to for refreshment of their supplies.
the have 10 make use of the masses. II is also from the masses that the guerillas gel tile
recruits to swell their numbers imo formidable fon:es. ~m The ANC followed these
basic strategic concepts in its formulation of tile military flpillar" of its revolutionary
offensive.

MOBn.ISAn ON OF 1HE MASSES AND PEOPLE'S WAR:

The ANC identified the need to offset the advantages held by the security forces and the
power bloc and used the second pillar of its revolutionary Strategy 10 achieve this.

~

The

South African people, moreover, have at their advantage the overwhelming numerical
superiority over the enemy. Because of his numerical weakness, the enemy cannoe go
beyond cenain limits in mobilising the army of repression, whereas on the other hand the
masses of the people can mobilize and army thrice the size of the enemy's limits and still
have numerous men and women engaged in other non-eombatant forms of

struggle.~'"

In a true reflection of Maoist People 's War docuines, the ANC believed that it can offsel
the teehnological superiority of the security forces by harnessing the power of the people.
~ At

all times we must focus out attention on the decisive question of further altering Lbc

balance of strength in our Iavour , to weaken the apartheid regime through struggle and
to strengthen our forces in struggle. As pan of that process, we must ensure that we
attack the enemy in all areas so that we disperse its forces so that 11 is unable to
concentrate these in a few areas at a time, to its advantage."'" The basis for the ANC's
preoccupation with mass mobilisation was the desire to stretch the security forces beyond
their limit, which in tum would theoretically make the task of MK easier and allow the
ANC's township structures to develop their organisational base.

UNG OVERN ABILITY AND ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURES.

The role of £ronl organisations formed in the Republic centred around an ANC directive
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to transform the townships into liberated zones or mass base areas which was
communicated through pamphlets, Radio Freedom and various pro-ANC organisations
within the COlInII)'. The priority attached to creating a situation of ungovernability and
consolidating support is higltlighted in the following statement in which the ANC
articulated its objective of establishing zones in which the ANC would be free to expand
its influence. MIn many parts of our country we have already made imponant advances
towards the creation of these mass revolutionary bases. We have destroyed many of the
enemy' s organs of apanheid rule. 11Ie masses of the people have played a central role
in this process as active participants in the struggle for theirown liberation. We have also
succeeded to create mass democratic organisations representanve of these conscious and
active masses, nIllging from seeer committees to COSATUI.... the UDF. the NECC" 7
and their affiliates and other democratic formations." The ANC' s claims concerning the

internal organisations and the inter-relationship between them and the creation of
liberated zones provides a valuable insight into the general objectives of the ANC. The
third element of the ANC' s revolutionary strategy involved the creation of 'mass
revolutionary bases and tile maintenance of these bases by organisations sympathetic

to

the ANC' '', as outlined in the above quotation.

The importance of the popular structures to the People' s War strategies of the ANC was

explained in the following manner; " This means that we must continue to build the
bl"Q!!dest possible united fronl against apartheid, for a democratic South Africa. All
organisations to which the people belong, whether cultural, sporting, professional,
religious or of other types, should understand that they too have an obligation to engage
in struggle in pursuit of the common cause. Let the fact of the united opposition of
millions of our people 10 the apartheid system find expression both in united action and
action with in a united front. Of central importance to the success of this process is the
need to ensure that the masses of the people are OTganised into their own mass
fonnations as well as into underground units of our movernenL It is again with pride that

we: can say that in the strategic sense, the enemy has been defeated in its intentions.
Whatever the reverses we have suffered, we have, in the main, successfully defended our
organisational formations. In certain instances, as we: have said, we have actually
expanded the organised formations of the mass democratic movement,"'" The role of
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the internal elements of the Mass Democratic Movement in the People's War sttategy
was clear, organisational

warf~

was to be utilised to mobilise the people to secure base

areas through the creation of front organisations which stabilised the liberated zones and
created parallel hierarchies.

THE ISOLATION OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN STATE: PEOPLE'S SANCTIONS.

SANCTIONS AND ANC STRATEGY:

1lIe isolation of the Sooth African state forms a vital part of ANC slI'ategy and extends

to the isolation of South Africa in the spheres of diplomacy, economics and span.
Although this effort has its origins in the 1940 ' s when India firsl proposed economic
sanctions against South Africa. it has only really consolidated in the 1980'sl• .
Economic sanctions are seen as crucial in weakening tile South African economy and
consequently causing resentment among the peoples of South Africa thereby improving
the revolutionary cumare'". The attack on the economy of South Africa involves the
use of the following tactics: An international campaign for sanctions, boycotts, which
include economic, span, cultural, academic and other boycons and industrial actions
against foreign investors in South Africa. The ANC described the importance ofsanctions
in the following manner. "An important pan of the crisis afflicting the racist system is
the gathering collapse of the apartheid economy. We also need to mount a continuoos
assault on the economy to deny the enemy the material base which gives it the means
to conduct its campaign of terror, both inside and outside our country. The conditions
therefore exisl that, in the current period, this community (the international community)
should impose both unilateral and universal comprehensive and mandatory sanctions
against racist South Africa. Where governments refuse to act, the public at large should
respond with peoples' sanctions."llQ

The ANC saw the destruction of the economic and material base of Soulb African society

as vitally important to securing the type of environment in which it could force the
regime into compromise. Sanctions of the type proposed by the ANC are a means 10
achieve Ibis objective. The concept of People ' s sanctions marked the introduction of a
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ne.... ucric by the ANC and iu various suppon mechanism's in .... hich they attempted 10
bypass the We$lem governmenu .... ho re sisllCd the imposition of sanctions by mobilising

rnde unions and cxher pressure groups 10 enforce sanctions. This phellOlllellOQ was
n:laled 10 the consumer boycons ...hich c:ame 10 play an 1mpatan1 role in the inlCma1
unresl of die Easu:m Cape and 0lheT n:Jions and ... as n:fcnal. 10 as People ' s Sanctions

or popular sanctions.
The ANC was able 10 swc by 1988

tIw.

~$i mi J.rty,

!be bopes of the racists thallbey

c:ould liefuse the campaign for sanctions have come 10 DOlIghL DespillC the efforu of the
Il'JIjor We$lem powers 10 shield die aparthdd n:gime from effecti ve international Ktion.

the peoples of the world have taken the SInIgpe for !he inllCnWionaI isolation of
apanheid Sootll Africa yet another Slep forwlld. ~,.. The Eastern Cape region was
particularly Iwd hit by the sanctions campaign and effans 10 force international
COIpO..tionS 10 leave Swtll Africa. This has directly cOfuributed to .... ards lowering the
standard of living and therefore played a part in stimulating conflict and unn: sl.

T HE FOUR PILLA RS AND T H E EASTERN C APE :

The ANC applied this theory of the four n:volutionary pillars in the Easlem Cape and

eleme nts of this strategy appeared 10 be consolidating in latc 1985 when conditions in
the IOWfUhips reached an aU time

low'''. The ANC

was claiming a major vicIory and

it appeared thai die cn:ation of but areas in the EasllCm Cape was becomin g a reality.

This IUIe of affairs seems to h.1ve Jiven the: ANC a false sense of acbievemenl as the
successes ollhe Eastern Ca pe were noc n:flected in other regions. It was die imposition

of the: Second S~ of Ene gtllCY which appean 10 have led to sc:riow set backs for the:
ANC's internl1 programme. The exteml1 programme has however aca: 1enIed and
considerable damage done to the economy and this has escalated the level of
unemploymenl''''. 'The strate gy also involved incre asi ng pessun: on !he esta blished
institutions of

swe to increase

spending on security n:lated fulll;lionS, 10 the detrimenl

of Sl.lle spending in the sccu-eccecnec sphere. This aggravates the scco-eccooeuc
siN. tion in Soutll Africa and facilitates subvenion. Th is process ....as particularly evide nl
with in Ihc South African context ....ere the A NC expressed iu commitment to tbe
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desttuetion of all established functions of the state thus ensuring that governmental
attempts to address socioleconomic grievances were compromised..•.

The extent of the damage to property and infrastructure in the Republic during the stage
of ungovernability was highlighted bi'" the Minister of Law and Order who was
gleefully qUOted in an article in Sechaba, " Buildings Damaged 7th OCtober 1984: SO
Scbools, 2 Oturches.7 Clinics, 8S Shops, 4 Service Stations, 17 Adminisuation Boani
Buildings, 26 Beerballs. 16 boule Stmes.98 Homes, 4 Banks, 6 Post Offices, 3 Hostels

and 12 other uns pecified buildings. "I" The destruCtion of the established insti tutions
of the state serve various functions for the insurgent movement: Firstly it enables the
insurge nt organisation to demonstrate its strength against whal are essentially $Oft targets
in demonstrations of potency'''. This process is highly effective in the South African
context as the primary targets are often the traditional authority figures in society and
their murder provides the population with a vivid demonstration of what the possible
consequences of resistance will be. Thus in the Eastern Cape traditional community
figures such as councillors, policemen, mayors, traditional chiefs and other figures when:
intimidated or murticn:d;lOll. Secondly, the process of physical destruction enables the
insurgents to lower the standard of living of the lower Strata of sociery to the point wen:
they have no vested interest in maintaining the status quo, and are thus open to
recruitment attempts into the insurgent movement.

The process of physical destruction in the Eastern Cape extended into all spheres.
Schools and other state owned property wen: specifically targeted for destruction as wen:
all installations and other structures related to the communications network.. This
destruction is nor unique to the South African experience and has been extensively
utilised in other insurgencies. Elliot Cross describes the process in the following manner,
"Insurge nt attacks on modern transportation facilities, like

$0

many other moves in

unconventional warfare, have political consequences for both the rebels and the
authorities. Their destruction is often deeply felt and since the injury is clearly a result
of rebel action , the insurgents risk alienating popular sympathy if the damage is
excessive. The Viet Cong technique of damaging roads, shows they were aware of this
danger. The trenches dug prevent the passage of military vehicles , while the nanow path
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that is nonnally left allows bicycles and toor traffic to continue unhampered. "ZG'

In the South African context the ANC and its supporters made considerable use of
trenches and other obstacles aimed at m.aking the passage of army and police vehicles
more difficult Due to the overwhelming reliance on fOOl transport and the bus boycotts
which were simultaneously being enforced, it is difficult to evaluate the possible negative
impact which these measures had amongst the township dwellers. The structures were

occasionally effective in areas were specialised vehicles such as "Caspirs" or "Buffc1s"
were not available but according to police personne l generally had only a Umited impact.
Giving evidence to a commission of inquiry into the unrest a police spokesman said that
" Petrol bombs were used to burn a Land Rover with policemen on board, entrances to
the township were sealed off with burning road blocks . It had been planned to dig traps
for police vehicles concealed under layen of gravel. Trapped vehicles were to be petrol
bombed to kill the occupants"ltll. In another interView a caSAS executive member
described plans to attack police vehicles, " One method involved stretching rope between
two telephone poles across the towns hip streets at the same height as the heads of men
travelling on the back of police Caspir vehicles. Another involved the digging of large
holes in the toWnship Streets. These would be filled with plastic bags of petrol and are
covered with a sheet of corrugated iron and gravel. A caSAS ' soldier' would then wait
for a police vehicle to crash into the hole before igniting the petrol......

FRONT ORGANISATIONS, THE UNDERG ROUND AND PEOPLE 'S WAR:

The result of this progranunc to ach ieve ungovernability was a temporary vacuum
sufflciendy comprehensive to resull in a breakdown in public services and in law and
order, creating a favourable environment for insurgent actionsZO'o In the Eastern Cape

the UDF felt suffICiently confident to begin taking journalists into areas which it claimed
were liberated:tO:l. This proved extremely negative for tile security forces who were seen
as being unable to control the unrest and violence. An insurge nt organisation such as tile
ANC achieves this situation by creating a wide range of auxiliary organisations which
extend tile activities of the illegal insurgent body into the legal and semi-legal spheres
overcoming many of the legal paramcten designed to maintain law and order. Taber
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describes this process in the following manner: "The revolutionary political organisation
will have two branches: one subterranean and illegal, the other visible and
quasi.legitimate.""" This is true of the ANC which created a vast internal network of
supportive organisations whose task is the "strengthening and brightening of the rebel
image and the discrediti ng of the regime:lO"I These organisations have played a major
role in the establishment of parallel hierarchies in the townships which the ANC c laims
to control. The achievement of ungovernability therefore stems from two distinct yet coordinated eleme nts, the rioting and violence of the Mass Combat Units supported by MK
and secondly by the psychological onslaughl on the legitimacy of the governmental

structures and local authorities in the townships. The Olanerist organisations involved
in this process with the ANC thus fonn a vital basis for achieving a power vacuum

which is tailor made for the projection of ANC power in the townships.

The organisational strategies of People' s War employed by the ANC appear to have been
directly adopted from the Vietnamese experience. In Pike ' s book. Viet Con g, be
describes the similar structures created by the NLF: " In the NLF controlled areas it
threw a net of associations over the rura1 Vietnamese that could seduce him into
voluntarily supporting the NLF or, failing that. bring the full

weight of social pressure

10 bear on him, or if both of these failed, could compel his support, It would subject him
effectively to surveillance. indoctrination and exploitation. It could order his life. II
could artificially create grievances and develop support where logically such support
ought not to have been forthcoming. The purpose of this vast organisational effort was
not simply population control but to restructure the village and train the villagers to
control themsel ves."lIlt Clearly this process reached a fairly advance stage in the urban
areas of the Eastern Cape and many of the categories of organisation listed by Pike arc
clearly recognisa ble.

LmERATED ZONES IN THE EASTERN C AP E AND ANC POLICY: THE
FORMATION OF LIB ERATED ZO NES OR BASE AREAS.

The major challenge facing any insurgent movement planning to escalate its insurgency
from the preparatory stage to full confrontation with the State, is the creation of
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operational areas in which insurrection can be planned, carried out and the insurge nt
forces trained and based. The preparation phase must therefore be in an advanced stage
before this process of securing base

aR:U

or liberated zones can be accomplished. This

area is distinct from a contested area in that the insurgent must be able to maintain a
semi O£ pcnnanent level of control 0VeT the population in this region. ThU is dependent
on the elimination of governmental control and influence and the developme nt of a
situation of ' ungovernability' . This gives the insurgent an area in which he can move
freel y, rely on. regular and reliable intelligence and recruit cadres while carrying ou t the
political mobilisation of the people. Mao described these liberated ZOBel in the following
manner. " They are strategic bases on which the guerriUa forces can rely in preforming
then: strategic tasks and achieving the objective of preserving and expanding themselves

and destroying and driving out the enemy. Without such strategic bases. there will be
nothing to depend on in carrying out any of our strategic tasks or achieving the aim of
the war. It is characteristic of guerrilla warfare behind the enemy lines that it is fought
without a rear, for the guerrilla fortes an: severed from the country's general rear. But
guerrilla warfare could lIOI last long or grow without base areu. The base areas are its
rear."209 The ANC' s attempts to create liberated zones are related to the difficulty the
organisation faced in organising itself amongst the people.

Widespread complaints from returning cadres about the reluctance of the population to
accep t and assist them" ", also led to a realisation that true suppon from the people
could only be created in an environment created and maintained by the ANC. "The
creation of people's organs of self-govemmeru in the South Amelln revolution. wiU not
take place at a single stroke of armed msurreccon; they will be called intc being not by
proclamation but by the requirements of the combination of mass acrions(panial
insurrections) and armed guerrilla struggle; they wiU be the organs of that struggle.<0211

BASE AREAS AND CONTESTED ZONES:

Mao differentiate s between true base areas and zones in which the insurgent can
challenge the state 's authority.

~

In guerrilla warfare behind the enemy lines , there is a

difference between guerrilla zones and base areas. Areu which are surrounded by the
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enemy bUI whose central pans are not occupied or have been recovered. are ready made
bases for the convenient use of guerrilla units in developing guerrilla warfare. But
elsewhere in these areas the situation is differenL When guerrilla warfare began, the
guerrilla could nOi completely occupy these places but cook! only make frequent raids;
they are areas which are held by the guerrillas when they are there but by the puppet
regime when they are gone, and are therefore nOi yet guerrilla bases but what may be
called guerrilla zones. Such guerrilla zones will be transformed into base areas when they
have gone through the processes of guerrilla warfare, that is when large numbers of
enemy troops have been annihilated Of defeated , the puppet regime has been destroyed,
the masses have been roused to activity and mass organisations formed. ~m The

insurgent organisation must unden.al:e a process of coercive mobilisation to achieve the
creation of suitable conditions for fighting a people's war. This process was evident in
cenain of the Eastern Cape townships during the height of the unrest however it is
debateable whether they ever became liberated zones. They did however become
contested zones in which the state's control was elttremely tenuous to say the least It
would therefore be safe to say that while townships such as Pan Alfred and Cradock
reached a level of ungovernability which approached that of a liberated zone2" , this
was not true of most of the Eastern Cape region. This means that the

ANe partially

achieved its objectives in destabilising selected townships.

DESTRUCTION OF EXISTING STRUCTURES:
The "third pillar" of the revolutionary strategy of the ANC's Peoples War doctrine is
essentially concerned with the destruction of existing structures and their replacement
with the organs of people's government It is aimed al destroying government institutions

and replacing them with alternative structures under the control of its cadrer'·. In order
to establis h alternative structures under the control of the revolutionaries, the strategy
employed was to eliminate or drive out, members of councils, administrative personnel,
police and so-caned

~sell-outs "

from the Black townships as happened in many of the

townships in the vicinity of Pan Elizabeth and East London as well as in the Albany

area'",
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AI a press conference, held in Lusaka on the 9th January 1986 the ANC was faced with
questions about the New Year 's message delivered on the: 8th January 1986. In reply
to a que stion the Pre sidcnl of the ANC stated that, "The people started by calling on

councillon to resign. The majority resigned. Those who refused to resign were. of
course, attacked, This is the elemen t of black versus bllll:k, and it was unavoidable. In
the result many councils have been desrroyed and the regime has

nol:

been able to

proceed with its plans. We have succeeded, 8 In their Annual message on the 8th Jan uary
19 87 the ANC declared that. "The Year of Advance to Peoples' Power" and referred to
"succe sses" of the: past three years in n:mdering government sttuerures unworkable and
inoperative and in establishi ng alternati ve struerures for "peoples' power". He srared that
the ANC and its allies, the UDF, COSATU, and NECC, were the true representatives of

the: masses in South Africa. He stared that the working c lass under the Ieadenhip of
COSA ro. had to be inv olved politically and militarily in the peoples' war.

TIle ANC remarked in their 1986 New Year's message that: At the same time, we have
8

seen how the apartheid regime, intent on maintaining itself in power at all costs. has sent
into our townshi ps white soldiers and police, as well as black mercenarie s, with orders
to murder, ra pe and destroy at will • shooting infants, raping young girls and going on
a crazed orgy of blood-letting. This is precisely the reason why the fasc ist Botha •
Malan - Cceeee regime must be swept off the surface of the earth and our country
transformed into a democratic. non-racial and peaceful entity. Therefore we must fight.
We mUSI organise and ann ourselves to fight hard er and better for the overthrow of the
apartheid regime. This year we must take up the campaign with grea ter vigour than
before - for the immediate and unconditional ..... withdrawal of eu eoops and police from

the townships: The campaign to have the troops withdrawn from the townshi ps was
conduced by all the UDF affiliates as well as sym pathetic element in opposition parties.
TIle impetus for this campaign appears to have been a recognition on the pan of the

ANC that the introduction of the SADF in reinforcement of the SAP, countered much
of i ts success in creating a situation of ungovern ability. The effect of increased security
presence in the townships was dramatic and had a profound effect on the activities of the
Mass Combat Units and MK. The ANC realised the vi tal link between control of an area
and the military capabilities of its units and remarked optimistically that, " this means
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that the masses have created some fonn of l'ree zones in which underground activity by
the liberation movement can be carried out minus some of the stubborn problems which
normally dog it. They have helped solve to a significant degree the questio n of guerrilla
survival. " 11 6

PARALLEL HIERARCHIES AND PEOPLE'S WAR:
"If an insurgenl Ofganisalion

~ves

• need 10 augment its membership, it will DOfI1UJly in<:rease

its level ol diff=ntWion or compIe.li,y, and tbrou8h Ihc cCfons of its poliLical ca:Ir...

peneuaIe

hamlets. villages. and cities, especilllly ill conLtsted lIlUS (i.e., areas in ....Ilich neither lIIe government

nor Ihc insurgerllS IIave r"", comroI). Insurgents oft"., create ....ha1 Bernard FlIIl called parallel
Itierarclties 10

COCIlJ"'le willt gllVmunent institutions. The parallel Ilierarthy can take twO fOfmS:

penelnUion of elisting oCflclaJ admini'lnltive SII'IIClUreS by ..,bversi ve 3ger>ts,. or creation ol
anlQflOlllOWl insurgentslntCtUreS designed It> take over full adminiSlrllivc responsibility ....ben military.
political «Jnditions

llI"e

dc<omed appropriate.-U,

The strategy ofn:placing Government structures with alternative revolutionary structures

firstly revolves around the creation of a "dual power" situation. It is the perceived dUly
of Umkhonrc we Sizwe 10 shift the "balance of forces" to the side of the masses through
revolutio nary means. For this purpose "revolutionary bases" had to be created in Black
townships throughout the country. In this regard the ANC's 1986 "New Year' s message
is important in that he makes reference to "insurrectionary zones": "This past year we
made significant strides towards the transformation of our armed confrontation with the

apartheid regime into a peoples' war. Of crucial importance in this regard has been the
creation of mass insurrectionary zones in many pans of our country, areas where the
masses of the people are not only active, but are also ready in their hundreds of
tho usands to assault the enemy for the seizure of power. " I II

The reference to

"ungovernability", "alternative structures", "alternative power", "dual power", "peoples'
power", "revolutionary structures", "democratic structures", "government by the people",
"popular structures" and the like, must be viewed in the COntext of overall ANC strategy.
In the 1986 presidential message this trend was developed further, "During the
momentous Year of the Cadre that has just passed we have also produced !IE:!!
organisational fonnalions and adopted new forms of struggle in keeping with the
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heightened pace of OUl' revolution. We refer here to the

IIllISS

combat units that we have

fonned to carry OUI various tasks. including those related to the destruction of the organs
of government of the apartheid regime and to making the country ungovernable. We
refer also to the measures we have taken, among other things, to protect our leadcrs and
to maintain revolutionary law and order in various localities throughout the coumry."!"

The process which the ANC hoped to implement in the townships of the Eastern Cape

follows closely thc: classic requirements of the Viemamese model of guerrilla warfare.
In a book: about the French Army 's experiences in Indo-China, Kelly describes this
process in the following manner, " In the fifth and final phase, a regular army emerges.
A unity of command over the entire rebellion will have been achieved through the
ruthless elimination of all but the most reliable elements. An Independent territory,
snatched from the jurisdiction of the 'forces of order' is created ..... Parallel hierarchies
now envelop the entire territory and pennit indoctrination to proceed under the mose
favourable conditions. The legal authorities. as well, are progressively duplicated by the
organs of rebel government in all communities, so tha i from the point of view of the
population the distinctions of administrative command are thoroughly nebulous. In
practice, legality and force have both cha nged ca mps."220 This vital distinction
addresses the core of the people' s war offensive. namely that the authority and monopoly
of force changes hands or becomes blurred in the process of insulTCCtion allowing the
insurgent to effectively challenge a powerful state machine with some effect.

ANC STATEMENTS AND PARALLEL HIERARCH IES:

In its 1987 New Year' s message the ANC stated that, "In many parts of our country we
have given concrete form to that emerging alternative power by desuoying the enemy 's
structures of government and setting up organs of peoples' power. The gains we have
made in this regard have meant that the apanheid regime has lost its administrative
control over us in many areas of South Africa. This is a development of immeasurable
historical importance for the success of our revolutionary struggle. It has laid the basis
for us to make a decisive advance towards our common goal. We have, in previous years

11

spoken of mass bases as a very importanl and central element in our Slnllegic outlook.

Our success in desll'Oying the enemy's administrative ccoeor over large areas of our
country constitutes a high poinl in the struggle for the emergence of these bases. One
of the principal tasks we face in this regard is that we should continue 10 escalate our

offensive 10 smash the organs of apartheid state power and eonseuce organs of peoples'
power in their place. Our objectives must be 10 create mass revolutionary bases in all
Black areas throughout the country and to mount an strategi c offensive against the enemy
in its stronghold in the IOWns and the cities. The campaign 10 make the country
ungovernable and aparth eid unworkable must result in the emergence of these bases
whic h must be c haracterised by a number of features. One of these is that the masses
of the people should

l\OI

only have a high level of political consciousness bUI shou ld also

be active in the slrUggle to liberate themselves. In some areas, both in the towns and the
countryside , including the Bantustans. we are still faced with the task of destroying the
fascist government apparatus and maki ng the advances we have achieved elsewhere . We
urge the revolutionary forces to use the resources at our disposal 10 engage the enemy
in these areas as

weu.?"

While these claims are unrealistic on a national level, the

ANC could justifiably c laim some success in specific regions of the Eas tern Cape. and
it therefore made considerable use of the acti vities of its cadre s and support organisations

in this area for propaganda purposes.

ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURE.,';; IN THE LIBERATED ZONES.

African National Congress realised that uncoordinated attempts at bringing about a
revolutionary situation and increasing the potential for revolution in South Mrica. were
insufficient to rally the masses behind them. II became necessary for the AN C and the
UDF 10 unite their supporters in organ isations with regional. provincial

and

local

affil iates 10 carry OUI their objectives. These organisations were frequ ently initiated on
a loosely sttuetured local level but the organisations soon affiliated with each other on
a regional basis. The mobilisation of tile Eastern Cape lOOk place on this basis. Some
of the larger organisations consisted of a cen tral national organisation with large numbers
of affiliates spread throu ghoul the country.

At the lowest level. organisation s were

supported and their objectives carried out by "area-", "blcck-" and "street commi ttees".
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The so-called "erea-", "block-" and "Street cccanirtees" link and provide a network
between narionallevel of the organisation in question and the ordinary man in the street.

The "ere a-", "blcck-" and "street commiaees" implemented the aims and objectives of
the ANC and the UDF ofteo relying on coercion rather that conversion 10 achieve their
objectives""'.

TIle organisational structures were intended 10 dra w in as man y of the 'progressive

masses ' as possible tntc the structures of revolution. In some instances the organisations
had broadly commendable public aims and objectives but were directed at the
establishment of alternative revolutionary structures, the promotion of discontent and the
promotion of a political climate in which the ANC can maximize its impac~. This
took place through the promotion of civil disobedience. saikes. stay-aways. boycotts and
violence. In an article entitled Building people's Power this concepl is de veloped further,

"'The emergence of these organs of people's power has been called forth and motivated
noe only by the subjective morncntary conditions bUI also by the objective level of
development of our revolution towanls the seizure of power by the people. 11 is this
objective status of the people's communes thai determines their historical task. which
is 10 ensure that on the ruins of apanheid structures. re volutionary power is created in
all spheres of life.":l2< There is c lear and reliable evidence that, while organisations
operated under the pretext of legality, the core activities of the organisations involve the
revolutionary mobilisation of supporters around programmes which c!csely coinc ide with
those of the ANC and the SAcpW. These organisations skilfully used the umbrella
protection of the organisational structures 10 promote boycotts (education, consumer, and
rent boycotts as well as stay-aways) and camp aigns which had a high revolutionary
conte nl and a high degree of acceptability among the people in the lownship~. II is
significant that in the post un-banning stage of ANC development these organisations
have either ceased to exist, voluntarily incorpoeated into the ANC or are in a close
alliance with the ANC. The key leadership figures in L'le many fron t organisations have
now taken their places within the ranks of the ANC and SACP de spite their repeated
denials before the unbanning of the ANC and SACP.
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VIET CONG PEOPLE'S WAR STRUCTURES:
This strategy appears to have been adopted from the vtemeroese who undertook a similar

program of coercive mobilisation. Greig describes the methods used by the National
Liberation Prom of Vietnam in its programme and outlines the extent to which the Viet
Cong were able to control the political aspects of the day to day life of the population:
~

The mainspring of the Viet Cong effort to obtain psychological control of the

population of South Vietnam has consisted of a vast machine engaged in spinning a
councry-wide web of conunittees, fronts and cells of almost every conceivable
description. Its aim is to enmesh all categories of the population in active support of the
revolutionary cause in areas under the control of the Communist forces; and in areas
outside their control or still disputed, to destroy support for the Govemmenr's forces
amongst the civilian population, and to bring about a coUapse of military morale.
Directed by a Central Comminee, the NLF operates through a series of provincial and
district committees; at village level it is usually most actively represented in Communist
controlled areas by specialised bodies, such as Farmers' Liberation Associations. Youth
Liberation Associations. Cultural Liberation Associations, Women's Liberation
Associations, Student Liberation Associations, or the Workers Liberation Associations

Greig goes on to list another twenty organisations which fell under the control of the
NLF and he also discusses the programme instituted to form 'People's Liberation
Committees' whose task it was to govern the people in the liberated zones. In much the
same way as the street committees in the RSA, the committees had permanent
representatives on them from the Women's. Youth and Farmers Organisations. The

ceecoe of Ironr organisations was clearly linked to specific campaigns undertaken by
the Viet Cong, Greig mentions the build up support organisations for the NLF before the

Ter offensive : "In the months immediately before the opening of the Tel Offensive in
February 1968. a whole host of new Communist controlled organisations made their
appearance, whose role was to conduct propaganda campaigns and incite unrest in
Government areas, so as to prepare the ground for the ' general uprising' to which it was
hoped the offensive would lead. These organisations took many fonns: 'peace loving
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Buddhist soldiers, revolutionary council, uprising committees, etc. After the offensive a
number of these new organisations that survived were banded together into a new
federation, known as the Alliance of National and Democratic Peace Forces of South
Viemam.~m

The Viel Cong also activated a network of cells which supplemented the activities of the
seeer committees. The network. consisted of clandestine and semi-legal structures. The
~trueture

of the networks differed in complexity between the cities and the rural areas but

effectively employed the
included

tIIX

WIle

organisational principles. The activities of the cells

collection, propaganda and political educaeoe, party committee cells

responsible for civil affairs and youth activities as well as co-ordination and intelligence
cells129• The objectives of this network include the total mobilisation of all the people
in a specific area and the discipline of the popuJarion. Clearly strik:ing parallels exisr

between the strategies employed by the Vietcong and the ANC and many of the methods
used in Vietnam are readily recognisable in the South African context, The organisarional
strategies described in these extracts served very similar purposes and functions during
that revolutionary situation. In the following chapter the role of organisational warfare

in the ANC 's strategy will be examined and the role which organisational warfare plays
in mobilisation will be explored. The impact of the structures created by the ANC will

be evaluated in tenns of their scope and effectiveness and their ability to generate mass
based support for the ANC in selected areas will be evaluated.
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CHAPTER nvE:

ORGANISATIONAL WARFARE AND PEOPLE 'S WAR.
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THE ROLE OF MASS FRONT ORGANISATIONS IN THE FACILITATION OF
MOBILISATION:

The organisational process in the townships coincided with the mobilisation of the
township population in selected areas through the United Democnuic Front, a broad
Popular Front structure referred to as a " referedox conglomerate of civic, community.
professional. youth and labour organisations. "131 The UDF was intended to bring
together a range of anti-Gcvemment organisations and !O assist in the activation of the
youth through pro-ANC organisations such as the Congress of South African Students.
This enabled the ANC to actively re-enter the political arena inside the South Africa and
to expand its support base in the Eastern Cape despite its banning, The adoption of the
Popular Front strategy by the ANC as referred to in the term "National Democratic
Revolution" is instructive in itself " The UDF was conceived of as a front, a federation
10 which different groups could affiliate and a body in which could link different social
interest with common short tenn objectives."m The front was purposely defined in
broad enough tenns to include organisations which did not share the same overall
objectives. The ANC and SACP subscribe to the ' two stage themy ' l'J which enabled
them to j ustify the participation of groups or individuals who only support the firs t stage
of the revolutionary process. Traditionally the Popular Front strategy has been employed
by Stalinist's when they see little chance of seizing power by direct military
co nfrontation and clearly this was true of the Eastern Cape when: a strong military
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presence and an institutionalised state structure made this impossible.

THE POPULAR FRONT IN LENINIST THEORY;

The role of the Popular Front in revolutionary Stntegy, is explained in the following

definition offered in the Soviet work entitled What is Revolution,

~

A major specific

feature of people' s democracy is that lIM: Communist and Wonen parties exercise their
leadership in the state not only through organs of people's power, trade unions , youth
organisations, co-operatives and so on, but also through organisations like the Popular
Front, which is a fonn of alliance of the working class, the peasantry, the urban petty
bourgeoisie, and the intelligentsia. The Popular Fronts were formed because the social

basis of the revolutionary movement was broad and it is necessary

10

unite the motive

forces of the revolution and establish an alliance of the working class with the peasants
and other social classes and social groups coming out for a progressive society."D<
C1c:arly the involvement of organisations which do not share the overall goals of the
ANC and the SACP did not present a problem for the organisations. The popular front
is a Strategic device not to be confused with populism and does not compromise the basic
Leninist values of the SACP. The Chairman of the South African Communist Party

explained this in an interview with the Observer, "TIte ANC, SACP Alliance is pan of
an emerging coalition of forces which have different objectives but are agreed on the
immediate one of overthrowing apanheid and replacing it with a non-rectal democracy

based on black majority rule, The alliance must be broadened and true socialism would
flow naturally in time."nl

THE LAUNCH OF THE UDF:
The offICial UDF explanation for its creation centre around the call made by Allan
Boe~ at the annual congress of the Transvaal Indian Congress in January 1983 at

the end of the Anti-South African Indian Council Campaign although the idea was
initially a proposal of the forces who later launched the National Forum Comminee and
was hijacked by !he ChanerisW"'. The UDF was launched in Cape Town on the 21
August 1983 al RocklandsDl and soon after this in the Eastern Cape. The launch of the
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UDF was welcomed by the SACP in its publication The African Communist,

~

The

development of a broad front of popular resistance has taken a significant Step forward
with the launching of the United Democratic FronL":<19

The UDF immediately took a lead in the programme to make South Mrican
ungovernable, Thami Mali Chairman of the UDF Sowetc Branch stated !haL "No amount
of intimidation can stop us on our way to liberation ....our duty as the oppressed people
is to ste p up our resistance and create an ungovernable situation.~:1000 The launc h of the
UDF in the Eastern Cape took place after various regional confen:nces to work out the
" organisational basis and ideological position " of the UDF lA1• The launc h took place
under the leadership of Steve Tshwcte, a graduate of Robben Island and a conunitted
member of the ANC. Tshwete was assisted in this process by other old-guard ANC
supporters who saw the UDF as a means to overcome the banning of the ANC. Tshwcte
was later to leave the country and was rapidly promoted to coordinator of the ANC 75th
Anniversary Celebrations and then to the prcstigious position of Commissar of the Anny.
This was followed by an appointment to the NEC of the ANC. This meteoric rise has
been attributed 10 ANC recognition of the valuable work done in the Eastern Cape.

UDF PRIORITIES AND ANC ST RATEGY:

The UDF pledged its support for ' mass action' and embarked on a revoludonary path

of action which complemented the external programme adopted by the ANC. The
affiliated organisations and their obscure sub-affiliates too k the lead in the formation of
People's Courts, the trial of opposition figures for treason and their execution using the
so called

'necklace' murder involving the victim being burnt under a pile of lyres

doused with gasoline. This fonn of execution provided the ANC with an exiI'emcly
graphic and effective means of execution which effectively deterred or intimidated
opposition to the ANC in the target black communities. "In most of the areas tom by
upsurge, government-instituted community councils have been destroyed, and those who
man them have either been killed or forced to resign. Black police and lnfortrers have
bee n forced, through mass revo lutionary violence to quit most of the townships. Thus ,
in several areas of the country, we have what the press has come to tenn ' no-go areas' .
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These are areas in which the police have maintained a conspicuous absence, except when
patrolling in large military convoys."

:l<2

The ANC used the events and success in the

Eastern Cape to promote its credibility and IIIlIde an all

OUt

effort

10

ensure that it was

able to exercise some ccoeot over all the organisations which fe U within the umbrella
of the UDF. The Comrades""> who imposed a reign of terror over the lownships of the
Eastern Cape, were recruited from the ranks of these organisations and formed the sharp
end of the ANC' s campaign to make the townships ungovernable. This mirrored the Viet
Cong teJI'Of campaign in which 10 000 village chiefs of the 16 000 hamlets were
murdered by

1961.Y"'.

The demonsaarion of political potency fonns an important basis for any serious challenge
10 an established state infrastructure. This involves the organisational as well as the
coercive element in what O'Neill describes in the following manner, • The effective
functioning of both parallel hierarchies and military units may itself convert people by
simply demonsaating the insurgents ability 10 coolJ'Ol an area in defiance of the
government (a linkage of demonstration of potency and organisation). Such
differentiation is particularly importanl in situations were the regime is reasonable
strong." >U

Behind the revolutio nary metoric of this period there appears 10 have been a genuine
attempl 10 create liberated zones in which the ANC could acI freely and mobilise its
envisaged People 's

Annf"6. The crearion of mass fronts such as

the UDF enabled the

ANC 10 undertake a political programme on a level which had no! been seen since before
the ban ning of the ANC. The UDF and its affiliates have heatedly denied that they have

any links with the ANC. Subsequent events and the statements of the ANC however
suggest otherwise. In its 1987 New years message the ANC had the following 10 say
about revolutionary mass organisations inside the Republic," In many pans of our country
we have already made important advances towards the creation of these mass
revolutionary bases. We have destroyed many of the enemy's organs of apartheid rule.
the masses of the people have played a central role in this process as active participants

in the sl:IUggle for their own liberation. We have also succeeded 10 create mass
democratic organisations representative of these active and conscious masses, ranging
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from street committees 10 COSATIJ, the UDF, the NECC and their affiliates and other

democratic formations.'?" The repeated denials by the leadership of the UDF and its
affiliates that they were independent of the ANC turned out 10 be a strategic dece ption.
It succeeded in convincing individuals and organisations inside the country at a time
when the ANC itself was unacceptable. Following the unbanning of the ANC a differenl
picture emerged as activists and organisations revealed their true affiliations.

The UDF formulated a concrete policy on the subject of alternative structures or parallel
hierarchies which was articulated by Mwphy Morobe in a paper delivered to the Institute
for a Democratic Altemative.

~

The rudimentary organs of people' s power that have

begun 10 emerge in South Africa (street committees, defence committees, shop-steward
structures, student representative councils, parent/teacher/student associations ) represent
in many ways tbe beginnings of the kind of democracy that we are striving for. These
structures did not originate otit of abstract ideas bUI out of the real political battles being
fought against the existing undemocratic institutions that have traditionally sought 10
cooeor people's lives. Originally, the slogan of ' ungovernability' was popularised as a
political weapon in the hands of people with no access 10 political power. As a speaker
said at one of the rallies in the Transvaal during 19S4: "we must be difficult 10 coneoi.
We must render the instruments of oppression difficult 10 work. We must escalate all
fonns c rreststerce. We must make ourselves ungovernable." Zwelake Sisulu argued that
in a situation of ungovernability, neilher the government nor do the people have control.
While the direct government rule has been broken, the people have not yet managed 10
control and direct the situation. There is a therefore a power vacuum and no matter how
ungovernable a township is, unless the people are organised. the gains made by
ungovernability can be rolled back by State repression. Because there is no organised
centre of people's power, the people are relatively defence less and vulnerable..." II was
OIIt of the battles 10 wttSt control of the townships from the state that the slogan
"Forward to Peoples Power" was taken up. In many townships, this was actually

transferred from a slogan to a reality before the second state of

emer~ncy

took its

1011.:1<* The similarity between the rhetoric employed by the UDF and that of the ANC
is clear in this line of argument. The UDF's revolutionary aims were also clearly spelled
out the role of the Stale of Emergency in ending the people's power structures in areas
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such as these became evident.

ANC AND SACP STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE VOF:

The SACP and the ANC went one step further in the African Communist, " The years
of painstaking work by the party, (SACP) and the ANC are showing results. There is the
continued tremendous growth of internal organised opposition, exemplified by among
other events, the momentous gathering in Cape Town during lasr month which launched
the UDF.")<9

The UDF appears: to fall within the same genre as the National

Liberation Front of Vietnam indeed its leadership have alluded to the similarities between
the fronts . Steve Tshwere, then Border President of the UDF, alluded to this
organisational similarity in an address to the National Union of South African Students,
(a UDF affiliate) in 1984. In a comparison between the UDF and the Congress Alliance
of the 1950 ' s he made the following reference to the similarities: "Len take the National
Liberation Fron t in Vietnam. It was a tremendously huge alliance of all political, cultural
and religious persuasions. Normally it would be difficuil to bring these groupings
together for any sustained period of time in the absence of any common enemy- French
and later American Imperialism. But the Lao Dong Party not only bought them together,
but also served as a spearhead."250

SWILLING'S ANALYSIS OF THE VDF'S DEVELOPMENT:
In a com prehen sive overview of UDF activities Mark Swillin~' identified the
followin g broad groupings of UDF affiliates, community organisations, ad-hoc and
constituency based commtnees (ie. consumer boycott committees and burial committees),
squatter anti-removals comminees, transport committees, traders, detainee's, unemployed
groups, youth , student, professional and cri sis commtnees'". Examples of all these
organisations flourished in the strife torn communities in the Eastern Cape. Swilling
argues that the UDF has gone through four stages of development and these apply
particularly in this region. These are.the phase of ' reactive politics', that of ' community
struggle' , of ungovernability, and the final phase involves 'organs of people's power' .
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The fllSl stage involved reactive measures which commenced with the opposition to the
Koomhof Bills and the new Constitution and led to the mass boycotts and the destruction
of the loc al government structures. Swilling argues that the 'reactive phase' o f the UDF's
strate gy ended with the Million Signature Campaign which marked the transition 10 the
phase o f 'community struggle' . The second phase began after the tri-cameral elections
of August 1984 and centred around !he issues mated by the various community
organisations. These included transport, rent boycous, squatter revolts, strike action,
school boycotts and township Stay away's. He claims !hal the community affiliates were
able to "exploit the contradiction between state attempts to improve urban living
conditions and the fiscal bankruptcy and political illegitimacy of black local
govemmenl.,,1.ll The assertion that the UDF utilised the vulnerability of the Slate during
its attempted reforms is instructive and confinns Ta mbo' s claim that this period provided
the ANC with an ideal opportunity to attac k the power base while al its weakest, The key
elements during this period were the 'Vaal Uprising', the national schools boycott, the
1984 workers stay away and a later Slay away in the Eastern Cape in 1985. The UDF
Transvaal Education forum drew up a review of UDF activities in May 1985 in which
the organisation reviewed its position, the organisation Slated that it had 'been unable to
respond effectively 10 the spontaneous waves of militancy around the country' and it
responded by exploring ' ways to transfonn mass mobilisation into coherent mass

organisation'P'.
Swilling also argues that the states 'coercive response' during this period forced the
UDF 10 go beyond mere organisational activities and resulted in the violence of the
towns hips in which 'groups o f youths engaged the security forces in running street
battles' . This version of e vents in the townships fails 10 mention the active involvement
of the ANC and MK in the preparation for and initiation o f mass action. The argume nt
thai the UDF was force d to move beyond erganisaticn of the people, ignores the fact thai
the structures created by the UDF often played a leading role in the confrontations
between the security forces and the township cadres. In his analysis of the third phase.
that of 'ungovernability' Swilling describes the e vents at the beginning of 1985 as ' urban
civil war' and claims that the state was 'forced to admit that it had lo st control of the
townships'. This was followed by the declaration of a State of Emergency in J uly 1985
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and the collapse of civil authority. Swilling's claim that the 'permanent presence of
security forces in the townships fuelled rather than q ue lled resistance ' is open 10 question
as the ANC had committed the mass combat units and the MK squads to do battle with
the security forces. Swilling also claims that the "quasi-military actions squads ' were
organised by elements outside the UDF. Th is assertion perhaps contains more than a n
ele ment of truth, the squads were organised by MK cadres within the UDF structures.
This emerges from an examination of ANC discussion documents which highli ght the
methods e mployed in this procesr".

Phase four of the process involved the 'organs o f people's power ' and this centred
around the creation of ' ne w durable decentrallsed organisational structures' towards the
end of 1985. Swilling describes this phase as the most important element of the UDF's
four stage development. He describes Ihem as 'sophisticate d forms of organisation based
on street and area committees ' , with each Street electing Street committees whic h in turn
represents area committees. Swilling claims that these structures brought the militant
township youths or comrades into discipline by ' dividing youth sq uads imo smaller more
disciplined units attached to a 'street or area committee' . This claim is questionable in
the light of the discussion s on Military Combat Work contained in the Commission on
Strategy and Tac tics report. The squads were 'd isciplined' bUI rather into e ffec tive cadres
who acted on central directives in a more sophistica ted approach which mirrors MK
policy decisions. Swilling identifies the consumer boycotts as the mOSI visible aspect o f
this phase of UOF development and states that the 'UOF is likely to generate an
increasingly radical c onception of a liberated society a trend wh ich became increasingly

evide nt in the mobilisational success enjoyed by the ANC and its auxiliaries:l$O.

TOWNSHIP MOBILISATION.

MOBILISATION OF TH E URBAN BLACK POPULATION:

The ANC/S ACP set about its strategy o f coercive mobilisation utilising any aspect of
to wnship life as a ve hicle for politicising the population and enhancing their
revolutionary potential. The ANC was forced to improvise to insure that it was not left
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behind in the process of conflict which spread through the region. An ANC statement by
Ronnie Kasrils described the proce ss of ungovernability and the transition to People's
War as laking place in the following manner,

~

We have seen the development among

our people of forms of warfare, and our people are sho wing tremendous creativity, We 've
seen the growth of barricade tactics, we' ve seen the digging of ditc hes and traps for the
Hippos and Caspirs, we've seen barbed wire being strung across the roads to catch the
enemy forces, we've seen the developme nt of streel fighti ng in the tactical sense, with
the people using the labyrinth of township lanes and streets to lure the enemy into
ambushes. We' ve seen the stone been transformed into the petrol bomb and hand
grenade; we've seen the people using knives to kill police and soldiers; we've seen the
people seizing the enemy's own weapons to use against them.~m The destruction of
the infrastructure and the intimidation also served the purpose of reducing the standard
of living in the townships 10 the point were life became increasingly unbearable. The
destruction of community halls, beerhalls, clinics, the disruption of sewage di sposal,
refuse collection and postal services contributed to the general poverty of the townships
making the position of the inhabitants such that mass protest and violence seemed a
viable solution to the problems. Thi s campaign to disrupt the infrastructure was actively
encouraged by the ANC who rightly identified the threat which government attempts to
upgrade the townships posed to its

errons to mobilise support. It is significant that the

ANC attack on the townsh ip structures came at a time when the state had engaged in a
major programme of urban upgradement. These projects seem to have come under attack
first .

PEOPLE'S WAR IN THE EASTERN CAPE:
The People' S War offensive in the Eastern Cape was centred around rwo core ele ments,
first ly the organisational warfare aspect which involved the launch of a wide variety of
front

organisauons-" and

secondly well co-ordinated boycOll/strike acdons'".

Mobilisation took place around contentious issues such as education, transport. rentals
and other community issues which were successful politicised through skilful tactical
manoeuvring on the pan of the organisers. The organisers combined offensivelhostile
negotiations techniques with confrontational actions and channelled discontent and
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frustration into organisational dynamics 2liO• The core of resistance to the state was found
in the townsh ips of Port Elizabeth, Uitenhage and Cradock which soon set the tone for
the entire region:l6l. It was into this environment of tension and economic hardshi~
that Ma nhew Goniwe' s so-called G Plan was activated.

The testimony of fonner ANC members and the statements of leading UDF activists
indicate that the People' s War offensive in the Eastern Cape was planned and directed
from Lesotho. The ANC duri ng this phase was under the able leadership of Chris Ha ni
who masterminded the structures and identified the priorities for insurge ncy. Hani' s men
in the Eastern Cape consisted of veteran MK members suc h as Henry Pazzie, Edgar
Ngoyi, Eamest Malgas and Charles Hashe 263 as well as younger ANC activists who had
proven their wonh such as Thozamile Botha, Matthew Goniwe and Steve Tshwe re. These
cadres fonned the leadership core in the Eastern Cape and both Botha and Tshwete were
to eventually flee the RSA to Lesotho. In June 1982 an ANC Political Department
Strategy planning meeting took place in Lesotho at Upper Thamae chaired by MK
Nompumelelo'", Commander of the Unit. At the meeting "it was decided to revive and
10 intensify the activities of PEBCO due to thai fact that the organisation was politically
dormant as a result of their preside nt, Thozamile Bo tha, who had obtained political
asylum in Lesotho. We then unanimously decided to create a structure based on the aims
and objects of the M-Plan of the early 1960's depicting the following, to make the RSA
regime ungovernable, to politicise and mobilise and organise the masses at grassroots
leve l, to playa leading role in the liberation of the RSA society and its transformation
into an economic, social and political system that will serve the needs of those who arc
oppressed and exploited.'?" The Stateme nt continued, "the Political Department in
Le sotho was responsible for the implementation of the above mentioned structure in the
Border and Eastern Cape regions. The re leva nt pamphlets and literature were complied
under the auspices of the Propaganda Department for distribution in the Eastern Cape and
Border Regions. I wish to state that apart from me distribution of pamphlets and
literature, trained cadres were commissioned to infiltrate the Eastern Cape and Border
region, to infonn the re levant progressive organisations to implement the structure, the
M Plan adopted by the Political Department in Lesotho. The area and Streel committee's
present struc ture in operation in the Eastern Cape, as implemented by the e xecutive of
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PEBCO and the UDF during 1985, is the structure which was formulated during 1982
by the Political Department of the ANC in Lesotho."266 This suggests that the ANC
played a direct

~h ancb

on" role in events in the Eastern Cape in a manner w hich makes

a mockery of claims that the violence and unrest were totally spontaneous.

The intense conflict which raged across the townships of the Eastern Cape had its origins
in specific regions but rapidly spread from town 10 town as co-ordination structures
improved and intricate management mechanisms evolved in certain areas. Callinicos
observed that "in the Eastern Cape, a traditional ANC stronghold, the UDF undoubtedly
has a fonnidable mass base. For example, the Cradcck Residents ' Association, formed
in October 1983 as a result of struggles against rent rises, built youth and student wings
and organised a network of elected street comminees. ,,:161 This organisation was to
serve as a virtual prototype for township mobilisation in the region.

The formation of the township organisations and the campaign in the townships coincided
with the release of many older ANC and SACP activists who had completed jail
sentences261, these activists played a leading role in the organisation of structures and
provided visible community leaders to re place those murdered or intimidated into
abandoning the townshi ps209. The ANC also activated or infiltrated numbers of
Agit-prop officers into the country , agitators who were trained in the skills of urban
guerrilla warfare as well as the psychological warfare techniques of People's

Warm.

These cadres played a leading role in the planning for the variety of organisations formed
lO fill the vacuum?'. These included 'peoples education, peoples courts, peoples
medicine and other functions of "alternative" local govemmenr'2. The ANC allocated
the following tasks to these alternative structures, firstly organising the masses and
transfonning the ' no go areas' into ' strong mass revolutionary bases' to provide the
'ground for the growth and development of our people's army and the escalation of
people's war'. Secondly, transfonning these areas into ' strong mass revolutionary bases
to serve as organs of insurrection and self government', The third aspect involved
ensuring that the 'expelled and rejected organs of apartheid ' remained expelled and
fourthly spreading this to other areas m . These organ isations and the structures of
'people's power played a ce ntral role in the planned establishment of base areas and
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ANC strategy indicates the importance attached to this, The de gree to which the ANC
was able to create the conditions for "people's power" in cenain circumstances is evident
in the observation by a sympathetic journalist that fl the township power structures:
responsible for checking reporters credentials, escorting the families of the bereaved. and
generally keeping order, is like the experience of crossing into another country. One
min ute we were being searched by blue-uniformed police of the old order, and the next
minute, only steps away, we were under guardianship of the new South Africa.

fl

l'l4

THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF T HE " G PL AN",

THE ORIGINS OF THE G PLA N

The basis for the functioning of the so-called "G Plan ", was the formation of the UDF
in Aug ust 1983 following a build up by the ANC and SACP promoting the launch of a
mass democratic people's front which would serve as the legal voice of the 'liberation
moveme nt' inside South Africa 7ls. The UDF bought together a comprehensive range
of ' progressive' organisations into its United Front structures around what was initially
a one issue campaign7l6. CaUinicos observed that "the ANC's hold on the masses has
bee n greatly Strengthened as a result of the emergence of the United Democratic
Fro nt."717 The most important component of the UDF strategy was the launch of various
' civic associations ' or Civics which represented the interests of street and area
committees at a regional and national level. Callinicos states that the state 'S attempts to
establish Black Local Authorities has stimulated the "formation of a dense network of
civic organisations. These civics, as they are called, have played an active role in a
variety of struggles around rents, rates , transport and educatio n, he lping to create a high
leve l of popular mobilisation, fl 7l1 Th is process was begun in the Eastern Cape were the
launch of a range of civic organisations was a portent of things to come. The UDF
therefore played a crucial role in the creation of parallel hierarchies in the townships. The
following extract from a Zimbabwean publication accurately places the UDF within
context. fl The resurgence of extra-parliamentary legal opposition in the form of the UDF
should nOI be understood to be a rejection of armed struggle. Rather than seeing itself
in opposition to the armed struggle, the UDF through its public statements has indicated
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that it sees itself as supplementing the thrust of the national liberation movement. This
would seem 10 indicate that the UDF has a similar understanding to the ANC as to ho w
to destroy the apartheid regime."m

MATTH EW GONlWE AND CRADOCK:
The G Plan, as it described in this thesis for convenience, was named after Matthew
Goniwe, a UDF regional organiser in the isolated rural town of Cradock in the Eastern
Cape, a listed communist sentenced to four years imprisonment unde r the Transkei
Suppression of Communism Act in 1977 who was released in 1981:110. Oontwe, the
acting principal at the Sam Xhalli Junior Secondary School in Cradock, played a leading
role in the formation of the Cradock Youth Association (CRADOYA) and became a
central figure in the Cradock Residents Organisation (CRADORAjAl. Goniwe was
elected rural organiser of the Eastern Cape region of the UDF and played a central role
in mobilising the township under the UDF banner". Goniwe had obtained his Higher
Education Diploma at Fon Hare and studied for a B.A while serving his sentence under
the Suppression of Communism Act in the 1970's:l&1. He masterminded a systematic
programme of coercive mobilisation of the small black township around structures which
we re replicated throughout the Eastern Cape and in many other black townshi ps2M.
Goniwe worked in close contact with other ANC activists in the neighbouring towns of
Grahamsrown, Pan Alfred, Alexandria and also with the Pon Elizabeth and EaSI London
Civic Assoctaoons'". Indications are that Goniwe drew heavily from the M Plan and
consulted some of the older activists in the Eastern Cape who had been involved in the
ANC during the 1950sWi • An informal coordinating committee comprising largely of
ex-Robben Island inmates who were schooled in the ideology and strategies of the ANC
and who appear to have planned many of their activities during their incarceration in this
political prison played a central role in the process of mobilisation and were heavily
involved?".

The township of Lingelihle outside Cradock was described in the New York Times
Magazine during 1985 as " a place which has come to symbolise something new in the
amorphous battle of South Africa's black majority of 23 million people for a say in the
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running of their lives. It is a place of defiance, where the days events might include
burning the home of a local official regarded as a stooge, or running fro m the teargas of
the police. "The people have come to realise that the y can defy the government", said
Manhew Goniwe, a school headmaster closely involved in the conflicL Ctadoc k is 120
miles nonh of Pan Elizabeth, in the heart of the troubled Eastern cape, which re gards
itself as the cradle of resistance and is cited by black activists as a symbol of dogged
struggle and commitmenl."m This perception was encouraged in the South African
media whic h wenl to great lengths to demonstrate the e xtent to which the "people" had
seized control over the township.

THE LAUNCH OF CRADORA:

The Ctadock Civic organisation was unofficially launched in March 1983 ostensibly to
bring the complaints of the res idents of the Lingelihle Black township to the attention
of the government and local authori tiesl'lll. The complaints related to housing services,
rents and other community issues in a community faced with extreme economic
depression19O• CRADORA 's stated intention was

10

act as guardian of the community's

interests, to unite the community: assume leadership in community affairs and to cooperate with similar organlsations-". The committee of four nominated to select the
executive committee consisted of Goni we, James Nqikashe, G ladwell Makaula, Wesle y
Balley and Fort Calata who in turn selected an Executive committee made up of Ma tthew
Goniwe, Fon Calata, Clifford Nkutu and Bully Msine kelwa:l91 all of w hom were to
become heavily involved in the UDF and its regional structures. Goniwe gave his version
of the reasons for the formation of CRADORA in an intervie w with a foreign magazine:
" I came here in 1983" said Mr. Goniwe, a trim, bespectacled man of 38 who once was
jailed for five years (sic) for purponedly spreading Marx ist propaganda. Things were
pretty bad then, he said. The schools and churches had descended into a moral morass,
renting their premises for discotheques that provided a front for drugs and liquor and
"even the rape of girls". Mr Goniwe and Mr Calata, began the cleanup, replacing the
di scos with school concens and choir practice. Mr Calma started the Cradock Youth
Association. Ine vitably politics became pan of it, and such words as "mobilisation" and
"raising political consciousness" were heard, confirming the authorities suspicio ns that
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agitators and agents were at work in the township, subversive elements using marxist
words. Then co-incidentally, the local authorities tried to raise rents in the government
owned housing, so CRADORA was fanned by Mr Gcniwe, assisted by white liberal
activists from Pan Elizabeth to fight the rise s .~:m

Linghelih!e'S population of 17 000 were to become extensively mobilised over a period
of uuee years around Cradora's seuctures as the organisation was one of the firsl to
implement the ANC 's call to create 'organs of people's power' in the townships2')/,. The
impetus to fonn the organisation, came at a meeting held in Grahamstown at which
Philani Nkayi, an ANC activist who had completed a sentence on Robben Island,
discussed the M Plan with Goniwe29S • This was follo wed up by a planning session in
which Roland White allegedly assisted in the planning of the structures for the
mobilisation of U ngelihle' s population290• At a meeting chaired by Goniwe on 8
December 1983, it was decided 10 establish a branch of the UDF in Cradock and
CRADORA was the result of this initiative. CRADORA moved towards political
radicalism shortly after its establishment and went far beyond its initial mandate to
advance community Issues'".

BASIS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF GONIWE'S STRATEGY:
Goniwe's transfer to the staff of a school in nearby Graeff-Reiner became the pretext for
threats to initiate a schools boycott and as early as Jan uary 1984, the assaul t of school
inspectors, the destruction of the homes of policemen and of the school buildings, and
the burning of school books was discussed and approved at a CRADORA meetingM.
A decision was taken at a meeting held on the tst of June 1984 under the chairmanship
of James Nqikashe m to hold a schools boycon if the transfer came through, this
decision was endorsed and a programme of action formulated at a meeting held in the
Ascension Church Han attended by the leadership of PEBCO, the Graha mstown Civic
Association (GRACA), the Uitenhage Black Civic Organisation (UBCO), the UDF, Pan
Elizabeth Youth Congress (PEYCO) and other Chanerist organisarions in the region.

This paved the way for the boycott which follo wed which Gladwell Makhawula,
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PHYSICAL STRUCTURES OF THE G PLAN:
The township was divided up into four zones known as Mooiplaas, Bongweni.
Langamore and Vergenoe g which were administered by alternative sll'Uctures"'". These
structures were comprehensive and resulted in CRADORA establishing control over the
township?". Following the arrest of Gladwell Makaula on charges of arson an ad-hac
committee was announced which included Tamsanqa Hani, Stephen Maqegu and Nojaja
Puta-. By late 1984, CRADORA was in close contac t with and coordinating with
other groups such as PEBCO, PEYCO and other UDF affiliates in the Eastern Cape. In
the months that followed representatives from CRADORA and CRADQYA atte nded
meetings of the UDF and other UDF-affiliated organisations in other centres as speakers
and observers.

In line with the policies and actions of these organisations, CRADORA began to
encourage rent boYCOIIS, business boycotts and attacks on to wn councillors?".

The

township residents were mobilised and threats made againsr collaborators with promises
that the political order would be swept away at any time. At a meeting held at Makaula
residence the possible burning of the beerball was discussed and plans made to kill
Consta bles Gumenge and Snerc of the SAplI~. In November 1984 a new Executive
Conunittee was elected, it consisted of Gladwell Makaula, Elizabeth Sibanda, Sparo
Mkhonto, Bhabhise Skeyi, Matthew Goniwe, Victor Puwani, Fort Calata and Mbulelo
Goniwem . Pensioners were encouraged to abandon the state run pension scheme and
make use of the CRADORA help programme. At a meeting with the town cou ncil held
on the 17th of December 1984 the town councillors were told to resign from their
posts Jl1 • The acti vities of 1984 climaxed with a "Black Christmas" church service on
Christmas day. After this service, it became clear that a rift had sprung up in the
leadership. Goniwe and his lieute nant G ladwell Makuala were challenged by Fon Calata
grandson of the first Secretary General of the ANC, Canon Calata3n and a founde r
member of CRADORA ove r the issue of the school boycotts. The potential conflict
appears to have never reached its full potential due to Gcniwe and Calata's death.
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CRADO RA IN ACTIO N:

1985 saw a major escalation in the activities of the organisation and a determined shift
towards violence and open identification with the ANC and the South African

Communist Party. CRADORA attempted to officially launch itself at the beginning of
February 1985 but the launch was banned in terms of the emergency regulations. a
decision upheld by Supreme Court judge Schoon in Grahamstown"·. Funerals were
held at which the cro wds wen: encouraged to attack the Police and vehicles and houses
were stoned. There was increasing evidence of a determined drive egainsr authority.
Instructions were given by the leadership of CRADORA to bum collaborators. attack
police personnel carriers, attack, bum and Slone police houses, to destroy munici pal
vehicles, 10 stan a business boycott and to collect money for legal COSts. CRADORA
attempted to enhance its credibility by engaging in a prolonged series of exchanges with
government representatives with the assistance of Molly Blackburn of the

PFP'". When

it appeared that ~he minister concerned was willing to visit the township and discuss
certain issues with CRADORA it was decided that the negotiations would be broken off.
The Minisler' s concerned visited the township on the 22 of April 1985 and held talks
with all the other parties with the exception of CRADO RA. Goniwe informed a closed
meeting at his house in July, that hit squads from Saweto were coming to Cradock to
murder while members of the Security Branch ofthe Soutb African Police. At subsequent
public meetings and funerals, ANC slogans were frequently used and ANC and SACP
flags displayed at numerous occasions.

The situation in the township degenerated into a level of ungovernability. • In the
township numerous roadblocks set up on all roads were noticed. These comprised large
stones, paint tins. rusty wire and in one case, the shell of a buml out car. Throughout the
township large groups of childre n of school-going age were gathered around seeer
comers."]1 ' On one occasion a message from Oli ver Tam bo was relayed by them to a
funeral gathering of thousands. Other well known leaders of the National Democratic
Movement

were brought in 10 address funeral gatherings. The degree to which

CRADORA was able to defy the stale is evident in the following observation made by
an American journalist who stated that "the authorities seem 10 acknowledge their
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impotence 10 redeem the township, for the y come here o nly in armoured trucks or in the
person of security men with pistOls tucked intO their waistbands.ftil1 At a mass meeting
of CaS AS "comrades" a decision was taken to intensify the schools boycott and the
re sc heduling of exams was called for'· ,

The death of Gcniwe, Mkhonto and Calata while returning from a meeting in Pon
Elizabeth focused world attention on Credcck'". The funeral. attended by thousands
of ANC supponers from the Eastern Cape and other areas of the RSA was addressed by
top level UDF leadership who made il clear where their sympathies lay. The SACP and
ANC flags as well as MK banners were prominently displayed and speakers stressed that
the only difference between the ANC and CRADORA was the fact that the ANC had
weaponsno. A message of support fro m Oliver Tambo was read out by UDF leader and
alleged MK member Rev. Stofile who said that the ANC viewed the men as "hero
comrades" and Stone Sizane emphasised that Umkhonto and the UDF would stand
together against the governmenr'". The death of the UDF activists remains unsolved
and occurred only months before a similar fate met PEBCO leadership fi gures:l22.
CRADQRA and its various affiliates continued to operate under the leadership of
Gladwell Makaula.

COSAS suspended the school boycott in October 1985 and re-entered negotiations with
the Department of Education and Training assisted by CRADORA. After these talks
broke down the comrades went on the rampage burning eight schools. the homes of three
councillors and a police vehiclem . Only 10% of the High School pupils in the
townships wro te their exams amongst intimidation and the use of People's Couns to
punish pupils who attended schoot'". The entire Eastern Cape was by now
experiencing consumer boycotts and school stey-eways and Blac k teachers joined the
boycon after a meeti ng held in March 1985. The Eastern Cape Traders Association (a
UDF affiliate) decided to endorse the consumer boycott further strengthening the efforts
of the ANC in the region m . Life in this ANC liberated zone changed considerably, US
journalist Alan Cowell described it as follows : "But though the young people of
Cradock's township have won a kind of organised anarchy, beyond government control,
they have done so only by losing their education, by abandoning creativity in favour of
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the clenched fist salute and the rhetoric of liberation. Their days are finered away in
endless games of dice between occasional bouts of conflict with the police. Cradock has
become a crucible of violence thai, in the manner of Northern Ireland or Beirut, bums
away the frivolities of youth and spawns a lost generation.~nti During 1985 and 1986,
CRADORA began 10 make efforts to extend its influence to neighbouring towns and
villages by forming local affiliates. Th us a Noupoon Youth Organisation and a George
Youth Organisation came into being. Effons were also made: in Cookhouse to involve
school children in boycotts and unrest. By late 1985 the situation in the township had
deteriorated to the point where "the members of the communi ty council in Cradock have
all resigned rather than face the wrath of young militants. In effect, a governmentconceived body has abdicated in favo ur of C RADORA, which has become the popular
voice that defies the authorities.'?"

It became clear that CRADORA had become an important pan of a national network
with close links with the exiled ANC. CRADORA restructured its management structures
in late 1985 and adopted a clandestine management system which involved the use of
"front" people who wo uld protect the ide ntities of the real activists"'". The first
indications of a formalised

~G

Plan" emerged during April 1986 when the activists began

to refer to the alternative structures as the

~G

Plan". At a "Civic Worksho p' held in

Cradock the similarities betwee n the G Plan and the M Plan were spelled out and plans
made to escalate the mass mob ilisation process. CRADORA also reactivated the
consumer boycott and organised stay-aways on key occasions and expanded its control
over the township. Although CRADORA became more sophisticated during this period
it would appear that following Gontwe's death very linle happened in the way of
progress. The organisational structures developed but increasing police action including
the detention and prosecution of activists curbed CRADORA acti vityn!!. The growing
suspicion around the leadership of Makaula also appears to have paralysed the
organisation and led 10 some tension betwee n two rival factions in the leadership"".

The organisation ceased to operate effecti vely follo wing the imposition of the Second
State of Emergency. The reasons identified for this de velopment include the timely
deten tion of the key activists in the organisation, the strict enforcement of the provisions
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of the Emergency including the prevention of all potential mass mobilisation events,
normalisat ion of the township could take place due to the rapid decline in incidents of
unres t and growing conflict between leadership figuresnL. This is reinforced by the
assessment of the Insti tute for Black Researc h which found that, "the system resorted to
other means to contain the resistance. Anned as it was with a ne twork of spies, it
identified weaknesses in the community and weaknesses were not difficult to find. While
popular and strongly organised, the officials of civic bodies such as PEBCO and
C RADORA were often driven intO taking decisions without proper consultation. The state
of emergency in which the region found itself preve nted the holding of public meetings.
The focus was on action, and the onslaught from the government came at such a pace,
that there was little time for thought. Decisions were reactive and if spontaneous, also
impulsive, taken in good faith, but without sufficient consideration of the price people
had to pay and when people demurred from falling into line, there was coercion and
incidents of internalised violence. This created breaches in the solidarity and the system
exploited the breaches"ill. The Ne w York times carried the following statement about
conditions in Cradock, "Infonners are a principal weapon of the security police, pan of
a police force of 47 000 people, half of them white, who must control a population of
10 million blacks near the urban areas . 'We reckon there 's o ne infonner active in e very
three streets' said o ne activist and the we b of informers is widely believed 10 include
some African National Congress exiles and many members of activis t groups inside the
country."lJ1

G PLAN STRUCTURES AND PEOPLE'S WAR:

The G Plan functioned through a dual srrucrure in which the street committee formed the
basic unit and was responsible for the mobilisation of the residents of a particular street.
These street committees were c harged with the collection of taxes and the basic le vel s
of Peoples Government, including the raising of 'self defence units and the collective
production of basic foodstuffs . The Street committees fell under the authority of the area
committees which liaised with the regional committee which in tum received orders fro m
the National Executive. The ' progressive organisations' launched with UDF guidance
fonned the other element of the 0 Plan and worked together with the 'organs of peoples
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power' to implement the projected 'u ngovernability'. The G Plan was designed to e nable
the UDF to control and direct black political awareness and frustration against selected
targets to achieve similar basic aims to those set out by the ANC for the creation of

liberated zones.
In the 1988 "New Year' s message" me ANC stated: "The ans wer is mat

we must remain

on the attack, maintain our offensive posture and., in struggle, win new grounds in our
advance towards peoples' power. To achieve a funher advance to peoples' power, these
mUSI be our watchwords - plan. organise, a ttack! The reasons which compelled us to take
up anns have IIOt changed

The armed struggle consurures the spearhead of our

general offensive, a crucial element in our response to the violence of the racist regime.
We must raise me level of this struggle in a decisive manner, draw the masses of our
people into actual combat and realise o ur objective of transforming our armed actions
into a peoples' war. The cal l we made in the past - eycxy patriot a~tanl:, every
combatant a patriot - continues to be of central relevance in all our work. ~lJol From
these "revcluttonary bases" or liberated zones the "combat units" had to be trai ned for
attacks on strategic installations and targets. By extending such attacks throughout the
Republic. it was intended to weaken the effectiveness of the South African Security
Forces and demoralise me people.

ANC AND UDF POLICY AND THE G PLAN:

The ANC and the UDF belie ved that the extension and development of these structures
and organisational strategies would enable them 10 consolidate and hold these areas for
e xtended periods of time. The G Plan was therefore essentially an application of the
parallel hierarchies principle within the South African context. It was directed at giving
the ANC a serious insurge nt capability in the townships and provided a visible profile
for the organisation. The means used were multi dimensional and utilised powerful social
forces in the communities to achieve support. These included religion, sport, culture,
resistance an and guerrilla theatre, education and women's emancipation. Paulus Zulu
observed in Resistance in The Townships that " res istance has acted as the main agent
in conscientising the masses and mobilisin g them against social, economic and
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political disadvantages."335 The ANC believed that these areas cou ld provide MK with
much vital support in die fonn of intelligence, logistical supply, recruits, transport,
safe-houses and other basic military requirements for an effective urban insurgencyl36.
In 1987 die ANC Stated: " Our objectives must be to create mass revolutionary bases in
all Black areas throughout the country and to mount a strategic offensi ve against die
enemy in its stronghold in the towns and the cities. It is also vital that each mass
revolutionary base must have its combat forces which will act both to defend the people
and to mount anned attacks against the enemy beyond die given area and throughout the

country'?".

The political campaigns run by die UDF and its affiliates also supplemented this strategy.
A good example of this was the so-called 'Troops Out Of The To wnships" campaign
spearheaded by South Africa's own Peace Movement, die End Conscription Campaign
(ECC). This campaign sought to pressu rise the government to withdraw the South
African Defence Force from die townships thus leaving the under staffed and badly
equipped South African Police to control the unrest. The UDF also used strategies such
as the consumer boycotts to place pressure on the business conununities in such small
towns as Cradock and Pen Alfred which in tum resulted in the temporary withdrawal of
die security forces to facilitate negodanons'". These negotiations turned out to nothing
more than a ruse to enable the UDF to reorganise its structures after a particularly
successful clamp down on its activities l J9• The G Plan was most successfully
implemented in die Eastern Cape region of South Africa. The process which Goniwe
implemented consisted of three distinct stages, firstly the break down of the existing
power structures through ' ungovernability', this served as a transitionary stage until such
time as the second stage in which the establishment of alternative structures rook place .
This in turn was to lead to the creation of People's Power'",

PORT ALFRED: REVOLUTIONARY 'SHOWPIECE' OF THE EASTERN CAPE.

• We are involved in politics and politics is bargaining for power. Power rcsides willi the numerical
support lhat one can mobilise for one's C3IISC or porposc:. ThaI. support has In be consolidated inw a
tangible mass - the organisation. ThaI is why we formed organisations. ThaI. is why ee Port Alfi"ed

Civic Organisation is a conglomeration of inlercslS, PAPA for pensioners interests. NQSGA for
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~

intere:s1S and PA YCO for

~

inlCn=st of the)'Qllth. The federal namre of the organisation

is to ensure equal rqresentationof aU in=tll. Hence there is I cenual commiuee "" Ill an e~ecutive.
BUllllis is not $\IlTlCiem for informalioo disseminaJjon and convnwlication. hence enabling JlrIICtWq

like ana comm'llees and Sll'eet commiuees to ensure lhis.."'"

PARCO AND THE PO RT ALF RED STRUCTURES:

Another successful application of the principles of the: G Plan searegy was in the
township of Inkwc:kwezi at Port Alfred where the elected black community council
collapsed in May 1985 following a sc:ric:s of necklaci ng' s acts of terror and arson attacks
againSI the councillon)t2. The Eastern Cape Development Board admi nistered the:
township until they too we re: driven out by UDF affiliated organisations. The area
effectively entered the: ungovernabili ty stage and ANC cadres were able to work freely
amongst the people in what was effectively a liberated zone. The Port Alfred Reside nts
Civic Organisatio n (PARCO)30" led by one of Goniwc: close fiends and fellow
organisers , G ugile Nkwinti, filled this vacuum.

Nkwinti, a male nurse: from a psychiatric hospital and fo unding chairman of the
Nomzama Secondary High School Student Guardian A ssociation, was to play a central
role in the: e vents which followed?". Aided by his wife and co-organiser Kcleka. and
UD F supporters in the township, Nkwinti created a structure which enabled him to
exercise a surprising degree of control over the township30s, At the hei ght of the unrest
he held the following positions in Alternative structures in the townsh ip, Chairman of
NOSGA, Committee member of G RAC A, Ge neral Secretary and Chainnan of P ARCO
and Chairman of the Albany District of the Eastern Cape, He was later to be elected
UDF organiser in the Albany region which included Ale xandri a, Aliceda1e, Bathurst,
Grah amstown, Kenton-on-Sea, Pon Alfred and panerson'". Nkwinti had a personal
bodyguard of 30 COSAS scholars who guarded his hou se against retaliatory attacks by
Azanian Student Movement Members and served as his cadres, This led to the murder
of two AZASM members in an incident in which Nkwinti was allegedly involved, The
functions of these squads of COSAS members was to search for AZASM members, to
enforce the consumer and beer-hall boycotts. PARCO mobilised the to wnship around
the slogan of "Unite, Organise and Resist" with the assistance of the Co ngress of South
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African Students.

MOBILISAnON IN PORT ALFRED:
Nkwinti described the process of mobilisation and its objectives as follows,

ft

We are

involved in politics and politics is bargaining for power. Power resides with the
numerical support that one can mobilise for one's cause or purpose. That suppon has to
be consolidated into a tangible mass • the organisatio n. That is why we formed
organisations. That is why the Pon Alfn:d Civic Organisation is a conglomeration of
interests, PAPA for pensioners interests, NOSGA for educational interests and PAYCO
for the interest of the youth. The federal nature of the organisation is to ensure equal
representation of all interests. Hence there is a central committee with an executive. But
this is not sufficient for infonnation dissemination and communication, hence enabling
structures like area committees and street committees to ensure this. ftJ41 Nkwinti ' s
vision of a unified township serving under the structures he created is obvious . This
organisational basis would serve as the practical core of the People's War effort in the
township. Gordan Jawuka, Vice Chainnan of NOSGA described this organisations
formative role in the following manner, " The complete political organisational structure
and involvements in the Pon Alfred township, originated from the establishment of
NOSGA.,,)q

NOSGA was launched in December 1983J49 with its launch committee consisting of
the following members:
Chainnan: Gugile Nkwinti.
Vice Chairman: Gordon Jawuka.
Publicity Secretary: Stanley Mntundini.
General Secretary : Ncsipho Mdlalo.
Eight Additional membersuo.

Jawuka states that Nkwinti immediately assigned NOSGA to pressurise the Departme nt
of Education and Training to eject Mr Mzizi from his post as Headmaster of the
Nonzama School in Pon Alfred. This resulted in the first school boycott which began in
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October 1984. The politicisation of the township took place d uring these initial stages
under the auspices of the Port Alfred Black Civic Organisation (PABCO) described by
Swilling as "an organisation tied to elements within local government strUctures"ut and
mass mobilisation accelerated due to an intense NOSGA campaign around the UD F
Million Signature Campaign. They received considerable publicity for these early
activities in the alternative media, especially Rhodes students pu blications. Nkwi nti's
plans to fonn PARCO were revealed at a meeting of the Eastern Cape Civic Bodies in
Grahamstown at the Livingston Church, he claimed at Rhodes University on the 22nd
Apri l 1985 that he had used his cousin Nkulule kc Mntundini to infiltrate the community
council. The activities of NOSG A led to the disbandment of PABCO in 1984 "paving
the way for activists to address wider civic

maners.v'" These included the burning

down of the beer-hall on 30th October 1984 and of the premises of the Eastern Cape
Development Board on the 5th of November 1984. Nkwinti was appointed Eastern Cape
organiser for the Regio nal Committee for Crisis in Education.

NELSON MANDELA TOWNSHIP:

The townshi p was renamed after ANC leader Nelson Mandela, becoming a model for
People's Govern ment and was hailed by the printed media as a triu mph for 'peaceful
co-existence'. Nkwinti sent a letter to Nelson Mandela inviting him to Pan Alfred after
his release and stated that ~ the residents have given up hope that the authorities will e ver
upgrade this area. They are now pinning all their hopes on Mandela. ~lSl Jawuka
described a meeting addressed by Nkwinti in 1985 in which the overall plans for the
township were explained, "At this meeting Nkwinti discussed the street and area
committees as pan and parcel of the People's Structures, to implement People ' s Power
in the township. He said that these street and area committees are essential to impose
people's power and to organise and mobilise the people at grassroots or street Jevel.'?"
In an article entitled 'Blac ks Share Power, South African Style', The Wall Street Jo urnal
described it as follows : "One branch of the townships network of area and street
committees calls itself a 'soviet' . The 'central committee' of Nelson Mandela Township,
occupies a building that was fonnerly home of the white run administration board of the
black township. Blacks run the township health care clinic and day care centre, the
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primary school and the 'peoples

coura.?"

Behind this lay a much harsher reality, the people's government regulated every facet of
the inhabitants existence imposing rigid moral codes and undermining the authority of
the traditional community leaders. The establishment of a People's Militia responsible

for the maintenance of the liberated zone involved the selection and training of eigh t
Street Patrols who marshalled the township around the UDF's programme, The
establishment of People's Courts followed with the di vision of the township into sill:
' magisterial districts ' each of which had Its ow n COlIn, ' magistrate ' , ' deputy-magistrate'
and peoples prosecutor, Charges were laid by the commanders of the Street Patrols who
then allowed the prosecutor to charge the accused, fines levied were allegedly paid into
the "people' s chest",

PARCO AFFILIATES AND PEOPLE'S WAR:

The Central Committee ' nationalised' all private land or small plots in the township and
appoi nted workers to grow food on the land which was collectively produced and
distributed, This socialist measure was described in an interview in the State Of The
Nation, "Our first project was to grow food. It was agreed that each family in the
community would render their yard to agriculture, and in each Street commi ttee an
agriculturalist was elected. These agricultural representatives have a council and they
elect an executive and meet with other organisations. They decide what to plough,
onions, cabbages, mielies , and so on. The family has the duty to look after the plants and
the street committee also looks into this. Some yards were in a bad way and had never
bee n cultivated before. The youth were deployed there to cultivate. But most of the
people involved in the agricultural council are pensioners. Each family gelS 10% of the
crop from their yard free ."'"

Nkwinti and his advisors also established a range of organisations which ran parallel to
the street ccmmlnees, these included the Port Alfred Youth Congress""', the Nonzomo
Student's Guardians Association''', the Port Alfred Workers Union"', described the
function of this organisation in the following manne r, "This organisation was established
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to mobilise the workers in the community and the executive was chosen to represent the
workers J60• The Pan Alfred Pensioners Association was also formed in 1985 to,
"mo bilise the pensioners to contribute towards the democratic seuggle." Nkwinti also
assisted in the launch of the Pan Alfred Progressive Teachers Organisation and the Pan
Alfred Women's orgenisation'". Iawuka attributed this to the

following realisation,

"This organisation materialised when it was established that the women, who could
contribute a 101 to the freedom struggle, had no basis to operate from"lQ. Following
the banning of COSAS in 1985 the Pan Alfred Student Congress was formed.

This range of organisations effectively mobilised the township into well regulated UDF
affiliated organisations which were represented on the Central Committee along with the
representatives of the Street and Area Committees 30'. The Centtal Committee was
made up of representatives of all the different organisations in the township with the
proviso that all these members also be members of an area committee. Two
representatives of each area committee represented their area on the Central Committee
with two members of every street comminee serving on the Area Committee. The Civic
served as the overall coordinating structure and served as a management structure for the
national democratic movement and represented the movement in the negotiations with
the Employers Pederation'".

Nkwinti described the role of and purpose for the Civic as follows, " The civic is the
people, and the people are the civic. The people fight for what is theirs and what is theirs
is themselves. This is a contextual description of the Civic. The Black people's of South
Africa have found themselves the problem of the white government of the Republic of
South Africa..... Because "town councils" were planned without blacks, they are viewed
with suspicion, and at times hatred. The Civic is therefore a collective response to the
abject socio-economic conditions in which they find themselves. The people identify
themselves as the White man 's problem. When the people make a cry about lack of
proper housing, unbearable rentals, inadequate water supply etc, that is a Civic cry."36.l
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PARCO CAMPAIGNS AND THE CONSUMER BOYCOTTS: NEGOTIATIONS
AND CONTACT WITH THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY.
The consumer boycott called by NOSGA, caSAS, PAYCO and PA WU began on the
30th May 1985 and centred around the release of twenty three UDF activists arrested for
public violence during the previous months. This was followed by a four day consumer
boycott which was to serve as a prototype for later actions*. Nkwinti appeared in
court on the 5th June 1985 on charges of intimidation resulting from events in the
township?". The consumer bcyccu resulted in negotiations between the UDF
organisations and vario us local government officials and local businessmen. These
incl uded Louis Kok, the Chief Director of the Eastern Cape Development Board. George
Reyn olds of the Department of Community Development, Nationalist MP l annie van der
Vyver, Various representatives of the Department of Education and Training,
representatives of the Urban Foundation and Charles de Bruin of the Pon Alfred
Chamber of Commerce. As a result of the negotiations and concessions made by the
local government authorities the consumer boycott was lifted on the 19th July 1985 after
Nkwinti handed o ver the list of twenty demands to the Pon Alfred Employers Federation.
These included the rejection of the black local authorities, the withdrawal of the SADF
and SAP from the township and lowe r rentals for pensioners.

The negotiations with the Employers Federatio n fonned an important facet of the process
of legitimization for PARCO. The first round of negotiations took place between the
local government officials and the PARCO representatives361 but the basis for the
negotiations are questionable. Du Bru in described the negotiations as a success and stated
that all had seen results emerging369. In an article by Michael Valpy of the Toronto
Globe and Mail, reprinted in the Daily Dispatch Du Bruins basic attitude towards the
nego tiatio ns emerges in greater detail. " I told them that I admitted with shame that we
knew what co nditio ns were like in the township. One of the leading businessmen from
Queenstown phoned me this morn ing and asked me what it is that we are doing right and
they are not . I said, look, you've got to eat humble pie at this stage. Because if you tell
me as a businessman in Queenstown that you were unaware of what was going on in
your black town ship where you get most of your income from your bottle shop, then I'll
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tell you that you 're a bloody liar. Thai is the first thing you say: that you 're bloody
ashamed. And unfortunately that is it We admitted that at OUT first meeting.~l7O

The negotiations foJlowed an inuoduction made by a local white trader, Delys Sparg who
was described as having ' links to the black township' . Sparg, gave the names of various

UDF activists in the township who were then approached:l''Il. Nkwinti ' s real age nda
seem s to have escaped some of the white negotiating team who could not see the wider
implic atio ns of his demands. He told the E.P Herald that " the township was under the
co ntrol of the Eastern Cape Development Board although paralysed and defunct. We are
faced with a situation wh ere

we are attempting to push for die boards fannal handing

over of the control o f the township to the white municipality. OUT goal for Port Alfred
is one town, one cou ncil. ,,112 Pressure from the Chamber of Commerce and the
Nationalist MP re sulted in the release of detainees and PARCO responded by temporari ly
li fting the boycott. Th is led to sharp cri ticism from Ihe UDF who instructed tha i the
boycott be reimposed. During September a new boycon was called which achieved little
real success'".

PARCO CONTROL OF PORT ALFRE D TOWNSHIP:

The Civic had consolidated its co ntrol over the township by the end of 1985 wh en
People ' s Power was a daily reality to the people of Pan Alfred 's township . Con trol over
the education syste m was a priority for Nkwinti who described the situation as follows,
" We 're the first community 10 introduce Peop le ' s Ed ucation. we ' ve already staned a
creche and a pre -primary school with more than 228 Children. Attendance is compulsory
and the syllabus will be drawn up in consultation with the students organisation and the
parents of prospective c hildren. ""'" Kholeka Nk winti began the creche in the township
as a function of the Port Alfred Women ' s Organisation . A BBC docume ntary co mpiled
by Nick w orral about the township described the creche in the follo wing manner, "The
children in this creche are aged from 2 to 4, but it is no ordinary creche for innocent
children. This is a freedom song wh ich says: "We will success in OUT struggle" and asks
"Where is O liver Tambo?", it is an ANC song.'?"

lOS

In the documentary Kholeka Nkwinti stresses the importance of the creche

8.'1

a

preparation of the children for their role in the struggle "They understand, they see
teargas all the time because the police move up and down the township doing this . They
see them shooting people. A child will take a gun and will say I will shoot that
policeman."J76 Worral describes the curriculum

ali

follows, • The tcl-tci is an

aggressive war like chant which mocks the South African Police and their weapons.

These tiny children are taught not 10 fear them. One day they may be called upon to figh t
for a non-racial South Africa. Some people say the revolution is only around the comer
and it is already in those children. Isn't it? 14000 people live here in small neat houses
along din roads with no drainage or sewet1lge. The grass is cut neatly but the refuse is
collected irregularly."m

The Civic is described

8.'1

follows, This has replaced the community council which

resigned last year unde r pressure from the residents who said it had been set up
ann of white control. These sell out councils

8.'1

8.'1

an

they are known, have come under

growing popular pressure , sometimes violent pressure to step aside for peoples
democracy. Here in Pon Alfred, Nkwinti 's organisation has been remarkably successful
in persuading the white town below to accept change.''"

The creche and its political role in the education of the youth around the revolutionary
cause is spelled out in the following extract from an interView with Nkwinti, • Part of
the reason W8.'l to free the mothers to work and involve themselves, but a more important
reason was that we can ensure that our children grow up being aware of histo ry, and can
be groomed from toddlerhood. They learn to compare leaders like P.W. Botha, Mandell,
T reum icht and Molly Blackburn . It is compulsory for the kids to go 10 the pre-school and
creche. Nothing has to be paid, except 20c from each and every resident, whether they
have six children anending or none. The creche also builds unity in the community. A
place where there are kids is convergence zone. It draws many people in , and popularises
organisation. For PT, the kids learn the roi-toi. Kids are just toi-tci-ing in the SlIUt for
fun , without unde rstanding the origin of it, and that is a serious matter. Now they learn
to roi'lOi properly , as a fonn of physical training, and to understand the words. For these
reasons, the teachers for the pre-school and the creche must be from the organisation.

HJ6

They

mUSI

teach the kids correct things. Even the Bible should be interpre ted to reinforce

~mocratic ideas.~'" This addresses the core

of people's education and the emphasis

which was placed on control of the education system and provides an insight into the
type of attitude the ANC would have to education in a post revolutionary South Africa.

The street eommi ttees powers included the running of the 'people's cccns' in the
township with Nkwinti providin g much of the training to the so called officials»O.
Cases which proved beyond the power of the SlleCt committeeS were referred to the Area
and Central Committee for a verdict, The success of the People's CoUTU in this area is
evident when the drastic fall off in reponed crime is taken into accoun t and the influence
appears to have been somewhat propornonare'". The operation of the People's Cowts
is best described by examining a particle example reponed in the Albany press. " Terror
and violence has returned to Port Alfred's township after six months of peace. This man
has more than a dozen lashes and wounds from a sjambolr: attack. His wrists are
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and

scarred and numb, and his shin was sruck to his back with blood. when he was recently
seen by the police. He bas told the press how he was taken from his home and charged
in a public hall (set with benches and filled with people) accused of stealing. He was
""" g by his wrists with metal handcuffs and beaten by several comrades until he "spoke
the truth". Whether or not he was guilty, he would be beaten he was told The man is
now terrified for his own safety and that of his family."l"

Actions such as these gave the ANC effective control over all aspects of community life
in this effectively liberated zone?". Gordan Jawuka described the process as follows,
" During 1983, when the whole township was under Nkwinti's control and the unrest
situation at its worst, Nkwinri ordered. the comrades to dig trenches across the streets in
the township and especially around his house, the Streets leading to his house. This was

done to trap police vehicles and then attack them. Also then the township could not be
entered and patrolled by the police. This was considered to be a no-go area for police
vehicles. Nkwintl also ordered them to cut the telephone lines. These actions were
undertaken firstly

to

make the township ungovernable and secondly because he teared

retaliation and police action or detention. These actions were implemented successfully
because for some time the police vehicles could not patrol the
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townsh.ip.~'"

The

military implications of this stnltegy are clear and reflect similar patterns all over the
RSA. The role which these actions played in fome nting a revolutionary climate in the
township and makin g South Africa ungovernable is a fundamental one. The organisation
of Port Alfred had implications for the neighbouring towns of the Albany Re gion, in
Grabamstown the Grahamstown Burial Action Conunittee, the Grabamstow n Civic
Organisation, Youth Congress, Women' s Organisation as well as COSAS and die So uth
African Allied Workers Union were all involved in the mobilisation of the townshi p
population. This process was duplicated in the smaller tcwns such as A bcedale,
Ale>;andri a and Kenton-on-Sea which soon launched their own Civics, youth and
women' s organisations. These organisations were responsible for enforcing the consumer
boycott in the region.

The experiment in People 's Government camed out in Pon Alfred is a unique example
which has been lauded by the ANC as a remarkable success. Swilling stated that "in Port
Alfred sceee and area committees were much more tightly controlled than in other areas.
The most important conununity body in Port Alfred was the Federal Council for Port
Alfred Residents Civic Organisation. PARCO was only formed in April 1985 as an
umbrell a organisation for existing worker, women's student and youth organisations. The
Federal Council composed 12 members, and had representatives from each constituency
based organisation: NOSGA, PAPA, PAYCO and the PAWl). The more recently
established PAWO did not get representation on the federal council. (Although the street
committees were elected by the street members, the Federal Council appointed the
members of the area committees. This apparently undemocratic procedure was justified
on the grounds that it was necessary to appoint area committee members to make sun:
that experienced and responsible people ran the area

comnunees.'?" The structures did

not withstand the return of tile security forces followi ng a break down in negotiations and
the detention of the leading figures in the Central Committee following the imposition
of the State of Emergency. This experiment in socialist people's government was a short
lived success for the ANC but demonstrated in practical terms what the potential nature
of any furure ANC run state would look like.

Nkwinti had a clear view of the national perspective and in a paper entitled Guidelines

lOS

and Principles, • Pon Alfred docs not see itself as an island. On the contrary, we view
ourselves as pan of the broader National Democratic Movement. The national character
of our struggle is clearly appreciated by us and, as such, we welcome our cear comrades,
from every whCfe, to our town to appraise our strategies and approaches. Howeve r, we
think that on doing so, the existing objective conditions should be taken cognisance of.
The principle of Non-Racialism is a national ideal which Pon Alfred endears. We have
demanded a Non Racial Democratic Local Authority for Port Alfred. But we are well
aware of the fact that a blue print for such an ideal will be drawn up by the people of
South Africa as a whole. The demand is therefore,long term and reflective, and meat to
sustain until Freedom Day. Every undertaking with us serves as an organisational thing.
It must have a gain for the struggle. We involve everyone in the communi ty, hence the
difficulty in just <kciding on a matter which would effect everyone without thorough

consultations."m
INTERNATIONAL INVOLVEMENT IN PARCO :

The involvement of the Consulates ' and other diplomatic staff in financing the ' people 's
power' projects in the Pon Alfred townships is of partic ular interest. The American
Consul General John Burroughs paid a visit to the PARCO Advice Centre and a cheque
was handed over'". "During February'lMarc h 1986, Mr. Burroughs of the American
Embassy visited Port Alfred township . He promised Gugile Nkwinri that the American
Embassy would contribute $20 ()()() dollars for the establishment and development of the
information centre. Nkwinti told me that he wanted to usc this money to develop the
information centre and pay the teachers. This would contribute to the implementation of
peoples power, the politicisation of the masses and making the township self goveming
by the blacks themselves and independent from all government institutions."'" The
lnformatioe and Advice Centre was staffed by Gordo n Jawuka, Koleke Nkwinti and
Voyelw a Kolele.

The Ford Foundation also made a large contribution towards the projects run by Nkwinti
in the townShip"". The United Slates Government Human Rights Funds Fiscal Report
for Southern Africa for 1986 details the following donation of $10 000 dollars, "IAA 6109

674-517; Project; Pun Alfred Residents Civic Association; US DOLS 10000. Located
in the troubled Eastern Cape Conununity of Pun Alfred, the association, headed by

Gugile Newinti (sic) is planning an ambitious program which will include start- up cosu
for an advice office and community centre to include salaries, administrative cosu and
office equipment.'?" One wonders whether the governments responsible wo uld have
approved of their local representatives funding a rigid syste m of democratic centralism
practised by the Central Committee with its dual power structure wh ich so closely
re sembles the ' people ' s democracies in Cuba, the erstwhile Eas t Germany and the Soviet
Union.

The collapse of PARCO's control over the to wnship resulted from various factors relating
to the imposition of the second State of Emergency. On the 13 May 1986 the South
African Police and the SADF threw a cordon around the township and moved in to arrest
key activistslJl • On the 14th of May the E.P. Herald carried reports of die detention of
the Nkwinti's after a pre-dawn raid. Nkwinti was released on the 24th of May after
questioning but incidents of necklacing continued to take place in Pun Alfred»l.
Nkwinti's rearrest and prolonged detention as well as hig h profile policing broke
PARCO's grip on the township and drove the struc tures under-ground. Organisation was
channelled into other aspects of mobilisation and the alternati ve structures ceased to
function. The imposition of the Second State of Emergency broke the back of the attempt
to render the township ungovernable but underground structures continue to f unctio n in

the area. The impact of Nkwinti' s release during early 1989 after a prolonged period of
detention is till to be seen but preliminary information indicates that he is involving
himse lf in the "people's anti-crime structures emerging in the Eastern Cape. Nkwinti has
once again played a leading role in the in the process of mass mobilisation which has
take n place in the area since la te 1989.

Pon Alfred will remain an almost unique experiment in South Africa's history. The rigid
control over all aspects of socio-economic existence could arguably on ly have occurred
in a small township with a controllable population but certain questions about the success
remain unanswered. Firstly it is difficult to ascertain what the role of the ANC' s
underground structures played in the area and the degree to which their actions dictated
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the grow th of structures and the emergence of leaders. Secondly the long term impact of
this socio-economic experiment in People' s Govemmenr are hard" to measure. The
unbanning of the ANC has revealed thai the ANC does enjoy large scale suppon in the
Eastern Cape but il is nOI possible 10 link this mobilisational success with the overall
failure of the attempts in other areas.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 'CIVICS'.
THE CIVIC ORGANISATIONS AND PEOPLE'S WAR:

As is evident in the cases of PARCO and CRADORA, the Civic's played a central role
in coordinating UDF activity. The Civic organisations were fonned as a vital pan of the
ANC's People's W ar searegy in order to coordinate and streamline the activities of the
major internal Charterisr organisation. the UDF. By early 1984 eighty seven Civics had
affiliated to the UD F, these included 30 from the Transvaal, 28 from Natal. 27 from the
Western Cape and IWO from the Eastern CapeJ'll. The Civics served as the basis for the
structures in which the supponers of the UDf and the ANC could be marshalled into a
viable support mechanism for the ANC and an opposition to existing local government
and other institutions, " The road to peoples power requires not only regional responses
to unpopular measures bUI also a united national offensive involving the mass of the

people in town and countryside and mobilising the support of all classes and strata who
reject the rule of the raci st autocracy"?". The formation of alternative structures such
as the Civics fonned an imponant pan of the ANC's overall "peoples war" strategy and
aim 10 make South Africa ungovernable. In il analysis of the situation in South Africa
d uring 1983, Ihe ANC concluded that new impetus should be given 10 the "struggle of
the people". In a document e ntitled "Planning for Peoples's War" (published in 1983 by
the Political and Military Council of the ANC), a strategy was proposed in which a longterm guerilla war and insurrection by tbe National Democratic Moveme nt was planned.
To this end the arming of the people and creation of alternative structures and "military
bases" was to play an important role:l9S. The Civic's came 10 play an important role in
Ihe mobifisational and co-ordination aspects of Charterist activity.
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The ANC perceived the function of the Civics along the following lines: "People have
now turned towards themselves, the people in the liberated districts have been politicised
and made to participate actively and independently in political life and in organisational
affairs of the various civic organisations. II is through these civic organisations that
people have at last discovered direct participation in democratic life and are developing
political self responsibility, completely independent from government created institutions.
In some areas political power no longer flows from the apartheid regime and the
administrative bureaucracy down to the people. Political powe r is flowing from the

bottom upward, from the masses organised as a commune to their democratically elected
comrmnees.'?" According to a document Protest to Challenge distributed by the UDF,
its ultimate aims were to be achieved in three distinct operational phases which were to
be integrated at all levels.

I.

The "protest" phase : "Some Comrades expressed surprise at the idea thai the
UDF has never been a 'protest' movement. But it must be remembered that the
UDF was launched as a front to protest against and oppose the new Constitution
and the Koomhof BiIls."m

II .

The "challenge" phase : After the protest, and especially during the latter half of
1984, the UDF entered the next phase which was aimed at challenging
governmental institutions on as wide a front as possible.

in "Protest to

Challenge" this phase is described as follows: "Challenging the State means far
more than responding to the measures of the State in a sporadic way. It means
engaging the State on as many fronts as possible, fragmenting and dispersing its
forces at the same time as strengthening and broadening our forces . It means
frustrating the State's efforts, preventing its advances, forcing it to retreat and, if
possible, cutting off its lines of retreat.

In challenging the State we have to

combine two objecti ves, making State programmes and institutions unworkable
and isolating the State from all support.':"

III

The "c rea tion of alternative structures" phase: Once this challenge has proved
successful, the UDF proposed to move into the third phase of its campaign which
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involves the creation and institution of alternative structures in the place of those
vacated by institutionalised governmental structures in the Black structures. In
"Protest to Challenge" this phase is deal! with as follo ws: "The masses in the
African townships on the other hand have rendered me Black local authorities
inoperative in large areas of the country. Since August last year 150 councillors
have resigned and only j out of the 34 councils set up nationwide are still
functioning. This is not necessarily an irreversible process and the State: will
attempt to reimpose these unpopular bodies on the people. Struggles of popular
organisations mus! develop to the poin t where the State can no longer impose its
undemccraric structures on oppressed communities in any area.

Con versely,

democratic organs of the people must stan to replace those structures as embryos
of a future democratic people's South Africa. Having established the illegitimacy
of the Scurh African regime, it is necessary to project a popul ar alternative based

on both the present and the future.

The present in the sense thai our

organisations have to become living and viable alternative organs of People's
Power. Therefore, for example in institutions where the apartheid puppets are no
longer able to effectively function in the townships, a stage should be reached
where the people's organisations assume responsibility for organising the
community to govern itself in a variety of ways from setting up health clinics to
crime prevention."'" In the publication "lslzwe the Nation" (a publication of
tne OOF) this third phase is referred to as follo ws: "Nevertheless, the building of
People ' s Power is something that is already begin ning to happen in the course of
our struggle. We must Stan the process of liberating South Africa. We must
begin to place power in the hands of the people. In all spheres, the economy,
education, culture, crime control, health, in fact, wherever it is possible.-

In a document entitled Nat ional Working Cc m mlttee Conference of29 • 30 May 1987
the OOF, that organisations perception about the role of the alternative structures is
expressed as follows : "Plans are also afoot to launch a national coordinating structure of
civics. It is hoped that the above process will assist in overcoming the following areas
of weakness:
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a

a lack of direction of the rent boycott and the establishment of People's Power,

b

centralisation of resources:

c

inadequate response to vigilantes and other forms of repression:

d

contact between street level structures and national structures;

e

the failure

to

generalise the experiences of places like Sowetc to other areas."?"

And also in the same document: "TIle rent boycott which took a national character
around May and June 1986 was one of the most successful campaigns conducted by the
Civic Centre. It was in this campaign that many civic associations strengthened their
organisation at the street level."-

The development of civic organisations into a fundamental mobilisational mechanism had

its origins in the development of the Black Consciousness orientated structures in Scweto
and Port Elizabeth. These origins are reflected in the name of the Pon Elizabeth Black
Civic, the prototype Eastern Cape civic organisation. PEBCO ' s development provided
the basis for the formation of the civic organisations in the Albany region. It is therefore
important to examine the development of the civics against the background of PEBCO.

P EBca. TilE EASTERN CAPE'S LEADING CIVIC.

The Port Elizabeth Black Civic Organisation was es tablished on 10 October 1979, along
the same lines as the Soweto Civic Association. PEBCO was one of the oldest civics
and appears to have been one of the first of a new generation of organisations launched
to promote the ' national democratic movement' inside South Africa. The organisation
was formed around the issue of separate municipalities but the organisation became the
centre of controversy after allegations originating from an interna l document which
reputedly outlined the relationship between the ANC and PEBCO. Thozamile Botha, the
first President of PEBCO, played a ce ntral role in a series of large stri kes in the Pon
Elizabeth area following his dismissal from his job following the launch of PEBCQ""l.
PEBCO undertook a wide range of campaigns including highly effective Consumer
boycotts , an area where PESCe played a formati ve role. The most successful consumer
boycott comme nced on 15 July 1985 and at its height was estimated to be about 85%
effective. Demands made by PEBCO included the release of Mandela, the return of
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political exiles and the lifting of re strictions on banned organisations. PEBCO also
successfully used the rent boycons as a mobilisational means, they were aimed at
depriving the community councils of income. Use was also made of mass public funerals
and at many of these events many thousands of mourners were present. PEBCQ used
leading figures in the natio nal democratic movement to mobilise support for the civic
organisation and irs campaigns at the funerals. The civic organised frequent public
meetings wbich periodically led to vio lence in the townships. This trend increased
following the return of ANC activists Henry Fazzie, Edgar Ngoyi and Sipho Hashe from
imprisonment on Robben Island""". MK cadres and ANC leaders played an important
role in the grow th and success of PEBCO. Many of the activists involved in its launch
and development now hold senior leadership positions in the ANC

An ANC battle plan for revolutionary ac tivities in the Port Elizabeth area was discovered
in the PEB CO offices on the 16 June 1986 by the South African Police. The document
was entitled People' s Power and the Q uestion of Uberated Zones"". The document.
the identity of whose author is still unknown. dealt in some detail with UD F strategy for
the Eastern Cape and highlighted the overlap between the strategic doctrines of the ANC
and those of the UDF with regard to People' s War. The documen t deals with the unique
nature of the revolution in South Africa and states that the struggle will take place in a
far more concentrated manner in the urban areas and the 'plarteland towns'. "The process
of building people' s power in SA is already takin g on a somewhat different character.
If we speak of libe rated zones in our country then we are thinkin g mainly, although not
only, of these places. For us the factories, schools, colleges and townships have to
become the main trenches of o ur struggle. In order to have a secure base we must be
organised, factory floor by factory floor, school classroo m by school classroom, township
street by street. For our pan we need to learn 10 develop strategies and tactics that exploit
to the maximum the situatio n in which we are struggling. Ou r liberated zones may not

be like those of certain mother struggles, but we are already proving in practice that it
is possible 10 force back the enemy, and 10 open the space in which we can build the
organs of our new society,'- This extract indicates the degree to which the strategists
of the UD F and ANC viewed the events in the Eastern Cape with in their historical and
strategic context, The differences between the liberated zones of the Eastern Cape and
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those of o ther revolutionary examples are identified and the characteristics of the local
zones listed.

The doc ument also examines the basic assumption of people's power and its
incompatibility with the present order.

~

When we speak of people's powe r we are not

thinking of putting our leaders into the very same structures. We do not w ant Nelson
Mandela to be state president in the same parliament as Botha. We do nOI want Walter
S isulu to be chairperson of a capitalist Anglo American Corporation. We are struggling
for a different system where power is no longer in the hands o f the ri ch and powerful.
We are struggling for a government wh ich we vote for. The year 1985 has marked a
turning point in our struggle. like neve r before in a whole series of sec tors we have
begun no t just to demand a people's government , but we have begun to build in that
.,, __ .
"oal
rurecuon.

Speakers at PE BCO meetings reportedly took a militan t pro-ANCJSACP line and made
clear the organisations support for the National Democratic Movement led by the ANC.
PEBCO played a leading role in the creation of parallel hierarchies in the area.

In an interview with City Press Mkhuseli Jack spelled out the relationship which existed,
" this type of organisation is intended to lay the basis for a new South Africa, o ne where
the future is decided by all and its also become clear were the support lies, the IOwn
council in Pan Elizabe th as well as in Uitenhage has collapsed. Only ten OUI of the 2 1
me mbers are still councillors. And because their is no q uorum, the council in Pan
Elizabeth has virtually come to a standstill. The new move is gaining ground especially
in the e mbattled Eastern cape cities and towns where intensified repression following the
state of emergency has taken its toll'-. In the same article mention is made of an
address deli vered by Jack to the Southern African Bishops Conference in which he stated
that the street committees were the first step towards creating structures

[0

replace the

black town councils. PEBCO played a leading role in the resurrection of alterna tive
structures in many of the mas were Mandela had implemented the M P lan in the 1950 ' s.
Jack described these structures as follows, "the street committees are very effective in
Pan Elizabeth and are address ing specific problems arising from our situation. The
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consu mer boycott was conceived at such a meeting and lasted for four months: Attacks on community councils and community councillors were also wide spread in the
Port Elizabeth townships.

Throughout its existence PEBCO singled out community

councillors for campaigns of vilificatio n and councillors were repeatedly represented

as

agents of the government and profi teers, a serious allegation in the light of the
nec ldacings associated with these: accusations and subsequent mock trials. G iven the high
le vel of unemployment in the area d uring recent years , these attacks have had an appeal
to many audie nces with often disastrous and lethal consequences. PEBCO also played
a leading role in the school boycotts campaign. PEBCO spokesmen have openly declared
their support for the ANC on numerous occasions and the organisation proclaims itself
a C hanerist organisation.

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE PEOPLE' S COMMITI'EES IN THE EASTERN
C AP E.

The "area-", "bloc k-" and "street committees" which fell under the authority of the Civics
formed the basis of the alternative People's government strategy at a "grassroots" level,
and formed the base of the pyramid of the UDF structure.

Civics and the "area-",

"block- ~ and "street committees" form inseparable elements in the creation of the
alternative structures. In this context so-called "people's committees" under control of the
re volutionary "civics" organised the residents of an area at block-. street- and even bouse
level in order to give impetus to the objectives of initiating a "people's war". The aims
and objectives of these "people ' s commiuees" are outlined in ANC and SACP literature
and included the following core elements:

The dissemination of propaganda and infonnatio n.
The administration of community services where the Government structures have
been paralysed or withdrawn, which includes the maintenance of law and order
and settlement of petty disputes amongst the people.
The institution of "self-defence", "d iscipli nary" and "intelligence" tasks and the
growth of "combat units" from these "self-defence units" - The establishment of
"revo tc uonary bases" in the Black townships from which the ' people's army",
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needed for the "people's war", can gro w and operate.
The establishment of structures through which "revolutionary justice" can be
implemented. namely the so-called "people's courts".
Action to prevent The re-establishment of governmental insti tutio ns in areas where
these institutions have been neutralized. The ultimate aim is to apply such
pressure o n the individual that he cannot remain in the community unless he joins
one of these radical organisations.

The ANC has outlined various conditions which are necessary for the effective marion
of "organs of people's power" or "people's committees". Significantly, these stress the
fact that the long term objective of the formation of the structures is the seizure of
power. The ANC has specified that the structures should provide visible evidence of a
new revolutionary way of life to the inhabitants of the townships. The people's
committees are described as "islands in the sea of apartheid" which m ust inspire
resis tance and ungove rnabiliry'". The ANC has stressed that ~ the basic aim is not
merely to survive, but to attack and to implement a people's government for the whole
of South Africa:" ll The guidelines offered by the ANC stress that a programme of
action based on the Freedom Charter must underlie all structures and this adds the
ideological dimension which overrides the pretences about civic service orientation.

The ANC stressed that street cornrmnees shou ld undertake propaganda campaigns aimed
at the mobilisation of the people. The commissars who work in these structures are
instructed to ensure that the "people" clearly understand the functions of the structures.
"Streel committees should establish the necessary infrastructure for the production,
reproduction and distribution of pamphlets and newsletters: for the purpose of spreading
information, education, organisation and mobilisation. Thrnugh such means we: are able
to reach all households and turn them into hives of political acrivity''''z. The ANC also
advised the committees to " know the individuals in its area. their profile and activity and
ide ntify the e nemy ne twork of informers and deal with it effectively,'''''

WHITE 'S DEFINITION OF THE PEOPLE'S COMMITTEES:
Roland White, a UDF regional executive member and leadi ng left-wing theoretician,
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reviews the building of ' Organs of People ' s Power' in the Eastern Cape in a discussion
article on Consumer Boycotts. He describes the primary objective of the street and area
commr nees as follows; the essential objective has been to involve every adult township
fl

resident in a structure which organises at the most grassroots of levels....•• White
outlines the structure of these scucmres in the Eastern Cape, "The residents of a
particular sueet attend a regular meeting at which various issues are discussed. They then
elect one representative who, together with the representatives of other Street committees
form an area committee (nonnally an area covers about 16 to 20 streets). The area
committee then links up with the leadership of the civic and youth organisations
(PEBCO, PEYCO) at the highest level.This tiered system is appropriate to the role that
the street and area committees play. They form forums at whic h ordinary people bring
their everyday problems to be discussed, considered and acted on by the people who
fonn their immediate community."'" White's analysis of the role of these structures
is essentially a sympathetic non-critical one and fails to examine them in their broader

context,
Although the discussion focuses on their role in the consumer boycotts in the Eastern
Cape it fails to mention their vital role in the overall ANC strategy. White does however
examine the projected role of the structures in some detail and discusses the other
functions of the organ s of people' s power and the role which they can play in a
revolutionary assault on the state. White argues that the structures fulfill a broader role
in that they can take up national political issues within the context of their activities. He
states that they can become a "fonn through which direct political action against the State
and the ruling bloc can be decided on and impleme nted. Understanding this latter
dimension is of crucial importance both in understanding People ' s Power correctly and
.... in guiding the orga nisational dynamics unleashed recently to the greatest possible
effect in welding the oppressed classes in South Africa into a mass force capable of
effectively confronting the central stale and its apparatuses, and of governing after power
has been seized (through the precise organisational forms will clearl y alter dramatically
between these different phases....,6 White ' s analysis is instructive in that he pinpoints
the vital role which these structures can play in a revol utionary strategies of the National
Democratic Movement. Hi s evaluation closely reflec ts thinking within the UDF that the
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power base o f the state can be effectively challenged using the structures of the internal
movement. The role which similar structures have played in o ther insurgencies has been
a sign ificant one with the emphasise moving away from state structures to revolutionary
committees whic h are not really accountable to anyone other than the higher strata in the
revolutionary movement. White does however express concern about the potential
weakness of the structures due to organisational problems. The solution to these
problems, he argues, lie in the creation of more 'resilient ' structures which will
with stand the counter measures of the state.

UDF POLICY AND THE PEOPLE'S COMMITTEES:
This is demonstrated by the following extract from "UDF Update", "If anempts to
'rehabilitate' offenders through politicisation and recruitment to organisations does not
'succeed' offenden are ostracised. For people who want to live and be happy amongst
their neighbours, it becomes difficult no t to co-operate.... l1 In the publication ~UDF
Update", the following is said; " The street- and area committees which have been
established, raised the level of struggle nOI only in the sense of alternative ideas but also
through establishing organs from popular power.?"

The importance of street

committees to the radicals is funher demonstrated by this extract from "The New
Nation" , Murphy Marobe, Publicity Secretary of the UDF, expresses himself as follows:
"New grassroots structures set up by UDF affiliates in many townships. allowing for
popu lar participation

Examples of such structures are committees at section, block

and street and even yard le veL....

We see our grassroots structures as the emb ryonic

stages of People's Power:" '9

In a document entitled United Democratic Front - Th ree Years of United Ac tio n, the
importance of street committees is funher underwrinen by Marobe where he says: "In
many areas, apartheid functionaries like bantustan chiefs and town councillors had been
forced to resign. In their place civic, youth and student organisations have formed a
rud imentary organ from peoples' power to take control of local administration. In rural
areas tribal authorities are being replaced by democratically elected village councils while
the collapse of"the Black local aut horities has been accompanied by new fonns of mass
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organisations such as street and area committees. Unprecedented conununity unity has
bee n achieved through these structures since by definition the y involve the entire
conununity in collective decis ion making. In places like Atteridgeville and Alexa ndra
stay-sways could be called overnight as a result of strong seeer committees.

The

formation of such struc tures has also led to undisciplined elements being brought under
control of the people and their organisations. And it is only through suc h structures that
people have been able to defend each other against vigilante attacks or evictions .
Cam.paigns such as the consumer boycott necessitated the full participation of the people
at street level.

This led to street ccmminees being formed in the course of these

campaigns and enabled the people to wage these campaigns with a minimum of coercion.
This was demonstrated in the second Pe n Elizabeth consumer boycott where the boycott
was 100% successfut.;.......•"'20 The ANC stressed the "de fence" role of the structures
often due to the collapse of the structures in the face of counter-measures. More rece nt
statements have admitted that srrucrures w here over exposed with insufficient back-up
by secre t structures.

Marobe goes on to say: "To defend our gains and lake forward our figh t for freedom we
need to deepen organisations where they already exist, establish organisations where they

do not and build greater unity between all forces opposed to apanheid and minority rule.
Our organisations are our shields and our spears. - They stand as a shield between a
regime and our people. Yet they are also our spears to take forward our struggles against
apartheid. Without our organisations we are defenceless. Let us ensure that in every
factory, school. village and street throughout the country there are democratic committees
elected and accountable to the people. These committees will make our trade unions,
studentlparenl/ teachers associations, youth , women and ci vic organisations solid and
powerfu l. And when these organisations act together at the local regional and national
levels through national organisations such as the UDF, COSATI/ and the NECC. we will
be building a mighty and impregnable national movemen t. All democratic forces must
close rank to prevent the regime which governs by divide and rule, from e xploiting and
divisions amongst the pecpje."?' Once agai n the portrayal of the "organs of people's
power" as the shield and spear of the "mass democratic movement" is clear. as is the
attempts to co-ordinate this activity on a national scale. It appears from extracts such as
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these tha I the ANC was desperately trying to maintain control of or harness the potential
of the many organisations wh ich it had little or no direct influence over. The UDF
therefore assumed an important function as a co-ordinating body for the ANC.

In documents of the UDF 's National Working Commiltee Conference, that organisation's
perception about the role of the alternative structures is expressed as follows: " Over the
past two years the struggle has indeed moved from protest to c hallenge. Apartheid rule
has been challenged on every front: the masses have rejected the dummy institutions
which are de signed to perpetrate the repressions. These institutions, after being imposed
on the people, were often led by corrupt individuals.

Residen ts of the townships

throughout the country began to creatively develop democratic alternatives to these
apartheid structures. The network of street committees that emerged based itself on a
mass participation.

For the first time real democracy was practised at a street and

township le vel and people were electing structures thai were accountable 10 them. Street
committees were readily accepted by people as their true representatives. Hand-in-hand
with street committees was the emergence of townsh ip based peoples' power. They
played the role of controlling crime and resolving petty disputes. They also played the
role of creating an atmosphere which would leave residents insecure fro m a tax by antisocial elements. Above all, they allowed for democratic decision making and made it
difficult for small groups to impose their decisions on the majnriry.'.. :t2 This line of
argument about the role o f the "organs of people's power" emerged as an important
factor during this period. The UDF went to great lengths 10 portray the organisations and
structures as a spontaneous result of the frustration of the "masses" whic h fulfilled a
primarily social function. Subsequent evidence indicates that they were nothing of the
SOI1.

This debate is discussed in some length in the conclusion of this thesis. Further on

in the same document the following is stated: "In those areas where zone or area
committees do exist, they have been found to playa very important role especially as
regards coordination at a local level; building and strengthening of organisations at local
leve l and initiating campaigns."

In a paper entitled Building People' s Democracy, Mamelodi 1985, Andrew Be taine, a
member of the- National Executive of the UDF outlined the following tasks of the street
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committees which apply equally to the Eastern Cape reglOll ,

~

direct political

representation , two-way communication of ideas, from mass base 10 leadership and viceversa, education and infonnation for the residents of Mamelcxli as to what was happening
in the rest of South Africa, forums for debate ove r the tactics and strategies of stay
aways, and rent and consumer boycotts, solving social disputes

thro ugh people's

courts as well as acti vely prohibiting any forms of 'kangaroo' justice that the state claims
fonns the basis of political practice in the townships, the running of the townshipsbuildin g parks, collecting rubbish, fighting crime:, fuing roads, even collecting rem to
build new houses and facilities for township residents. Th e stree t committees also began
to work closely with the SRC's in the schools in implementing people's education
programmes, the trade union movement and various shop-stewards councils in Pretoria
factories, and similar democratic structures in other townships such as Aueridgeville and
Soshunguve.-m

Once again, Boraine's description of the functions carried out

emphasise the aspect of civic service and an orientation towards civic assistance 10 the
people of the townships. This ignores the overwhelming ideological dimension in which
all structures were run along the rigid lines of Democratic Centralism.

TilE ROLE OF TilE PEOPLE'S COURTS.
PEOPU?'S COURTS IN THE EASTERN CAPE:
The most visible and controversial element of the ANC's Peo ple's War campaign in the
townships of South Africa were the Peoples Courts which attempted

to

replace the

established legal system with a system of popular law or people's law. Th ese courts
usurped the functions of the magistrates courts or traditional courts but in many instances
dealt with allegedly serious crime for which the death penalty or harsh and instant

corporal punishment was meted out. The emergence of the people's courts went hand in
hand with the campaign of terror carried out by the 'comrades' as the revolutionary youth
wings of the UDF choose

to

call themselves . Th e ANC and UD F attempted to create the

impression that these "Peo ple' s Courts" were trnditional social structures created to
maintain order in the community. Initially these "People 's Courts" did generally hear
cases such as "theft and quarrels between township residents and some disputes were
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solved to the satisfaction of local residems. However as soon as these courts established
some credibility they were increasi ngly used to act against people who laid formal
c harges with the South African Police. The ANC e ncouraged this trend in an article by
ex· PEBCO head Thozamile Botha, "People are generally discouraged from reporting
petty offenses to the police stations, instead they were encouraged to make the people' s
courts function properly and to subject offenders to community di scipline....)< They
were also used to punish residents who disregarded the consumer and other boycotts and
stay·aways.w. Especially hars h action was taken against so-called "sell-outs" and
persons who refused to participate in the activities of the local and street committees.

Evidence give n in a Port Elizabeth co urt during a m al included the following description
of the normal course of events.

~

The court operates like an ordi nary coun.. It appoints

a m agistrate and a prosecutor. I pleaded not guilty, but I was found guilty and sentenced
to 200 lashes with a sjambok. The court sat in my grandfather' s house, where I was tied
with ropes to a table. the sentence was carried out by about 20 men. J had w.c:al3 allover
my body. The court operates in the black areas to punish peop le for criminal and political
contravention. People appear daily before the co urt and the sentence is usuall y lash es
with a sjambok or fanbelt.'''16 Th is descriptions provides a rare glimpse a t the workings
of People's Courts and their impact in the to wnships.

From statistics available it appears that, since 1985, a total of 398 so-called "Pecpte ' s
Couns" operated in the various townships of So uth Africa. During this time 556 persons
were prosecuted in the normal Ma gistrates, Regional and Supreme Co urt for crimes
which arose out of the functioning of these "People' s Courts". The most grue some and
repu gnant of these are those "sentences" related to the so-called "necklace" executions
which received considerable publicity both locally and abroad. Between January Of 1986
and April 1987 310 people were necklaced giving some idea of the total number of
people executed in this gruesome man ner'" . Official statistics are obviously only based
on

cases investigated by the South African Police and it can be assumed that the

incidence of these "People 's Courts" is much higher than stated The clandestine nature
of their operations, the fear which they induce and the intimidation and violence which
accompan y the.ir fu nctioning, make it almost impossible to o btai n accurate infonnation
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in this regard. Apologists for the emergence of people's courts described their origins as
follows, "several people's couns originated out of concern with the general disorder thaI
often accompanies township protests, In many townships across the PWV, activists in
radical civic organisations grew increasingly concerned fro m mid 1985 with the pro blem
of indiscipline withi n their organisations or related to their campaigns . Co nsu mer
boyco tts in particular, were often accompanied by an unacceptable degree of coercive
e nforcement, and this impaired their popularity. In response to this problem, often
attributed to cormsoesis, civic activists initiated anti-crime campaigns in several
townships:"l1

ANC POLICY AND THE PEOPLE'S COURTS :
Thc A NC and SACP viewed the peop lc's courts.cas

II

valuable means to achieve

discipline in the liberated zones and imposed their co ntrol over them . The ANC took a
dim view of any 'undisciplined' actions but in the following extract clearly e ndorses the
harsher actions of these self appointed vigil ante courts."Let the racist magistrates and
lawyers shout their lungs out in scorn of the nec klace method of punishing collaborators.

lct--them. call the people's courts kangaroo courts if the y wanr to, but we will always
reply to them by saying: when we say power to the people, we also mean the right to
suppress the enemies of the people. we . aisc mean the country's administration and
pontrol by the ordinary people. We shall nor sudden be anarchists simply because we
refuse to abide by the conventional legal norms generally associated with courts of law
in Sou th Africa. ...tZ9

This view of 'people's co urts' is eorse out in another set of guidelines in which the AN C
states that "coons are nOI an end in themselves" and therefore the "people's courts must
be their very definition be set up to implement the objectives of peoples power and to
"ensure healthy, revolutionary and democratic interrelatio ns hips within society.'''lO It
stresses that their function is primarily political and that their structure should reflect the
local conditions in which they operare.Left wing observers have denied that the courts
formed pan of a wider campaign to.usurn state authority and contem ptuously dismissed
claims thai they were linked to the AN C'll, ANC statements suggest OTherwise.
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In the publication UDF-Update, (Volume 2, No. I , April 1986), the function and aims
of people's courts in the context of UDF and ANC strategy and the type of alternative
structure which are envisaged, are explained as follo ws: "The Police or the Courts have
proved that they do nOI help the people.

Instead they are seen as the enforcers of

apartheid and the enemies of the people. So, particularly in tJ>.. F.astern Cape and the
T ransvaal. people's organisations are finding their own ways of deal ing with crime and
quarrels. Now, when people have problems with crime, or fami ly q uarrels. they do nOI
go to lay a charge at the police station. They go to the people's organisation . civics,
or Street committees or the UDF, In some areas people's courts, or people's advisory
centres have been set up. However these couns do not work like govern ment courts.
They are different. They are created by the people's organ isations and are responsible
to the people. They cannot do any thine that the people wo uld not approve of:'''11. The
sinister nature of these courts is evident in the guidelines for People's Couns circulated
by the ANC. In these guidelines it is stated that, "where the death sentence is decided
upon, ways should not endangering the court. To carry ir out, appropriate structures
should be used. In this regard it is necessary that we conduct proper investigatio ns and
not merely skim the surface of the enemy network:"]' People's courts have largely
ceased to exist throughout the state of emergenc y, the general return to normality has
seen the black urban population return to the civil courts and a return to law and order.

In the following chapter the role (If Umkhontu we Sizwe and the ANC military structures
such as Self Defence Units will be evaluated from the perspective of their role in
mobilisation of the target population. It will be argued that the organisational structures
created by the ANC were reinforced by the military structures in certain areas but that
the failure of the organisational structures to survive the state 's massive clampdown
resulted from the inability of Umkhonto we Sizwe to generate genuine self defence
capabilities . The re lative lack of success by Umkhonre we Sizwe in this vital area led to
organisational vulnerability to security force action . The developmen t of Umkhonto we
Sizwe during this period. was hampered by various external and internal conflicts and
tensions which involved doctrinal differences and conflict over the nature of the projected
People ' s War offensive.
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CHAPTER FIVE ;

MILITARY ASPECTS OF THE LmERATED ZONES.
MILITARY IMPUCA TIONS OF THE FORMATION OF UBERATED ZONES:
Clearly the ANC succeeded in some instances in its attempts to creare liberated zones
in the Eastern Cape, albeit only for a limited period of time. The creation of parallel
hierarchies in these areas only collapsed due to extensive security force psychological
warfare campaigns and the detention of the leadership core. At the Kabwe confere nce in
1985 the failure to consolidate these areas was attributed to military factors and the
inability of the ' people to defend the revolution' . People ' s War was closely examined and
possible problem areas explored in depth. In its review of its People's War strategies at
its Kabwe Confere nce in 1985 the following definition of People's War was formulated
"By People ' s War we mean a war in which a liberation army becomes rooted amo ngst
the pcople who progressively participate actively in the armed struggle both politically
and mi litarily, including the possibility of engaging in partial or general insurrec tions.
The present disparity in the enemy's forces and our own determines the protracted nature
of the struggle in which we need to reduce the enemy's resources, reserves and
endurance whilst gathering our own strength to the point were we are capable of seizing
power.'..,.

GENERAL INSURRECTION AND PEOPLE'S WAR:
Discu ssio n in this vi tal document cantered around the means oftransfonning the situation
to one which favoured the ANC, general insurrection is identified as the vehicle for the

seizure of power and the vital role of expansion of the military capability of the ANC
is stressed. The document also stresses that it is not possible to 'mechanically' predict
the timetable for the revolution but that it would result from a ' chain of events which
trigger off widespread initiative from the people themselves or as a result of a call from
the revolutionary movement at a special moment in the de velopment of our revolutionary
situation', The . A NC perceives the role of its military wing, MK as being that of an
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'officer cadre which can lead 'peoples rev olutionary violence' of the ' mass combat units'
(MCV's, the ANC's euphemism for the rioting mobs which filled the worlds television
screens during this period). The docume nt differentiates between organised,spontaneous
or semi-spontaneous violence and stresses the need to harness the combat potential of the
people in the fonn of small units or in large 'people's self defence units ' ,in land
occupation (squatting), fac tory occupations (strikes and sit ins) and people's control of
the townships. The elemen t of MK' s centrality in the revolutionary programme of the
ANC is evide nt in the following extract from a discussion anicle in the African
Communist: ri An armed uprisings of the people canner be successful in the absence of
decisive action by a professional people's army (professional in the sense thaI its cadres
are full time and trained in the use of modem weapons and in military tec hnique). As
Lenin pointed out, for an insurrection three streams of insurrection are necessary workers' , and military - and these must be merged into a single victorious insurrection.
The important advances made by Umkhonto we Sizwe since Sowero are, therefore, of
great significance. At the same time, intensified political organisation specifically of the
workers and peasan ts will be needed to aid the development of Umkhonro as a genuine
people 's army.... lS Clearl y the ANC and SACP attach considerable attention to the
central role of MK in the revolution and this closely follows the orthodox Leninist
teac hings on the subject.

POLITICAL DIMENS ION OF MK OPERATIONS: SE L F DEFE:'I"CE L'S ! TS.

The ANC clearly attached considerable significance to the linkage of political actions to
MK operations. The train ing given to MK operatives contained a significant percentage
of political educ atio n. This emerged in the evidence given at the tria l of vario us MK
cadres. Political training for MK Cadres was given by East Gennan instructors and in
this specific instance by Pallo Jordan and Ariz Pahad, members of the ANC ' s NEC as
well as Sechaba editor the late Franc is Meli':l6. The ANC stated in a training docume nt
that "a guerilla is not merely a military man but is also a political organ iser. To be able
to meet the demands of political mobilisation, the guerilla fighter himself needs to
constantly develop his level of political consciousness. A politically conscious cadre is
also capable of easily overcom ing all strains and soess that guerilla forces are subjected
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to:" 31 The duties of the commissar are spelled out as follows, "the political commissar
is responsible for the political life of the unit. It is his duty to is to ensure that the morale
and political sophistication of all the cadres is high.·..,. The ANC displays an
aw areness of the importance of maintaining political awareness and motivation at a high
level but rumours emanating from its training camps during this period and later

connrrrec by returning exiles indicate that mutinies took place in protest against
conditions whic h existed in trai ning facilities.

The ANC has also placed priority on building self defence capabilities for the structures
and areas which it secures, this closely mirrors the actions of the Viet Cong who
developed similar structures in an attempt to consolida te and secure inroads made into
the state 's power base . The failure of these structures has been re sponsible for the failure
of People' s War and it has therefore received urge nt priority in the organisation'». Th is
failure has been identified by leading strategists in the field of guerrilla warfare as a
central contributing factor in the collapse of an insurgent offensive. The success of these
efforts in Vietnam enabled the Viet Cong to consolidate their victories and to maintain
control over large areas," Self defence as practised in South Vietnam has been supremely
successful and the resistance struggle could never have been pushed to its present stage
of an assault on the cities, without the formation of self-defence units in the liberated
villages and the integration of whole groups of fortified villages into self defence zones.
The establishment of self-defence units and zones is an ine vitable and logical phase 01
the armed struggle and plays a vital supporti ng role of overall politico-military activities.
Among other things, it mo bilises the creative initiatives of the people in developing new
techniques and even new weapons, initiatives whic h reach full fruition on ly when an
entire nation is engaged in the struggle.-

The ANC's failure to achie ve any long term

success against the South African government appears to stem from ignoring this vital
aspect of revolutio nary warfare. Recent ANC strategy documents place con siderable
priori ty on the creation of these structures within the Republic and the this has direc t
implications for future ANC attempts..'. MK Chief of Staff, Chris Hani stated in 1988
that " I do not agree with those who say that we failed to launch a people' s army to fight
a people's war. The Kabwe conference was held in 1985. Of course, this is the third year
after Kabwe, and I am sure , concerned members of our movement are rightly asking the
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ques tion: What progress has been made to launc h a peop le's anny to fight a people's
war? Of co urse, the transition from anned propaganda, a phase which we started with
es pecially towards the end of the 70's in order to pcpularise the move ment to the stage
of the people's war is a difficult one. The road is not straight. It meanders because we
are faced with a 1m of difficulties both subjective and objective:... 2

MILITARY CO MBAT WORK AND PEOPLE'S WAR:

The internal discussio n which had take n place about wha t the ANC des cribes as Military
Combat Work (MCW ), provides a val uable insight into the military doctrines of the
organisation and a definiti ve description of the official view which the organisation holds
on People' s War. It describes this as the ' prepara tion of combat forces of the re volution
according to specific principles, methods and structures' and attrib utes it to the
experience of the Bolshevik's in three revolutions and the revolutionary movements
throughout the world ' .The Commissio n On Strategy and Tactics identified three
components of the 'combat forces of the revolution; the mass combat units ' (MK) which
are the nucleus of the People's Army and include the following: Urban Combat Units,
Sabotage Units and Workers and People' s Self Defence Militia' s. The second component
is described as 'the People in Anns ie. the adva nced, active elements of the masses,
prepared and trained by the vanguard formations ready to swell the ranks of the Peoples
Army and thirdly those elements of the enemy forces willing to change sides and these
are described as the elements which constitute the ' forces and means of People' s
War' .The ANC regarded MCW as its most vital priority and stated in this 1985
document that unless urgent priority was paid to MCW the organisation would remain
distanced fro m the internal situation.

KABWE STRATEGY AND TACTICS DOCUM ENT:

The Kabwe document provides an insight into the theoretical approach which the ANC
adopted in its insurgency. The mobilisation of the black township popu lation arou nd
nucle i of highly trained MK squads was translated into reality in some areas were MK
was able run -internal training programmes and to use its cadres as revolutionary
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instructors. The major function of these units was to assist in the creation of a 'climate
of ungovernability" and to this end various actions were undc:naken which supported
political acti vities of the ANC front organisation s and atte mpted to consol idate the
liberated eones.rne increased role of MK in the townships was evident in the number of
politically motivated attacks. These consisted mainly of hand grenade attacks and the
shooting of high profile targets. During 1985 136 incidents rook place while in 1986 this
figure almos t doubled to 229. During this period 48 insurgents were killed and 149
arrested and a sharp increase in the number of grenade attacks on black councillors and
policema n was eviden t" ' .

The role of MK in the liberated zones and the perceived responsibilities of the people
was encapsulated in the following extract from an ANC analysis of Peoples War; "First
it is necessary to achieve the maximum support of the surrounding populace. The people
must act as couriers, intelligence data collectors and provide recruits to the guerrilla unit.
If members of the population are pan of the guerrilla. this gives more credi bility and
confidence among the people in the guerrilla unit. Witho ut this support and partici pation
of the people. we shall be regarded as terrorists, who lack confidence in the might of the
people as the makers of history . Secondly, we cannot open one guerri lla base, bleed the
enemy white, and only after that stan 10 open other guerrilla bases. From the beginning
we must open as many guerrilla bases as possible to stretch and disperse the enemy
forces . But we must not violate the principle of expansion with consolidation. Thirdly,
we cannot have a fixed permanent base for a long time. We will be forced to move from
one positio n to another. Mass political struggles throu ghout the country will play a
decisive role·..... Evidence in the trial of Ebrahim Ismail Ebrahim gives some
indication of the role which members of the internal auxiliary organisations played in
MK operations. In the evidence of a high ranking ANC de fector it was alleged that
during the co urse of a meeting of the Regional Military Political Committee of MK in
Swaziland during April 1984, a detailed discussion on the MK operations took place.
Operations included a unit based in Sowero under the command of 'Wally' , a political
unit headed by an Eastern Transvaal attorney named ' Poswa', 'D r. Harvey' s' political
unit run by a member of the Soweto Civic Association and ' Murie l's' unit headed by a
member of the Soweto Parents Crisis Committee (SPCC) and the Federatio n of Transvaal

I3l

Women (FedTraW), "both of which aimed to influence legal and above ground political
organisations." The RMP C was allegedly headed by Ronnie Kassrils, MK Intelligence
Chief with Ebrahim serving as treasurer and secretary"'. This provides an interesting
and rare glimpse into the interrelationship between MK activities and the political
programme of the ANC inside South Africa during this period This evidence would
suggest thai similar cells existed in the other provinces of South Africa and that the close
working relationship, which in this case was supervised by the Swaziland RMPC, was
evident in other 'machineries' of the ANC.

ARM ED PROPAG ANDA AND PEOPLE ' S WAR IN THE EASTE RN C APE.

The developmen t of an urban insurgency along the lines of the People ' s War model as
conducted by the African National Congress (ANC) was dependent on violence and
terrorism. The history of insurgency in Africa has shown that insurgents such as the ANC
rel y on violence and terror 10 win either the active or passive support of the people 10
destroy the military and socio-economic infrastructure of the targe t state and it is on ly
through an effective programme of what the ANC called armed propaganda that the
revolutionaries can control sectors of the population and that some degree of success on
their part will become possible446 • ' Armed propaganda has taken many forms in South
Africa but the favoured weapons of the ANC are Soviet made limpe t mines and bombs
made of Soviet supplied explosives. These bombs have provided very little material
military gain for the ANC as the targets and victims have invariably been civilians.
However armed propaganda does have larger psychological ramificati ons, although on
the surface the strategy of murder to win support may seem counter productive, the
objective is the creation of fear and the collapse of morale in the target country. It is
therefore a recognised insurgent strategy which has led to the intimidation and
psychological destabifisation of entire societies. Kitson in his seminal book on
insurgency, Bunches of Fives, Stresses the importance of this means of extracting support
by terror importance of the psychological dimension while emphasising that the objective
in insurgency cannot be measured in physical terms:

"There has never been much doubt that the main characteristic whic h distinguishes

campaigns of insurgency from othe r forms of war is that they are primarily concerned
with the struggle for men's minds since only succeeding in such a struggle with a large
enough number of people, can the rule of law be undermined and constitutional
institutions overthrown. Violence may playa greater or lesser pan in the campaign, but
it should be used largely in support of ideas. Although the ultimate aim of an insurgent
organisation is 10 overthrow a government. or force it to do something it does ROI want
to do, it will first have 10 get the backing of a proportion of the

population if it is to

stay in being and to fight. Insurgents are bound to rely on a considerable e;ll;tem 0<1 the
enemy for money, shelter, food and information. Insurgents therefore need to build up
a programme in which violence is carefully balanced by political, psychological and
economic measures, if it is

to

be effective and the population as a whole, rather than the

government, is likely to be the target. especially in the early stages of the struggle. Often
insurgents do things which seem pointless or even damaging to their own cause when
viewed in the conte xt of hanning the government but in fact the actions in question may
solely be concerned with gaining suppon from the population by coercion and
persuasion. In this connection there is little doubt that terrorism is a potent form of
persuasion, it is sometimes described as armed propaganda."""

Kitson makes the

observation that in an insurgency, the insurgent is dependent on the population for
material support, intelligence and other fonns of support and important facet when
examining the role of the ANC and its military wing Umkhonto we Sizwe.

The function of MK as perceived by the ANC leadership had clearly changed since the
formulation of the Morogoro Document in the sixties. "O ur strategic goal must be to shifl
the balance of strength decisively in favour of our struggle, through the further ripen ing
of the revolutionary situation beyond the point where the regime is not able to rule in the

old way to the stage where it is in fact unable to govern. Thus we must continue to
make South Africa ungovernable and apartheid unworkable. In the arrack we must aim
further

to

weaken the Botha regime drastically, to sap its strength.

to

take away from it

even the capacity to launch a limited counter- offensive. During the momentous Year of
the Cadre that has just past we have also produced new organisational formations and
adopted new fonns of struggle in keeping wilh the heightened pace of our revolution.
We refer here 10 the mass combat units that we have formed to carry out various tasks,
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including those related to the deseucuon o f the organs of governmen t of the apartheid
regime and to making the country ungovernable. We refer also to the measures we have
taken, among other things , to protect our leaders and to maintain revolutionary law and
order in various localities throughout the country. Our struggle has gained enormously
by the emergence of these collectives of revolutionary Cadres. which are organised,
rooted amon g the masses, ready to pay the supreme sacrifice if necessary, committed to
the perspectives of our movemen t as a whole and loyal 10 the leadership of that
moveme nt. While it is true that we have lost many Cadres in the confrontation with the
forces o f repression, qualitatively, vic tory on the military front belong's not to the enemy
but to the people.

This is so exactly because in the face of the harshest enemy

repression, we have succeeded both to intensify our military offensive and to e nlarge the
popu lar forces inside our country, organised to wage the struggle anns in hand.
Accordingly an urgent task we face this year is the rapid expansion and extensive
activation of UmkhOnlO we Sizwe within the country, drawing in the mill ions of our
people into combat, Building from what we achieved last year. we must prepare for and
conduct peoples ' war with the peoples' army, Umkhonto we Sizwe, heading our mass
military offensive. We have to increase greatly the number of guerilla uni ts of MK, as
well as the mass combat units . We must further strengthen the links between the guerilla
and combat units in order to build a vast army that can carry out both offensive and
defensive tasks. To retai n the strategic initiative, apart from confronting the army of
occupation in our areas, it is essential that we carry and extend our offensive beyond our
township borders into other areas with even greater detennination. The c harge we give
to Umkhonto we Sizwe and to the masses of our people is: attack, advance, give the
enemy no quarter - an eye for an eye, a tooth for a too th!....'

Armed Propaganda is concerned with linking political objectives 10 military actions, it
never reflected a belief by the ANC that ir could seize power by military force. Rather,
armed propaganda was see n as an instrument for undennining white morale and
demonstrating potency 10 the black community. In No Place 10 Hide this strategy is
clearly spelled out, "to the professional revolutionary, terrorism is but one tactic Out of
many in a larger strategy of lotal war. Its primary value lies not in the killing or
destruction, but in the psychological impact on the popu lation. In fact, it can be stated
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as a ge ncn.lla.... of terrorism. that its objective is
confronting its military

to
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the trend has been towards altaekinl so called soft targets, between 197.5 and 1984 26.5
terror attacks wok place and in the next two years this intensified to 366. Durin, the fint

period 21 % of the anacks had bee n against rail....ay lines, 17% on public buildings, 16%
against policemen, 14% again st po....er installations and 7,5 % againsl civilian s. By 1986
altac ks on civilians had risen 10 42% and the use of li mpet mines and hand gn: nades had
risen to 67%. These fi gures indicate increased infiltration and a greater reliance on
internally tnincd cadres. During the first nine months of 1987, 77 of the 132 cadres

caprured ILad received their trairting inside South Africa. This reflects the decisions wen

as a result of the Strategy and TIICtica Report on MK in 1985. The n:croilmCnt of these
MK cperarives nonnaIiy IClOk place from .... ithi n the ranks of the mass combat un its and
the rcvoIutiooary squads'·~I .

A fIIrthcr fcatun: of MK opcntions during the Pwple' s War phase has been anacb on
busincucs irtYOlved in industrial disputes. The increasing cmphuisc ..tuc:h the ANC bas
placed on the labour front during 1987 and 1988 is n:fkctc:d in MK wgcting policy.
i~ing ly

Bombings wen:

timed to boost TTKnk during a strike action or to

demonstrate solidarity. AlI3Cb on bus iness premi ses during 1985 and 1987 escaJalcd
~tc;Jdjly

with attacks on supermarket cbains, ccepoeate hcadqu.ar1Crs and othc:r cnnmc:rcial

instilulions.ln a Radio Freedom lransminion during 1986 the AN C made the following
call 10 workers.

~

Then: arc those thaI have go t 10 generate a political consciousness of

patriotism, of haired of the sys tem of oppre ssion. Even our workers for insta nce, what

an: your main tasks in a peop le's war ? Your main task is to belong to democra tic trade
unions, to fight for the basic rights of the worker...... that is nOI cnough- it is your duty
to form the cell of the ANC in that Iactory

>

underground ceu of the ANC. It is your

duty to monitor what the ANC is saying to thc opp ressed people of our country and to
be ready 10 carry out those instructions of the ANC. It is also your duty to begin in a
smail way to set units of Umkhon to we Slzwe by involvin g the most conscious of the
workers. The encmy comrade, should not just be fought because you have got a gun or
a pislol to throw - you must be very creative and inventive, you must devise ways,
effective ways of making the machinery of oppression difficult to operate...... Clearly
the ANC has anached considerable importance 10 the mobilisation of thc working class
to serve in M.K. cells and the co-ordination of ostensibly political activities with military

ones.

The structure of Umkhonto we Slzwe was based on Regional Military Political
Conuniuces (R,\ U'C 's) which are the practical coordi nators of MK activity in a given
area,

The formation of the RM PC's in their present form seems to coinci de with the

People's War experiment of the ANC and ma y have resulted from the urgcnt need to
harness the potential of the unrest and to try and assume control of the activities of the
many Charterist groups inside thc country. These RMP C's coordinated the activities of
the various demarcaled 'machineries ' ie the Transvaal Rural Military Machinery. Each
machinery had a complex structure which included a commander, a commissar, vario us
chiefs of staff and logistics and security officers. According 10 evidence given by a Slate
witness in a trialthe command structure was responsible for the planning of operations
which were assigned to specific Special Operations Groups and following the successful
infiltration of the group various support structures were organised to facilitate Ihe
activities of the MK squad. These an: alleged to have included 'safe houses ', transport,
food and supplies. The practical functioning of the MK hierarchy is therefore based on
a control system whereby the military commands are given by the Central MK Head·
quanen and an: then channelled down through the re gional command struClure 10 the
operational learns. In the evidence Joe Stove, then commander of the Urban Command
of MK is named as the originator of many of these structures"'3. These structures
enable the ANC 10 maintain a insurgent capability inside the Republic and form an
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important pan of the overall revolutionary capability of the organisation.

The confrontation between the State and the ANC was most evident in the counterins urgency efforts during this period directed at limiting the ANC 's ins urge nt activity
and denying it a base inside the country. The following c ha pter attempts to identify key
elements of the response to mass mobilisation and e xamines the stateme nts made by the
agencies responsible for containing the protest actions generated by the ANC in the
Eastern Cape .

Il7

CHAPTER SIX;

STATE CO UNTER·INSURGENCY OPERATIONS IN THE EASTERN CAPE.

STATE STRATEGY: A SYNOPSIS,

The South African government found itself faced with a major problem in the Eastern
Cape by mid 1986. as the unrest and violence threatened the stability and economic
growth of the entire region. State response seems to have gone through two distinct

phases. firstly the limited response following the declaration of the first State of
Emergency and secondly the comprehensive reaction following the Second State of
Emergency. The stated intention of the SA Government in dealing with situations such
as these, has been to contain and suppress the unrest to ensure certain objectives. These
objectives are contained in the three goals of the State of Emergency which were
identified by the government as the restoration of law and order, the return to normality
and the continuation of the reform process'". The state hoped

[0

achieve these

objectives by employing a multi-dimensio nal strategy including the following elements:

l.

CounLer.;nsurgency actions.

2.

Se lecti ve slrikes against external AN C faci lities.

3.

Riot -rotllJol and crime prevention.

4.

Detention of $Il$po:;u:d organisers and leaders.

S.

The reSlliction and or bannill& of individuals and organisations responsible for stimulaling UIlJeSl.

6.

The maimenance of

7.

An advanced intelligence C3p3.bilily.

g.

The prosecution of offenders.

9.

High profile policing.

10.

' Shows of sll'Cl1glll' by lIle SAOF.

I I.

Extensive economk and socter reform.

12.

'he3rts and mInds' operalions in the form of Communic:llions Oper:1lions.

13.

The creation of Auxiliary fon.:es such as the township police unilS and other uniLlto supplemem \he

an exlens;ve iofomner netwo rk.

forces of law and order in lIle lOWI1Ships.
14.

Upgradcmenl of lIle wwnships, panicularl y conununkations and eleclJiflCation .

I S.

The ere<;lion of new or temporary po lice Slations.

16.

CounLer-lhObilisation of lIle popul;llioo
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11.

Coven

1&.

SlreIIglhening uf llIe South African !'<>lice.

mea!IlfU

'0 ..". dislInily and <!isse,u;on amongs' llIe revolutiOllllries.

'The state respon se in the form of counter-insurgency, to the unrest in the Eastern Cape
stemmed primarily from the South African Police with the South African Defence Force
being deployed after the introduction of the Second State of Emerge ncy. It is instructive
to examine the official SAP perceptions of the insurgency problem and the broad
parameters within which their COunter-insurgency actions fell. Oven police actions to halt

the unrest originated chiefly from the Riot Unit of the SAP. whose commander Major
General A.J. Wandrag. offered the follo wing perceptions on insurge ncy in a paper
delivered at Pretoria University. " Politically inspired unrest has developed into one of
the most serious problems currently being faced by the S.A. Police. 'There are many
reasons why this is so. the most importan t reason being that South Africa has entered
upon the road of accelerated social. political and economic reform and change:""
Wandrag states that the counter-insurgency mandate of the SAP originates broadly from
the signing of Policy Declaration NO. 6 by the Chief of the SADF. the Commissioner of
the SAP and the then Commissioner of the SA Railway Police. He descri bes the role of
the SADF as a supportive one until armed conflict commences. He states that a clear
distinction between the functions of the two services are in practice impossible. and that
Joint Planning Centres are therefore of extreme importance. The SAP counter-insurgency
errore are primarily carried out by the Counter Insurgency units or COIN. the Security
Police and the Uniform Branch of the SAP in normal crime prevention.

THE STATE RESPONSE :
The riots. unrest and mass mobilisation in the Eastern Cape were characterised by
constant conflict between the "comrades", other militan t elements and the police. The
revolutionary activity took the form of rioting. arson, stone throwing. the use of petrol
bombs and ambushes of police patrols. Tambo stated that "we will con front the armed
police and the soldiers and anyone else identified with the police or soldiers:Confrontations of this nature took place on a daily basis in 1985 and the police could
only enter certain areas in strength"S".
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Hough observes that the unrest was

"exacerbated by restrictions on the ho lding of funerals, the presence of soldiers in the
townships and inciden ts resulting from various boycott campaigns:-

These challenges to law and order seriously stretched the abilities of the state wh ich was
faced with a spiral of violence and destruction which it found extremely difficult to
contain. Its response was to " combine the continuation of limited reforms and measures
to suppress unrest, and the South African Police and the South A frican Defe nce Force
c arried out combined operations in the tow ns hlps.v'" The State'S initial response was
the declaration of a panial state of emergency on J uly 21s t, 1985 wh ich appears to have
had a limited impact on the level of unrest in the affected areas. The first State of
Emergency was restricted to 36 magisterial districts and extended to a further six later
th at year-. Th is state of emergency was lifted on the 7th of March 1986 after a lull
in the unrest and international pressure led the government to reassess the situ ation.
General Steenkamp articulated the state's vie w of counter-revolutionary actions in the
foll owing statement, "The key to effecti ve counter-revolutionary action is fast and
effective measures by the forces of law and order. Law and order must be maintained
and the revolutio nary leadership and their political support apparatus must be
isolated .M61 The government was force d by a rapidly deteriorating security situation 10
impose a nation-w ide Slate of Emergency on the 12th of J une 1986 which gave the
security forces wide powers of search, arrest and other powers facilitating counterinsurgency measures. Ho ugh described the m as "provisio ns for arrest without warran t,
dete ntion for periods not exceeding fou rteen days, restrictions on movement o f people
and goods:..062

In this environment police re sources became overextended. It would appear that years of
neglect and a failure to secure a reasonable slice of the security budget in the Angolan
Bush war era o f high military related spending began to show and led to the deployment
o f the SADF in the townships. The basis for this co-operation was spelled o ut by Lt.
General Dutton in 1977 following the Soweto Riots, " The tradition al dividing line
between na tiona l security and national de fence wou ld appear to have become obliterated.
Ac co rdi ng to the classical concept, the military aspect of natio nal security comprised of
two distinct and separate functions, namely national defenc e to ensure that the integrity

'4<)

of the state will be defended against foreign aggression. and support to the civil authority
in the maintenance of law and order internally. In the new perspective, however, civil
riots. strikes accompanied by violence and urban terro rism are seen as guerrilla actions
aimed at military, political, economic or psychological objectives as pan of the overall
assault. Moreover, such ostensibly civil manifestations carry with them the ingredients
for escalations to levels of force beyond the capabilities of the civil forces of law and

order'".
Major-General Cce uee, then head of the Security Branch of the South African Police,
identified the collection and effective utilisation of intelligence as the 'cornerstone' of
any counter-insurgency effort. He identified four principle elements of the intelligence
process with regard to cou nter-insurgency, firstly an evaluation of your enemies
capabilities, secondly his shoncomings, thirdly his goals and objectives and fourt hly his
targets, profiles of his leaders and his organisational sttuctures- . Ccerzee also
ide ntified the importance of an effective intelligence structure and a well established
informer network in the process of counrer-msurgency. Davis howe ver argues that the
informer network. all but collapsed in the face of necklacing and people ' s war, "on the
domestic frunt, which was thought to be primarily the province of the estimated thousand
man security branch, the once large pool of informers available 10 the police had almost
dried up on the account of penalties now exacted by black militants" and "in reality the
security branch seemed to be losing track of the growing numbers of ANC orientated
activists. It often found itself not only failing to learn of attacks in advance, but having
to offer cash rewards for information about them. The security branch appeared to be
particularly strained to identify the thousands of new, mostly young, activists entering
resistance activities each year.''''65 While Davis is exaggerating the problems
experienced by the security forces there is no doubt that they were faced with ne w and
unique challenges in the intelligence collection techniques.

This emphasis on the intelligence capability in counter-insurgency is borne out by Eliot
Cross who identified the following priori ty, " Probably the most effective instrument that
a governme nt can bring to bear against a campaign of urban violence is an efficient
police intelligence service or, to use the less palatable term for it, a good secret police.
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If the leaders. the plans. and the methods of the rebellious movement are known to the
auth orities, the likelihood of its being able to moum major demonstrations or to slrike
serious blows is sharply reduced and. like a guerrilla force cut of from its bases , the
moveme nt has to fall back on the defensive: - Davis observed that "Information was
vital to counter-insurgency. At horne. advance warnings of anac ks could lead to the
capture of Umkhonto units. accurate lists of resistance activists could enable police 10
paralyse campaigns with mass detentions. tips from township informants could result in
the arrest of whole ANC cells. Abroad. inside data on the Congress's headquarters
operations could give Pretoria early notice of rebel tactics. details concerning ANC
personnel and offices could aid in planning preci sion military incursions. assassinations.
or sabotage attacks.'~7

McCuen also stresses the importance of a sound intelligence capability and the role of
the police in dealing with a threat of this nature . " A primary objective in the strategy
of counter-terrorism must be the use of police action to destroy or neutralise the
revolutionary politico- administrative network. As long as this politico-administrative
network remains implanted in the population, destruction of the terrorists will do little
permanent good.'-

This important qualification appears to have often been ignored

in the South African context where success in countering insurgency is still often
measured in 'body counts' or in terms of the number of anns caches recovered.

M K Chief of Staff, Chris Hani, conceded in 1988 that the measures adopted by the
security forces had effectively retarded MK activity. According to Hani, "the enemy has
formulated and is implementing its own counter-strategy, that is winn ing the hearts and
minds of our people. This strategy is 10 try and deprive us as much as possible of support
fro m our people because the enemy correctly recognises the fact that once we root
ourselves amo ngst our people, it is going to be very difficult for them to dislodge us. So,
in our advance towards launching a people's war we have got to contend with an enemy
whic h has got vast resources at its disposal. We ought to bear in mind that between
Kabwe and now we had to contend with the massive onslaught on the pan of the enemy.
We had to contend with a vicious stale of emergency, occupation of our townships by
the SADF and a new phenomenon of the formation of the vigilante groups and murder
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squads. We have had to contend with Borha transforming the government into a son of
security type of government where the generals borh in the police and the anny became
the main tormutators of policy. We have had to contend with the imprisonment, in
thousands, of activists and with draconian measures to clampdown on activities of the
mass democratic movement.- A more pessimistic view emerged in an article entitled
People's War and Insurrection: The Subjective Factor. According to the article, "it is
clear we were nOI able to meet that challenge of the 84-86 uprisings due to the
inadequate scale of arming the people, our inability to co-ordinate mass activity through
a national underground network....m Clearly everything did not go the ANC's way
during this period.

PRO BLEMS OF COUNTER·INS URGENCY,

This conceptual problem originates from problems experienced by the structure
traditionally responsible for the defence of a society under attack, namely the armed
forces. The 'natural response' of a state under attack, is the deployment of the institutions
(its armed forces) which have traditionally used selective force backed by the
parliamentary process and the judiciary to defend the state. The traditional means are nor
however, sufficien t when dealing with a People's War scenario which was specifically
formulated to exploit certain inherent shortcomings in traditional military thinking. The
origin of this problem lies in the nature of the enemy, the insurgent is not a soldie r or
military combatant in the normal accepted sense of the word, in reality the composition
of the insurgents make-up is far more complex. It includes a subtle combination of both
military and political factors. " Because of the interplay of political and military factors
in an insurgency, efforts to make a sharp distinction between the two are usually not very
helpful. A distinction cannot be made on lhe basis of personnel because an insurgent is
often both military and political. The nature of the target of the action does not provide
a clear basis for distinction, nor does the nature of the objective, nor does the nature of
the consequences that result from the acdon."?' This distinction or the problem of
definition, is by no means merely an academic one, the counter-insurgent forces deployed
in the post war era have demonstrated thaI this distinction is not readily understood by
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the military mind and the political dimensions of People's War appears to confound
military srrategists who are schooled that the military is and must al all COSts remain as
detached as possible from any political activity. This view of the state is not shared by

Marxist-Leninists who translate the dictum about • war being a continuation of politics"
into a pragmatic blend of military and political action. The ANC appears 10 have learnt
much from the Vier Cong in this regard and applied this principle of dual action
effectively in the Eastern Cape. This is ref lected in the ratio of political actions 10
military ones which has altered radically since the onset of People's War.

TilE SECURITY DILEMMA:
This duality has posed many problems for the South African Government in controlling
the unrest and related People's War activities of the ANC and its internal organisations.
The South African Gcvernmem also found itself faced with what could be described as
the

M

internal security dilemma", This dillema manifested itself when the actions of

organisations which appeared to the international community and indeed many South
Africans to be legitimate confronted the security forces in a conflict which inevitably
resulled in the use of force and the death of 'civ ilians'. This conflict assumed moral
dimensions which made it increasingly difficult for the security forces to act effectively.
This lead to a credibility crisis and political insecurity which was exploited by the ANC's
international propaganda network.

The element of provocation of the security forces into over-reaction has also played a
leading role in the South African situation. Taber identified this element in his work on
guerrilla warfare The War of the Flea; 'The survival of the guerrilla force over a period
of time. demonsrrating the importance of the anny continues the process. As the
guerrilla's suppon widens, and Ihis will come automatically as the weakness is revealed,
political trouble is sure to follow in the form of petitions, demonstrations and strikes.
These in their tum will be followed by more serious developments. In such circumstances
it will be a remarkable government that will not be driven to stern repressive measures,
curfews, the suspension of liberty. and a ban on popular assembly. These illegal acts can
only deepen the popular opposition, creating a vicious circle of rebellion and repression
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until the economy is undermined, the social fabrication beyond redem ption and the
regime tottering on the verge of collapse.r'"! There is no doubt that insurgent
organisation s provoke response from the state to undermi ne credib ility and highlight the
contradictions between democra tic values and the requirements of an effective counterInsurgency programme.

Marighella expounds this principle in his Mini-manual of the Urban Guerri lla, " The
government has no alternative except to intensify repression. The police networks, house
searches, arres ts of innocent people and of suspects, closing of streets, making life in the
city unbearable. The regime embarks on a massive political persecution. Political
assassinations and police terror become routine. In spite of all this, the police
systematically fail. The anned forces , the navy and the air force are mobilised and take
rou tine police functions. Even so they find no way to halt guerrilla operations, nor wipe
out the revolutionary organisation with its fragmented groups that move around and
operate throughout the national territory persistently and contagiously....Tl

There is little doubt that the ANC has applied this time tested principle within the South
African context. Th is approach has posed various problems for the security forces who
have relied on young conscri pts to cany out counter-insurgency operations. It would
appear that in certain instances provocation led to a break dow n in discipline and
subsequent negative publicity for the security forces and the country. The 'security
dilemma' is a problem which will conti nue to plague any large scale urban counterinsurgency effort as demonstrated by the experiences of Nonhero Ireland and more
recently the West Bank in Israel.

The media, and particularly the international visual media played a major pan in certain
incidents of unrest in the Eastern Cape. Nkwinti' s statements have demonstrated the
degree 10 which incidents of both a political and violent nature where staged 10 achieve
maxim um propaganda impact. Th is com plicates the task of the security force s who are
draw n into predetermined situations which are represented or misrepresented by the
visual media. Thi s resulted in a situation where the security forces where portrayed
internationally in an extremely negati ve manner and political capital gained·by the ANC.

"5

The s uccess of sec urity force actions in dealing with the people's war offensive must at
all times be counter-posed agai nst the long term politicisa tion which took place during
this penod'",

THE ROLE OF TIl E SAP IN COUNTER·INSURGENCY EFFORTS:
The South African Police played a co nside rable role in the state' s effort to tum back the
ANC 's inroads made in the Eastern Cape Region. The work of the SAP included the
foll owing aspects: firstly the collection of intellige nce and the maintenance of the
infonner network, the selective detention of key individ uals within the ranks of the ANC
and its s upport organisations, the interrogation of suspec ts to secure acc urate and up to
date information, liaison with members of the business community, the press and the
leadership of the revolutionary organisation s and

selective action to prevent

demonstrations and unrest. The ro le of the intellige nce section of the police is spelled o ut
by McCuen ,

M

An almost equally important pan of the ccuruer-organisation of the

population is the establishment of an effective, Interne t intelligence system. In this case
internal intelligence includes muc h of the effort nonnally known as counterintelligence.The governing body must be able to recognise the difference betwee n
re volutionary

a nd

non-revol utionary

movements. They

must

know

what

the

revolutionaries are doing. They mu st ensure that the security forces have time to react.
The y must kno w where, when, and how to attack. They must know where, when and
ho w 10 defe nd,'''» The SAP Security Branch appears to have used a wide range of
tactics in the Eastern Cape to control the subversio n process. In the Albany area a
flexible approach seems to have evolved after the Second State of Emergency, the SAP
took action against the private armies of 'co mrades' and other th ugs in the townships,
arresting the key activi sts and disarming them. Th is co incided with the arres t of key
poli tical activists and their detention under the provisio ns of the Emergency Regulation s.
" Mr G ugile Nkwmti and more than a dozen others were reponed taken into custody in
a pre-dawn and subseque nt raids in the seaside resort yesterday. Colonel Gerry van
Rooyen, police liaison officer in the Eastern Cape, confirmed police activity in the
township. 'The operatio n is still on to pick up certain people' he said....." The state of
affairs in the Eastern Cape had deteriorated to a very serio us level of anarchy by this
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time and me general opinion amongst the police officers consulted in the area was that
they lacked me powers to effectively counter the unrest under the limited powers of the
First 'State of Emergency. Although the Security Branch suffered under the conditions
mentioned by Davis in an earlier extract, the

detention of activists presented new

potential for recru itment and these were exploited to the full resulting in variou s
intelligence successes.

Gugile Nkwinti, UDF leader in the Albany region described the situation in Pon Alfred
township as follows,

N

Police and Army presence in me township has been scarce. I have

never seen a hippo in our streets. Occasional incidents of harassment by the state has
occurred, but says Nkwinti : 'They j ust embarrass themselves. They always sabotage good
relations between groups of people, they seem to have a penchant for unrest'..71
Nkwinti ' s subjective analysis of the situation does po int to the lack of real or effective
policing of the township. This was to change dramatically as police action following the
Second State of Emergency led to the ope ning up of areas which had effectively been
sealed of to anything but a strong police convoy and appears to have played a significant
role in the process of curbing the unrest in the Eastern Cape' ". The process whereby
the security situation was allowed 10 deteriorate to a situation where the police found it
difficult to conta in the unrest within me framework of criminal law is a complicated one
and it would appear that a commitment to reform and a de sire to improve the standi ng
of South Africa in the international community, over-ruled the security requirements for
con taining the unrest, This was complicated by the insufficient strength of me SAP who
des pite repeated calls for its expansion. had nor been upgraded commensurate with the
task which faced it.

This problem was discussed in some depth in Major Ge neral Sieenka mp's invest igation
into alternative structure s. In this work he questions the priorities of the state allocation
of resources and identifies variou s problems which were to have long term implications
for me unrest situation. Steenkamp aun butes much of the success in me creation of
alternative structures in the 1980' s to a breakdown in the confidence of the black urban
population in the police force and the subseque nt damage done to the reput ation of the
force. Th is originated from the severe shortage of policemen, the lack of adequate
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faci lities and funding, !he lack of equ ipment and the failu re of the state 10 illCt'ease the
Fl;Jn%

in proportion to !he mu sive urban population ell.plosion""'. Davis noted that "as

a result. the SAP ell.perienccd daronic difficulty in mallttaininc the quality and quantity

of ill . uthorised nllJlpower.-

Davis details the shortages and the resignations which

have constantly <!nined police nllJl~r and lXH .ectly identifleS the use of SADF
draftees in the SAP as a stop Cap solution with little lone ICmI impact.

Another puspo.."tive on this ltlbjec;t was offered by then hca:I. of the InlClliSCna: Unit of
the Security Branch. M. jor Williamson. in 'lYhicb he idcntifted the vulnerability of a
society undergoi ng reform

to

wideSJRad politically related cri me and an auociatcd

col lapse of public confidence in the police. He identifies the fol1owing require ments for
an e ffective police Clpabilil)'. firstly specialised training, manpower, equipment,
wordi nation and a closer understanding between the community and the pol ice force .
Th eilC all ha ve direct relevance 10 the Eastern C ape were the shonage of pol ice statKMlI,
vehicles and manpower left the police in a position were they were unable 10 effective ly
contain the unre sl.

"The unrest in the area posed new and unique problems for the SAP as high profile

religious gatherings such as funerals became the basis for meetings at which political
mass mobilisation took place. 'The emotive comext of the funcrals con tributed IOwards

the miliWll;y of the general population who were mobilised with the acti ve participation

of priem and ocher clergymen positively disposed to the ANC and its internal bodiel.
The con troven y surrounding these poli tical funerals had profound poli tical implications.

'The fon: ign newHnedi. made: ell.te nsive capital OUt of the incidents which were relatively
easy 10 film in a negative IighL 'The followinJ description of a funeral in Pon Alfred is
a typical ell.ample of the pitfalls surrounding the control of these funerals. • An 18-year

old youth died. ilCvcnl pc:<lple ow:re injured and ",opelly was damagul. durinC incidents
of violelltt in Port Alfred. Between OctobeT 8 and November 16 thttt were sevenl
ahCTtations between police and stone: throwing youths in the town ship. The unrest
claimed the life of an 18-yellT old youth, Madod ane T yuka, who was fatally wounded on
November 6. According

to

the police, the youth died during an iocidcn t in which twenty

youths stoned a police patrol vehicle in the township. The disturbance in ·the township
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culminated in violence at MrTyuka' s funeral during which twenty people were injured.
There was a large stay-away from work on the day of the funera l. According to the
poli~

2000 mourners marched on the police and stoned them. They were dispersed with

rubber bullets, birdshot and teargas . The 211 injured included two IS-year old youths
who sustained serious eye injuries: "" This report highlig hts the problem of escalation
attached to riot control situations were the police actions in defending themselves agains t
a stone throwing attack escalates into a major incident in which 2000 people are involved
in a confrontation leading to more incidents and fatalities. This problem contributed to
the complex and difficult problem of unrest in the Eastern Cape and was compounded
by negative press reponing and graphic footage for scree ning on television stations
abroad. This in turn stimulated international sympathy for the UDF and ANC in the area
and was responsible for the large amounts of fund s poured into the region by Western
Countries.

The counter-revolutionary strategy of the state rested on a three-pronged counterrevolutionary plan, the three components being, action against revol utionarie s, upgrading
of living standards and the introduction of constitutional amendmentS"'. Stale stTategy
in the Easlern Cape hinged on the view that the maintenance of law and order only
constitutes one quarter of the counter-insurgency effon4ll • Observers noted that the
bala nce "lies in the urgent treatment of socio-economic grievances in an attempt to cut
the ground from under the revolutionaries.'.... This task was undertaken by the National
Management System which comprised of two legs, the security and the welfare element
which were described as "a complex network of structures which co-ordinate the work
of government, provincial and municipal departments to give priority to the stabilisation
of society and the elimi nation and upgradi ng of social, economic and constiruaonal
backlogs. The structures are organised on a basis which coi ncides with mil itary command
regions , sub-divided into police divisions and further split inm magisteri al districts. They
are known as Joint Management Cennes (J MCs) at the top, sub-JMC's in the middle and
mini-JMCs at the bouom. At each level, the JMCs are divided into specialist comminees,
dealing respect ively with security (including intelligence and law and order functions),
communications (propag anda) and SEC (social, economic and constitut ional mailers). The
work of the SEC fonnations are crucia l for the achievi ng of four of the objectives
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General Malan has detennined as prereq uisites for the lifting of the state of emergency.
The fifth objective, restoration of stability through law and order forms lhe umbrella for
the work in the SEC field.''''' SEC reports have dealt with the practical results of their
actions, a SECSTAT revealed that "at the start of the state of emergency in June 1986,
53 of the lotal 235 black local authorities (23 percent) were no longer functioning at all.
Their functions had largely been taken over by Street commitleeS.'- The report
indicates tha t 36 of the 53 were reinstated by SEC actions and that by June 1988, 244
of the total 261 local authorities were fu nctioning. Areas which also received attention
were privatisation of state owned township housing, black education and unemployment.
The role of SEC has increased substantially and recently it would appear that all secu rity
related fu nctions were subord inated to SEC in the management system.

Discussions with SAP officers in the area revealed the existence of a doc ument drawn
up by the South African Police dealing wilh the issue of alternative structures and
form ulating suggestions for counter action which recomme nded the banning of the key
organisations responsible for mass mobilisation unde r the Charterist banner and the
prosec ution of individuals in the leadership of these orga nisations''''. The docu ment was
reportedly premised on a view that the ANC and its various support organisations were
"enemies of the state" and that actions such as these form a viable alternative when
formulating a cou nter-insurge ncy strategy. The doc ument warned that sufficient ev idence
musl be available to justify the actions and identified hostile media response as a majo r
problem. Although these steps were taken and resulted in the restriction of se venteen key
revolutionary organisations, the detention of many key leadershi p figures and the Delmas
Treason Tri al it ca n be argued that their lo ng term impact was merely to delay the
process of mass mobilisation.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSION: PEOPLE' S WAR : WHAT FUfURE?

An era of underground People' s War ended abruptly with the unbanning of the ANC ,
PAC and SACP on February 2nd 1990. The analytical e xamination in this disserta tion
of the AN C' s development during the decade preceding this event reveals thai the nature
of the re volutionary campaign of Ihe African National Congress and its auxiliary
organisations underwe nt vario us doctrinal and other changes. The ev idence contai ned in
this thesis suggests that the organisation will continue to adapt in the face of changing
conditions. If it is accepted that the ANC altered its strategy 10 meet various c hallenges
to its e xistence then the factors which determined the nature of these c hanges become
sig nificant.

The failure of the ANC to maintain the cl imate of ungoverna bility and to consolidate the
'orga ns of people's govern ment' during its banning was undo ubted ly a setback to an
organisation which is faced with the rea lity of being the worlds ' oldest liberation
movemen t' and having very little in the way of concrete s uccess to show for this.
Re trospectively it would appear Ihat the ce ntral factors leading to the ANC's strategic
reorientation included the imposition of two national Slate's of Emergenc y, the banni ng
of many of the ANC leadership cadre a nd Ihe re strictions placed o n sympa thetic
organisation s. It would appear as if these developmen ts had a profound impact on the
People' s Wa r campaign and forced the ANC 10 make important strategic reassess-rene .
Rese arch would suggest that the People's War reached its apogee in the mid 1980 ' s and
that the ANC was forced to see k new revol utionary channels in the late 1980's given the
changi ng dynamics of the Sou th African situatio n. Two important factors point to this
change in direction, first ly the unbanning of the African National Congress, the Sou th
African Communist Party a nd the release of its leadership fro m priso n. T his has been
followed by the return fro m exile of the majority of its exiled leade rship and many of
its cadres. Secondly the decisio n by the ANC to suspend its anned struggle a nd to e nter
into negotiations with the Sta te changed the conditions withi n which the AN C functioned.
Understandably these factors influenced the prospects for People's War in the future.
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Research wo uld also suggest that the ANC had undertaken a comprehensi ve
reformulat ion of its overall objectives in the consrinnional, legal and socio-economic
fields and furt her emphasis has been placed on mobilisational activities in the townships.
The ANC has demonstrated its eagerness to transform itse lf from an exiled o rganisation
into a mass based political movement. The emphasis on mass mobilisation and the
build ing of polit ical o rga ns inside the country has been facilita ted by the RSA
governments recognition of the legality of non-violent pro test and the relea se of its
internal leadershi p. The reorientations in ANC strategy which are e xamined in this
dissertation reflec t a recogni tion by the ANC of the vario us factors which have
infl uenced its develo pment since 1985.

The failure of the People' s War offensive of the African Nationa l Congress following the
dec laration of the Second Sta te of Emergency and the serious blo ws dealt to its internal
leade rship cadre. which appear to have had a profound impac t on the strategists of the
ANC and the SAC P a nd which led to a partial reassessmen t of their position is evide nt
in such important de partures from the ke y elemen ts of this era such as People's
Education and the Inned struggle. T he reve rsal of the ANC's campaig n to destroy the
existing educa tion system mobilising arou nd the slogan "Liberation before Education"
was a landmark failure for People' s War. By taci tly admitting that it had committed a
strategic blunder the ANC came to terms with the failure of one of the key elements of
its soc ial ellgineering experiment. Its suspension of Inned struggle can like wise be seen
as a n admission that it was unable to force the Stale into accommodation of its
aspirations through violence.

When evalua ting the nature of the ANC's strategic reorientation It IS Importan t to
idelilify those a reas ill which the ANC achieved success with its People 's War strategy.
The success ach ieved by the ANC and the UD F in reducing stare efforts to exte nd
franchise o n a local level to urban blacks 10 a shambles was all unq ualified success.
Chief of Staff of MK , Chris Hani stated before the 1988 Mun ici pal Election s that "The
ANC was comrntued to aborting the municipal elections. We shall not allow puppet
o rga nisa tions to put up candidates. We shall mobilise our people against the m. But

we

shall also use revolutionary violence or forcefully persuasion 10 sto p blacks from
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collaborating. Those who are aboul to collaborate, or who have lntemions of
collaborating, we want 10 warn lhem rbar they do so at their own risk.- The ANC
succeeded in its Obje<:live in thi!! regard. To date lhe Governmen t hail been unable to
restore confidence in its black local gcvemment struc tures and has conceded that a
governmental restructuring must follow negotiations. This element of the People's War
campaign can therefore be said 10 have been successful.

The ANC succeeded during this period in focusing world auenuon on its efforts to
remove the South African gove rnment and through sanctions, strikes, mass action and
ether strategies reduced the economic pcteruial of the South African stale to ward off the
effects of economic sanctions. This element of the People 's War efforts can therefore
be regarded as a unqualified success for the ANC. The long term impac Tof this Strategy
on the country is however difflcuh 10 determine but it will create problems which the
ANC could potentially inherit. The ANC has meretore showed a ma rked reluctance to
aba ndon the sanctions weapon which it rightly sees as a powerful inslrument 10 maintain
a degree of leverage over the South African government.

Counterpoised against this success is lhe ANC 's apparent inabi lily to stabilise ilS support
base and institutionalise its alternative Struc tures. A possible explanation to the ANC ' s
instability during this period and its spasmodic operational intensification before its
unbanning, lies in the various stale clamJKiowns which hampered many of the key
revolutionary structures and forced the ANC to reconsider its optimistic claims of the
mid 1980's. Mayibuye stated in 1989 that "it is clear we were nor able

to

meet the

challenge of the 84-86 uprisings due 10 inadequate scale of arm ing the people, our
inability 10 co-ordinate mass activity through a natio nal underground network, IVIK was
unable 10 effe<:lively root itself amongSl the masses so that the grassroots combat groups
could reinforce mass struggles with strategically directed armed activity. Consequently
the revolutionary movement was not able to defend lhe spectacular revolutionary

advances of the period against the regime's mulu-facered counrer-revoruuonery
strategy.'.... It is therefore possible to stale lhal on this leve l mass mobil isation was
unsustainable given tbe existing strategy of the state.
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The restriction of leading Charteri st organisations which played a leading role in the
state's strategy during the 1980 ' s, further hampered effons to re-activate People' s War.
This restriction on the ANC ' s ability 10 mobilise support has largely been removed
during the post unbanning period. The ANC was able to exploit the relative sta bility and
political accom modation inherent in the negotiating process to reorganise structures
which were destroyed in the past. Th is contrasts with the pre-u nbanning period when the
res trictions which were placed on the UDF after the imposition of the second State of
Emergency forced the ANC to explore new ave nues for its activities. In the wake of the
restriction the ANC made considerable movement towards the reali sation of the launching
of national organisations mobilising people in key sectors of society. This process of
creati ng front organisation s led to the emergence of a national yout h and student
organisation, the beginni ngs of a national civic organisation, a national Chaneri st trade
un ion movement and many other national structures within the Charterist camp. The
ANC went through a lean period internally following the clampdowns and has recognised
the role which these measures by the state played in restrictin g its ability to mobili se the
people. It is therefore ironic that given the current conditions of relative mobilisational
freedom that the ANC is current ly grappling with the problems of organisational
restructuring which were necessitated by its unbanning. These severe problems evide nt
in di sappointing recruitment figures are de spite the removal of many of the obstacles
which hampered its de velopment previously. II is therefore possible to argue in the light
of the facts contained in this thesis that certain inherent weaknesses existed within the
ANC which restricted its gro wth apart from the constra ints of state action.

There were various cl early identifiable reasons why the ANC found its mobili sational
objectives difficult to achieve before its unbanning. The National Security Management
System introduced by the South African Government during this period, was specifically
structured to carry out counter-insurgency campaigns agai nst People' s War strategies. The
strategic approach which lay behind this structure grew fro m an understanding of the
works of strategists such as 1.1 McCuen and F. Kitson . Strategists who had been
intimately involved in fight ing previou s People' s War type insurgencies. Their role in
shaping the state ' s response 10 People ' s War is examined earlier. The second factor was
interlinked to this counter-strategy. T he other ann of the NSMS which concerned itself
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with "welfare" was responsible for the upgradement of the townships from a security
point of view. Access was improved, lighting was installed and other measures including
the boi lding of strong points taken to improve control of the townships. Thirdly,

emergency regulations resulted in the disruption and dislocation of many oflhe structures
and alternative hierarchies during this period and the de tennon of key cadres, a factor
recognised by ANC strategist themselves all contributed to the failure of these effons.
The fourth factor which hampered ANC e fforts was the creation of a large townsh ip
based police force in the form of local township police units, the so-called
'k jtskcnstabels' or police au~iliarie s and a strong black Munici pal Police""'. Th is took
place at a lime when the South African Police were rece iving a larger pan of the budget
and Ihe upgrading of South African Police fac ilities and equipme nt began to change the
face of township policing. These factors en abled the state to blum the thrust of ANC
mass mobilisation. It is therefore hardly surprising that these elements of SlalC policy
were specifically targeted by Its critics for remova l. An objective in which they have
been largely successful.

The ANC current pl'Cocx:upation with violence in the town ships is cited by its spokesmen
as a major contributing factor in its failure to transform itself inlo a true "polincal
organisation. The massive death toll in me townships over the past three decades, many
of the deat hs re sulting from anacks on individuals or organisations who challenged the
ANC's drive to esta blish hegemony in black politics as well as the victims of securily
force actions, created a clima te of violence in South African society. The results of lbe
People 's War experiment in social engineering are evident in South Africa 's current
dilemma and the level of violen ce. A substanti al proportion of the blame for Ihis "culture
of viole nce" must therefore rest with the ANC which attempted to mobilise: the township
inhabitants into a "people 's army ". The systematic mobilisation of large sectors of the
soctety usi ng coercive mobilisational mechanisms produced a large strata of society who
depe nded on conflict and violence to retain their newly found stalUS as Ihe soldiers of
the "people 's army ". The sub-culture of violence which is so ev idenl in the currenl
situatlon is arguably therefore a direct consequence of the ANC' s Peoples' War
experiment. The numerous quotatio ns reproduced in this di ssertation are sufficient
evidence of tbe intention of the ANC to mili tarise lite masses. II is therefore ironic that

'"

the conseque nces of the ANC 's success in this field are curre ntly makin g themselves
evide nt in a man ner in which the ANC claims is detrime ntal to its developme nt. The
evide nce contained in this thesis would therefore suggest that despite the inability of the
ANC to sustai n mass mobilisation within the parameters of its own control, that a certain
degree of self-perpetuating momentum was gained in the mcbilisational process. This is
reflected in the undiscipli ned actions of the ANC youth and the "conusostls" which have
res isted ANC discipline and continue to generate tension in the townships. It is therefore
possible to speculate that the ANC could fall victim of its own efforts to militarise Sou th
Africa n society. Its apparent failure to realise the long tenn conseque nces of social
engineering have a biller irony when seen against the backdrop of apartheid's failure as
a social system.

Another element of ANC strategic development which emerges throughout this
dissertation is the role of crit icism from within the ranks of the ANC duri ng the period
preceding its unban ning which manifested itself on the National Executive Committee
with Ronnie Kasrils amongst others, delivering a scathing attack on the strategies of the
past. This particular attack reinforced the analysis by "Mazala" in a 1988 Sechaba that
the tactical errors of the pre-People's War led to failure. It would seem from these
internal statements that the posit ion taken that the ANC
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forced by circ umstances

largely beyond its control to re-evaluate its position and reformulate its strategy is a
correct one.

This re-evaluation did not indicate an abandonment of the philosophy of People's War
adopted at the Kabwe Consultative Conference but must rather be seen as an ex pansion
to a more soph isticated and multi-dimensional approa ch in which the ANC appears to
compromise some of its long tenn goals to achieve a broadly based alliance of antiapartheid organisations"91 and the adoption of a more insurrectionist approach. ANC
strategists are careful to blame their misfortunes on tactical errors rathe r than strategic
miscalculations. The manifestations of this development are ev ident in both the internal
deve lopments within ANC and the SACP and in the external image which the
organisation is projecting in its dealings with Western countries and in its relationship
with the S A govemmenr'".
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Chief of MK lnre tligence Ronnie Kasri l' s document entitled Politics and t!le Anned
Struggle: The Revolutionary Anny, wail submined to the NEC in february 19&& in
Lusaka and contained

$OIIlC

interesting admissions which enable the analyst 10 specutare

about tile reasons for the ANC ' s doctrin al changes identified in the tllesis. Kasrils
conceded that, "Despite tbe treme ndous upsurge of mass resistance over tile past three
years we were not able 10 take full edvaraage of the favourable conditions that
materialised. We were unable to deploy sufficient forces at home; our cadres still foond
big problems in basing tllemselves amongst our people: our underground failed 10 grow
sufficiently and oor people were leftto face the enemy and his vigilantes wilh stich and
stones, the incredible mass resistance and strikes were conseq uently not sutficiently
reinforced by armed struggle. It is therefore clear that although we have long formulated
theoretical positions such as "the armed stroggle must complement the mass struggle" and
"the guerrilla must be rooted in the people" etc, ere, it is one thing to state the theory and
another 10 put il imo practice.-

This imponant statement indicated the exrem 10

which elements in the ANC are dissatisfied with the development of the internal support
structures and the ability of MK to support them.
It is therefore possible to state that the crealion of 'alternative srructures', ' revolutionary

base areas' and 'people's power' failed 10 survive the state of emergency because the
ANC was unable 10 prorece mem from the slales' counter-measures. This suggesls that
the ANC moved before it had consolidated irs position and miscalculated its ability 10
face the security forces in a frontal position. Mao ' s writings on the subject of guerrilla
warfare: emphasise the dangers inherent in movement from one phase of struggle to
another wilhout sufficient preparation. The ANC appears 10 have ignored this element
of Mao ' s revolutionary teachings. The demise of its Eastern Bloc support mechanism.
the changing dynamics of sub-Saharan geo-ponucs and the political renewal process
within the ruling bloc all were reflected in the changes which took place in the ANC 's

strategy and tactics.

The apparent uncertainly which existed within the leadership of the ANC and Umkhorac
we Sizwe is reflected in tile internal debate wilhin the organisation. Kasrils identified a
failure by the leadership 10 realise a coherent and consistent strategic doctrinal position
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during this period: "The fact that nearly three years since the Kabwe Conference of the
ANC we still await a fresh strategy and tactics document does not help our military
strategy: """ This hard hitting observation supports other indications that the ANC were
unsure how to take their onslaught or struggle further. The failure to mobilise the cadres.
both externally and internally around a strategy which was popular and easily
understandable reportedly led to dissatisfaction and demoralisation. Kasrils also identified
a coneoverslet topic of internal debate within the ANC when he asked the question.
"Highlighting these defects (above) one asks: is it not possible that we are incorrect in
believing that the armed struggle is the way fcrwerd?" and staled that the events of the
past three years have demonstrated Ihat the one aspect of insurgency without the other
will be doomed to failure. The degree to which the ANC lacked an easily understandable
doctrine of war fight ing. is highlighted in a statement in which he says that "W hat is
demanded is a vision of how powe r is to be seized and a plan for the building of the
forces and means to carry out this task. Th is vision and this plan must be clearl y
understood by all activists. at home and abroad. within the tenus of their tasks and
responsibili ties so that all have a clear and common understanding of their role within
the mach inery of the struggle....·.l The ANC appears to have realised that it must
translate its revolutionary theories into readily accessi ble concepts which are both
practical and easily translated into reality. These statements made after the failu re of the
major internal mobilisational thrus t enable the analyst to look at the ANC's growth
during this underground stage in a degree of perspective. The current emphasis on mass
resistance within a quast-pohucal framework in ANC strategy appears to res ult from the
lessons learned during the late 1980' s.

An important article by "Denga" written in the African Communist during the evaluation
phase of People 's War concerni ng the broad coalition of anti-apartheid forces gave a
further important insight into future ANC strategy. The discussion article highlighted the
A NC' s commiunent to the building of a mass front against the governme nt, this front by
definition was to be sufficiently wide to encompass the largest spectrum of anngovernment forces possible to overcome the marginalisatlon process which formed a key
element of the States strategy in the pre-unbanning phase. The marg inalisation process.
(ie. emphas is of the ANC terrorist nature and its comm umsr links) threatened the ANC
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both internally and externally during this period. To overcome this threat to its image the
ANC drew into its ranks a broad spectrum of organisations which were non-revolutionary
but who could be persuaded through negoti ation and di scussion to either remain neutral
or to side with a brood alliance of force s which shared common shoo tenn objectives but
who cou ld be abandoned once they had fulfilled their limited funct ion. This led to a
process in which the ANC attempted to abandon unpleasant elements of its image and
develop an image which is more acceptable in the West following the demi se of the
Easte rn Bloc as a source of support.

The article expands on this analysis. It states that, "various tactics have to be employed
to win the multitude of the unorga nised into the struggle. One of the most important is
to find common bound with fonnation s which are broadly speaking or potentially anti
apartheid to which these forces may belong and act jointly with them: the fundamental
aim being to raise the consciousness of the masses and activate them to become staunch
part icipants in the struggle for national democracy." -

An ANC planning document

circulated in 1987 stated that the "consolida tion of the unity of these forces will defeat
plans to treat the ANC as one of a number of legitimate forces in our country and to
di vide our people into different politic al entities, each with its ow n set of political
demands .... The issue of negotiat ions is pressing on us with increasing insistence. II
seems clear that the imperialist powers have, in fact, gone a good way forward in
considering this whole question. We must, at all times, work to ensure that we are in the
stron gest pos sible political, military and diplomatic position wheneve r such negotiations
may be forced on us. In this regard, we have to defeat enemy manoeuvres 10 divide our
movement on ideological and other grounds, to reduce us to one of a numbe r of
legitimate forces and 10 determine the subject of a negotiated process....91 The ANC
clearly can be said to have been aware of the dangers inheren t in its new found freedom
to mobilise which makes its relative failure to achieve hegemony in black politics more
significant.

Swi lling foresa w a problem which would dog the ANC throughout its late People' s War
phase and continue followi ng its unbanning when he said. "A critical problem faced by
political activists since the uprising began in 1984 was how to hold back political
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mo bilisation while organisations were buill to g uide and direc t o ppositional move ments.
Repression and inadequate orga nisational resources preve nted them from resolving this
problem. Communities, and particularly the yo uth, moved too quickly to take o n the full
might of the state without the pro tect ion, des pite the stree t committee system of strong
national o rganisation:- The end of repre ssio n did little to alleviate this pro blem. The
ANC continued to find it diffic ult to consolidate the inroads made by coercive mass
mo bilisation. This suggests that througho ut the e ra of People 's War that the initial gain s
made by the ANC in mobilisation re flected a short te rm process with little chance of
long term success. While it is true that the AN C maintained a steady level of support in
given areas, such as Port Alfred , Credock and Pan Elizabeth, it was no t a ble to tran slate
these s uccesses into revolutio nary institutions o r true parallel hierarchies. Its inability to
gene rate permanent structures arg uably highlights its politica l immaturity within the given
situation. It was essentially an exiled movement d uring this period and did no t posses the
grass-roots aware ness of the cha nging d ynami cs on the ground whic h it required to
consolidate its mobilisatlonal successes.

It is therefore possible that strategists within the A NC viewed the People ' s War
e xperiment of the 1980 ' s as a partial failure and moved rapidly in a new direction.
Despite this realisation it would appear thatthe ANC leadership viewed the fail ure of the
greater People ' s War effort as a consequence of tactical errors and continued to maintain
that the strategy itself was appropriate to South African conditions. It is therefore
possible for the a nalyst to speculate that while the strateg ic pri nciples of People' s War
will remain part of the ANC's strategy and tactics and altho ugh the form may ch ange
substantially, the content of the ir strategies will remain largely unaltered.

A recen t internal ANC tra ining doc ument Slated that "whatever sce nario we paint of the
possible outcome of o ur struggle. o ur prese nt priorit ies remain unaltered. We must
prepare for the seizure of powe r. A negotiated settlement favourable to the masses for
example. ca n o nly take place w hen the enemy is forced to conce de that the organised
forces of re volution have seized the initiative. Our programme sees no co nflict between
the insurrec tionary perspective and the possibility of a negotiated transfer of power. The
exact form of the ultimate breakthro ugh sho uld not be confused with the strategy needed
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10 help c reate conditions for the winning of powe r.'.... The A NC are therefo re ac tively
reserving the insurrection option as part of a dualistic strategy with strong People ' s War
influence in their c urrent strategy.

The AN C has stated in a recent strategy document that , "as a mode of combat the
objective of de fence action is to oblige the adversary to aba ndon his attack by inflic ting
maximu m los ses on him. The quest ion of defence hinges o n the whole question of the
s urvival ability and capability of our organisation to move and to take our people to
victory in the shortest possible time and te rms largely dictated by us."w. The ANC has
chosen to c hanne l its military energies into a sophis ticated s tructure of Defence Units.
These it plans to mode l into a National Township Defe nce Force directed at defendi ng
its structures against attack from its increasing range of ad versaries in the townships.
Whe reas its organisational focu s d uring its period of banning was against the regime, it
is found itself locked in a deathly battle with its ch ief rivals in the black political are na.
These include the Pan Africanist Congress, the Inkatha Freedom Party and the Azanian
People 's O rgani sation. This has also necessitated c hanges of strategy as Urnkhomo we
Siawe suuggles to come to grips with the new env ironment in which it must function.

It is therefore possible 10 arg ue that the em phasis in ANC circles will con tinue to move
away from People's War in its narrower, more military sense and that the ANC will
increasingly look to di plomatic and o ther "poli tical" strategies to continue with its
revolutionary progra mme. The era of old style People's War appears to be over and a
ne w dimension to ANC activity is eviden t in the post unbanning phase. Despite this
movement it is also evident in the townships of Natal and the Transvaal that the forces
of Umkhen to we Sizwe are still actively deployed, often within the framework of selfdefence units against political opponents. The proposed publication of a hand book for the
training and de ployment of self-defe nce units indicates that the ANC has not abandoned
its use of v iolence~l .

The People' s War era saw substa ntial changes in the ANC. A conflict of this scale and
nature inevitably generates a new cadre of leade rs schooled in the practica l art of
revolution. It also prod uced a revitalised group of leadership with current e xperience in
dealing with the conditions inside the country which faced the ANC followi ng its
unbanni ng. The ANC ' s developme nt duri ng this period points to various importan t

military lessons. Firstly the failure to con solidate structures cost the ANC dearly. It
invested enormous human and physical resources into selected areas on ly to see them
taken back into the system after the state of emergency. It demon strated the inability of
insurgent organisations to survive without developed internal and external base areas and
validated Mao ' s insistence of the importance of these areas. It demonstrated the ability
of draconian action to suppress revolutionary activity on certain level but it demonstrated
the psychological power held by an insurgent force fighting an authoritarian as apposed
to dictatorial regime""'. More importantly the events examined in this thesis
demonstrate that an insurgent effon of this nature is primari ly concerned with intangible
aspects such as morale and will to resist. The major realignment of the state in its
position with regard to the ANC was largely a product of the enormous publicity
generated by the ANC ' s People ' s War effort. Th is demonstrated the validity of Mao ' s
assertion that vastly inferior forces with limited resources at their disposal can force a
technologically superior force into acknowledging partial defeat.

A crucial issue addressed in this thesis is the deba te about ungovernability and the
causality of the ANC ' s involvement in events in the townships during the 1980 ' s. In
examining the mechanics of revolution as opposed to its causes, this examination of ANC
strategy does not address the issue of grievances within the groupings of the South
African population targeted by the ANC. These underlying factors do however have
relevance to a de bate which is central to this dissen ation. This is the debate concern ing
the causational relationship between the ANC and black revolt. Jeremy Seekings, in an
analysis of mobili sation in the T umahole township near Parys described the two major
positions in this debate as follows, "the South African Government, the mainstream
media, and liberal observers all referred to political mobilisation as ' unrest' and
interpreted in tenns of violence. For them, "unrest" was a deviation from the "nonn al",
and its was in violence (suggesting violation and illegitimacy) that this was most
accurately embodied. Their explanations, of course differed. The Governmen t blamed
"unrest" on manipulative agitators.'?"

Seekings describes the liberal viewpoint as follows, "liberal observers dismissed such
agitator theories. But without locating violent confrontations in an understanding of either
political economy or the dynamics of township politics, their analysis lapsed into
indetertrunacy. Lawrence Schlemmer, for example. identified sixteen variants that formed

"0 matrix of interlocking factors" (including the "irritants" of rent increases, and the
inadequately deterrenr'counter-reacnon by police units"!) which gave townships "a
propensity for unrest and dissidence".$001 Seekings dismisses the unrest lheory with
co ntempl arguing that, "Ihe concept of "unrest" does not provide a useful approach

to

township politics. Whilst on the one hand it is nebulous and seems all-embracing, on the
other il suggests a homogeneity that bears little resemblance to the diversity of political
mobilisation and protest, and an incoherence that de nies the playing out of concrete class
interests. It also belittles the imponance of contemporary resistance through suggesling,
as one liberal observer has himself pointed out, "that these cycles of violence and
counter-violence form part of the larger age-old political dilemma that plagues South
Africa: ....

Seekings rejects these two approaches out of hand and argues that rather than reflecting
a "unidirectional" struggle for national political rights, that "it seems that, in many
townships al least, the genesis and development of popular protest is rooted in townshipspecific factors: While Seeking ' s class based analysis of society may lead him

to

perceive the origins of township confliCI in socio-economic conditio ns he fails to
satisfactorily explain the process of mobilisation. Mobilisation is in itself a process which
occurs as an independent consequence of the given conditions and is distinct as 0 process
from the prevailing conditions themselves. A class based or Marxian analysis seems 10
inevitably over-esti mate the revolutionary potential of the people to rise up in a coordinated fashion as a result of conditions on the ground. This thesis has attempted to
explore the dynamics of mobilisation which made the d ifference between those
communities in which people suffering deprivation and hardship either stayed in a state
of relative inactivity or in which isolated examples of spontaneous protest took place and
those in which organised coercive mobilisation sparked of organi3ed protest. Seekings
does not explore the Important elemenl of revolutionary co nflict management, the process
undertaken by the ANC' s under-ground structures during this period and dismisses the
role of "agitators" as conspiratorial. In the IWO townships examined in this dissenalion
the evidence is overwhelmingly in suppon of a planned and co-ordinated process which
was not township specific but rather formed pan of a conscious strategy of revolution.
In evaluating the rule of the un governability thesis it is importaru to recognise the
importance of intentions. The ANC actively planned for and carried out a People ' s War
offensive. Evidence of this abounds in this dissertation. The argument that the protest was
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a spontaneous result of frustration has certain bene fits for opponents of the state and
ironically, within certain quarters, proponents of stare policy . Opponents of the stale use
these arguments

to

emphasise the nature of oppression and the extent of exploitation

under apanheid. Proponents of the slale's position have used the argument to
demonstrate that the ANC was impotent and unable 10 take control of the revolutionary
process. Th is argurrem attempts to minimalise the role of the ANC and Umkhonto we
Sizwe in the process . BOlh argume nts are one dime nsional and lack any SIlIInd em pirical
basis. The reality of the situation was far more complex.

An ANC document e ntitled Guidelines on Underground Ccnseucticn is more specific
thaI Seeklngs in identifying the core of the mobllisational process which took place in
these selected areas, "in building the underground we shou ld identify the most important
lasks of the moment and pay the necessary atte nlion to lhem. If we are dealing wilh a
large region eg the Eastern Cape, we need to identify the mOSl slnltegic industries and
the most decisive social sectors, and strive 10 secure a decisive presence in them. At the
same time there may be areas with a high leve l of mass activity eg Cradock or
Cookhouse which would need immediate etre mion and resources of the underground so
as to give lhe mass revolt there the necessary guidance. The undergrou nd would then
have 10respond accordingly. It could well be lhalthe panicular moment enemy aclivities
are such that the hamper mass mobilisation and organisation."'"
Clearly the ANC was acurety aware of the need 10 manage the situation and to channel
anger and frustration inlo a revolutio nary direction. The evidence accumulated in this
disser tation would suggest that the ANC played a direct agitationa! role in those
townships in which it was able to establish a viable under-ground mechanism. It would
also suggest that Seekings dismissal of the role of "manipulative ag ilators" ignOT!:S the
role which the ANC, Umkhonto we Sizwe and the under- ground structures pla~d in the
mobilisalional process.

The activities of the ANC during this period suggest that they were able to stimulate
grass-roots disconlent using activists trained by the UDF and other bodies
mobilisational techniques 10 generate resistance

to

In

the stale. They were also able to

intensify the process by altering the environment in which mobilisation 'took place in
such a manner that the township inhabitants found themselves caught in a cycle of
violence and lsolarlon from the world beyond the parameters of their township. This
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process was reinforced by coercive mobilisatlonal techniq ues which included fear and
terror. These mobitisational techniques and their identification do not detract from the
reality of apartheid, the economic hardships of thc township inhabitants

(N'

the

aggravating factors such as rent Increases or bus-fare hikes bUI are a reality of AN C
townsh ip activity during this period. This dissertation does not attempt to explore the
dynamics of the condi tions which existed in the lIIl:8S in which People ' s War took place
but rather 10 explore the dynamics of rrcbilisarlcn and the ANC ' s unique role in this
process. A process which will continue to have important consequences for South
Africa ' s future.
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